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Abstract
In 2018, nearly two-thirds of newly installed global power generation has come from
renewable energy sources. Distributed installations of solar photovoltaic (PV) panels have
been at the forefront of this global energy transition. In many places, the cost of solar power
has dropped below the cost of fossil fuels such as coal. The main challenge in incorporating
this growing source of clean and cheap energy is its high variability; it must often be used
in conjunction with an expensive energy storage system to help match electricity supply
and demand. Despite the growing focus on energy storage and its role in helping meet the
ambitious renewable energy targets set by climate-conscious policy makers, the relatively
high capital cost of combined PV-storage systems has limited their widespread adoption.
The high cost of PV-storage systems may be offset by the value they provide to system
owners. The combination of PV panel and energy storage components adds complexity
and flexibility to an energy system where both supply and demand are stochastic and
depend on many factors, and this contributes to the technical challenges of system design
and operation. Practical methods for increasing the value of PV-storage systems through
effective system design and operation are the focus of this dissertation. The proposed
approach to solving these problems involves the use of system models and data describing
the system’s operating environment. Our research consists of two main components: the
theoretical component, i.e., modelling, and the practical component, i.e., analysis of energy
systems on the basis of models and data.
In this thesis, we construct new battery models that enable simulation and optimization
studies of PV-storage systems. These models are then used to develop several advanced
methods for designing and operating PV-storage systems based on available solar genera-
tion and electricity consumption data. We study the problem of determining the combined
sizes of PV panel and storage components to meet a given system load target at the low-
est possible cost. We also study the problem of system operation, with the objective of
increasing system value via minimization of operating expenses. The sizing and control
methods developed in this thesis are based primarily on system simulation, mathematical
programming, and neural networks, and are evaluated on datasets of PV generation and
electricity consumption measurements of buildings.
Among our contributions are an accurate battery model for simulation studies that
can be easily calibrated. We further derive models for optimization studies with various
degrees of accuracy and complexity, including a linear model with higher accuracy than
existing linear models. For system sizing, we develop a novel approach for sizing a PV-
storage system to reliably meet a load performance target at the lowest possible cost. For
iv
system operation, we develop a set of algorithms which achieve high performance with
low information requirements, a mixed-timescale approach to reduce the online computa-
tional complexity of model predictive control, and a system controller designed to encode
a deep neural network with a model predictive control policy and capable of refining its
performance over time while adapting to changes in the operating environment.
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Energy storage has played a role in electrical power systems for over a century. The main
purpose of storing energy is to decouple the time of electricity supply from the time of
demand, introducing flexibility into both generation and consumption processes. Recently,
there has been a growing focus on energy storage and its role in meeting the renewable en-
ergy targets set by climate-conscious policymakers at various levels of government. Energy
storage is considered to be a crucial element for increasing the penetration of renewable
generation sources, in particular, solar photovoltaic (PV) panels and wind turbines. A
high penetration of renewable electricity sources is one of the key aspects of a low-carbon
electricity grid, and the intermittency of these sources is the primary barrier to their
widespread adoption.
The use of energy storage systems to aid in maintaining the balance of supply and
demand in the electricity grid has so far been on a very limited scale; the total energy
storage capacity expressed as a fraction of daily average load is mere 0.2% in the United
States [11, 5] and even lower in Canada [176, 39]. The majority of this storage is in the form
of large pumped-hydro storage facilities [11], which pump water to an elevated reservoir
when electricity supply exceeds demand and use its gravitational potential energy to spin
turbines when demand exceeds supply. The increased deployment of pumped-hydro storage
is limited by its high capital cost and restricting geographical requirements.
During the last decade, there has been a growing trend in the deployment of elec-
trochemical batteries [6], especially Lithium-ion technologies, resulting in an increase in
energy storage capacity. The early adopters of battery systems have been power producing-
companies who purchase large-scale systems to directly support the electrical grid. How-
ever, storage deployment in the end-user environment is growing as well. Batteries are
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being installed behind-the-meter1 in residential, commercial, and industrial buildings.
A battery adds flexibility to a building’s energy system, and this flexibility can be
utilized in several ways. For example, in conjunction with a local PV installation, the
battery may store excess PV energy and use it at night, when PV power is unavailable.
Besides, the battery may be used to shift the system’s net grid load to times where grid
electricity is cheaper, which often correlate with periods during which the electricity is
generated with low-cost methods. Other, more advanced applications of distributed energy
generation and storage systems are also being explored, such as taking part in grid demand-
response markets by aggregating many buildings’ batteries into a virtual power plant [123],
or selling energy to a neighbor through a peer-to-peer energy sharing network [105, 28].
The analysis of these trends2 naturally leads to the notion of a PV-storage system,
in which PV panels and batteries are integrated. Such a system creates opportunities to
significantly offset the owner’s reliance on energy from the grid, and increase the amount of
clean energy consumption. While this consideration may convince certain environmentally-
conscious end-users to purchase PV-storage systems, it is not sufficient for the majority of
potential consumers who base their purchasing decisions primarily on the comparison be-
tween system cost and payback [4], or, in other terms, on the expected return-on-investment
(ROI).
The cost of PV-storage systems is an important factor in their adoption. The costs of
both PV panels and batteries have been in steady decline [46, 124]. PV panel prices vary
across different parts of the world; at the time this research was conducted, residential
installations typically have costs in the range of 1000-3000 USD per kWp. Batteries have
a price range of 500-1000 USD per kWh of installed storage capacity. Hence, a system
that is capable of producing a noticeable effect on the energy consumption of a typical
household requires a substantial investment. This is the limiting factor in the widespread
adoption of PV-storage systems.
The goal of this dissertation is to increase the ROI of end-user PV-storage systems
and thereby increase their adoption. There are many different approaches to address this
challenge. A chemist or materials engineer may seek to develop new and improved battery
technologies or photovoltaic materials. An economist may study the effectiveness of various
incentive schemes that encourage individuals to invest in these systems. The research
presented in this thesis lies at the intersection of computer science, mathematics, and
electrical engineering, and utilizes the typical methodologies derived from these disciplines.
1Behind-the-meter refers to the point of electricity consumption. The electricity meter used to bill the
user for their consumption sees the net effect of user consumption and system operation.
2Referring to the trends in distributed PV panel and distributed battery installations.
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There are many different stakeholders interested in PV-storage system adoption, who
may each have distinct perspectives and goals. For instance, governments are interested in
meeting their carbon reduction targets. Electrical utility companies and grid operators are
interested in using PV generation and storage to reduce their costs. System manufacturers
are interested in selling systems to make a profit. System owners are interested in reducing
their electricity bills. In this dissertation, we take the perspective of PV-storage system
owners who wish to satisfy their electricity demand at the lowest possible cost. In other
words, this work focuses on increasing PV-storage system value for end-consumers.
We consider two main approaches to the increase of value, and thereby the ROI, of
PV-storage systems.
1. Choosing the right sizes for system components. This involves sizing the
components of the system, specifically the battery and PV panels. The goal is to
find the optimal system size, i.e., the one that achieves a desired system performance
target at the lowest possible cost.
2. Operating the system in the best possible way. Energy storage provides
flexibility in energy consumption and creates opportunities for optimization. The
goal is to minimize the cost of operation; for end-user systems, this means minimizing
the payments to the utility company.
To optimize the sizing and operation of PV-storage systems, we integrate data traces
consisting of localized PV generation and load measurements. Together, such datasets
describe a PV-storage system’s operating environment. The combination of this data with
a dynamic system model enables the study of the system over potential state trajectories, as
described by the data. We use this approach to develop methods for solving system design
and control problems. Undertaking this work requires us to address some fundamental
challenges, as described next.
1.1 Challenges
We identify four fundamentally challenging aspects of undertaking a data-driven study of
PV-storage system optimization.
1. System Complexity: Studying the optimization of PV-storage system size and
operation requires a battery model. The model should be accurate, easy to calibrate
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and be usable as part of an optimization study without incurring overwhelming com-
putational expenses. Thus, the development of battery models is a fundamental part
of our work. Lithium-ion batteries are complex electrochemical systems. Accurately
modelling the relationship between aspects such as battery voltage, energy content,
applied current, energy conversion efficiency, and others, is a challenging task. Cre-
ating models which are tractable enough to be used as part of a system optimization
study, without sacrificing heavily on model accuracy, is another major challenge.
2. Coupling of Design and Control: The optimal sizing of a PV-storage system
depends on how it is operated, and optimal operation depends on the sizing. This
coupling makes it difficult to simultaneously design both an optimal sizing and opti-
mal operation strategy. Other aspects are also coupled, for example in the choice of
specific PV panel and battery technologies, and the choice of the applications that
the system is used for. Studying this problem jointly is a very difficult task due to
the complexity of the system and the number of inter-dependent system variables.
We discuss our approach to breaking the coupling in Section 2.2.
3. Unknown Behaviour: Configuring a PV-storage system with an appropriate siz-
ing and operating strategy is typically done before the system is deployed. Once
deployed, the system operates in an environment with many unknowns. This envi-
ronment is highly dynamic, in part due to the unpredictability of the people who
use the system to meet their energy demands, and in part due to the many changes
that electrical systems are currently undergoing. For these reasons, ensuring that the
system size and operating strategy is robust and adaptable to the future environment
is challenging.
4. Limited Data: When a PV-storage system is deployed, there is often very little data
available to support the configuration of its sizing and operating strategy. While we
have a generally good idea of how much PV generation to expect from a particular
location, the specific patterns of the system owner’s electrical load are often unclear.
In recent years, the deployment of smart meters has allowed some homeowners to get
access to this data. However, given the stochasticity and non-stationarity of both
solar and load processes (discussed in Section 4.2.2), several years of data are often
needed to accurately represent these processes. Considering the lack of historical
data combined with the fact that the future is unknown, it is difficult to provide
guarantees on PV-storage system performance.
To address these challenges, we make use of a wide variety of methods. Our work
features system simulation, mathematical programming, probability bounds, rule-based
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control algorithms, model predictive control, neural networks, experiments on real batter-
ies, and an evaluation on real measurement data.
1.2 Dissertation Outline
The topic of this research is related to the critical, complex, and multifaceted problem
of anthropogenic climate change. Our work is relevant to the sub-problem of renewable
energy adoption and integration, and we hope that it is a step forward to addressing
the related problem of PV-storage system ROI. Where appropriate, the descriptions of
our specific contributions are accompanied by a series of propositions regarding potential
further studies.
The layout of this dissertation is as follows. Definitions of system terminology and
overview of the research paradigm are provided in Chapter 2. This is followed by the
three central parts of the thesis. In Chapter 3, we establish a theoretical understanding of
the system through the development of a mathematical model. In Chapters 4 and 5, we
bring the model into practice through the development of a framework for the optimiza-
tion of system design and for the optimization of system operation, respectively. A brief
description of each of these central parts follows.
1.2.1 Mathematical Models for Storage Systems
A mathematical model is a crucial element for the study of system optimization. A data-
driven study of PV-storage systems, where power generation and consumption is modelled
via data traces, requires a battery model. Among the many desirable properties of such
models, the focus of our work is on the ease of model calibration, and on the trade-off
between accuracy and complexity. The latter refers to the careful pruning of complex bat-
tery model features to make it tractable while minimizing losses to modelling accuracy. In
Chapter 3, we develop a set of models which can be calibrated using only the data typi-
cally available in a battery manufacturer’s specifications sheet, and which explore different
trade-offs between accuracy and complexity.
Among our contributions is an accurate and easily calibrated model which is suitable
for battery system simulation, and a family of analytic battery models for energy system
optimization studies, including a linear model with higher accuracy than existing linear
models. The simulation model has been implemented as a Matlab system block that is
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compatible with Simulink simulation software. Our work on battery models has been
published as [81, 78, 80]
1.2.2 PV-Storage System Sizing
Someone purchasing a PV-storage system for partially or completely offsetting grid usage
is faced with the following question: how much of each should they buy? The task is to
choose the combination of PV panels and battery modules from a discrete set of available
sizes. It is desirable to purchase the cheapest system that meets the user’s needs in order
to maximize ROI. In Chapter 4, we develop a novel framework for computing a robust
system sizing based on data-driven system simulation and probability bounds. In contrast
with other existing work, we relax the assumption that the available historical data which
characterizes the system’s operating environment is perfectly representative of the future.
Instead, we use a weaker assumption that the dynamic properties of both the past and
future operating environments are characterized by the same probability distribution.
1.2.3 Optimization of System Operation
To maximize PV-storage system ROI, the system must be operated to minimize the cost
of providing power to the user. This can be done in many ways, for example by charging
and discharging the battery to take advantage of differences in the price of grid electricity
throughout the day. The effectiveness of an operating strategy depends heavily on the
operating environment, including the grid pricing scheme, load and PV generation patterns,
as well as on system size. In Chapter 5, we develop control strategies for PV-storage systems
under two grid pricing schemes: time-of-use pricing and peak-demand pricing. Among our
contributions is (a) a mixed-timescale model predictive control approach that achieves
quasi-optimal performance with relatively low computational hardware requirements, and
(b) a deep neural network controller that is capable of learning an effective control policy
over time and adapting to changes in the operating environment. Our work on system
operation has been published as [79, 77].
This high-level description of our methods and objectives leads us to the description of
the methodology used in this dissertation.
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1.3 Research Methodology
The methodological considerations of this work include the recognition of the complexity
of data, the plurality of methods, and the practicality of results. The primary technique of
our research is the data-driven analysis of mathematical system models. Accordingly, the
theoretical component of this work consists in the formulation of models. In the context of
this work, we use the word “model” to refer to a simplified mathematical description of a
system or process, meant to assist calculations and predictions [149]. Once the models are
developed, we use them as a framework for the analysis of energy systems to obtain practical
conclusions or recommendations. Thus, this research consists of two main components: the
theoretical component, i.e., modelling, and the practical component, i.e., analysis of energy
systems based on models and data.
Many of the modern methods for energy system analysis are driven by data: mea-
surements of dynamic system parameters over time. The time series corresponding to the
power output of a PV panel or the instantaneous power consumption of a building are
examples of such data. This data can be used to develop realistic system models, which
may then be analyzed to draw conclusions about the system under study.
We use real measurement data wherever possible to model relevant system processes.
An alternative is to use data generation techniques based on mathematical models of the
process, which are often extracted from data. These two types of data sources are referred
to as data-driven and model-driven, respectively. The real data reflect the entire variety of
factors affecting the process, including possible correlation with other processes3; in place
of real data, a very complex model is required to mimic the processes accurately. In this
research, the preference for the data-driven approach is based on the supposition that real
data more accurately reflects the reality in comparison with a mathematical model.
The fundamental assumption of many data-driven studies is that historical data is
representative of the future. Without this assumption, data would be useless as a base
for a posteriori analysis. Indeed, historical data contain hints about future trends in the
corresponding processes. However, besides the valuable information which may be obtained
through data analysis, two other possibilities must be taken into account upon working
with data. First, the data may contain information which is not representative of the
future. Examples of this could be noise which distorts the true signal that the data is
meant to convey, and outliers which skew the results of analysis toward the extreme rather
than moderate or expected cases. Second, the data may be missing information which is
3An example of correlation is the increase in power consumption by a building’s cooling system at times
of high solar irradiation, which also correspond to high levels of PV power generation.
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critical for adequate representation of the future. For example, the data may pertain to a
time interval which is insufficiently short for capturing the stochasticity of the underlying
processes.
The recognition of the complex nature of data, with all of its positive and negative
aspects, is one of the critical and distinguishing components of the methodology of this
work. Accordingly, we develop data-driven methods which partially relax the assumption
that the historical data perfectly represents the future, and thus increase the effectiveness
of the resulting studies.
Another distinguishing methodological consideration of this work is the recognition of
the plurality of methods that may be used to achieve the same objective. Accordingly, we
develop and compare multiple methods for studying each system problem. Each method
may have distinct strengths and weaknesses. Consideration of multiple methods allows us
to choose the best one or combine the advantages of several methods into a single joint
approach.
Finally, the consideration of the practicality of the result is also one of the methodolog-
ical premises of this research. Following this premise, we ensure that our assumptions are
practically feasible. The practical limitations depend on the context and manifest them-
selves as restrictions on the computation time, the availability of data, and others. Abiding
by these limitations makes the results of the research applicable to real systems.
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Chapter 2
Terminology and Related Work
2.1 System Components
This dissertation focuses on PV-storage systems installed in a building or home, including
off-grid systems that have no additional power sources, and grid-connected systems that
have a bi-directional connection to a larger electricity grid. In this section, we discuss the
basics of the main components of our system: solar PV panels, the load, the battery, and
the grid, if present.
2.1.1 Solar PV Panels
PV panels are composed of many PV cells, which convert solar energy into electricity. The
panels are typically either mounted to building rooftops or ground-mounted. The mounts
may be either fixed or track the sun for increased generation. The generated power follows a
diurnal pattern and is heavily dependent on the panel temperature and the solar radiation,
which are dependent on location, season, and cloud cover. The power capacity of the panels
is usually expressed as kilo-Watt peak (kWp, shortened to kW), which is the amount of
power they generate when exposed to a solar irradiance of 1000 W/m2 at a temperature
of 25◦C.
2.1.2 Battery
Charging (accumulation of energy obtained from external sources), storing (holding energy
inside the battery), and discharging (providing energy to external consumers) are the three
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main functions of a battery.
In this work, we focus on electrochemical batteries, specifically those which use Lithium-
ion (Li-ion) technology. Li-ion batteries lie at the heart of many modern devices and sys-
tems, including smartphones, electric vehicles, grid-scale energy storage, and, increasingly,
in buildings.
Li-ion batteries have seen a huge rise in popularity during the last decade. These
batteries have many desirable properties, including high energy density, high efficiency,
and fast charging/discharging capabilities. There are many variations in the chemical
materials used in a Li-ion cell, and each variation results in a cell with different properties.
For example, Lithium-Titanate cells have long life spans [103], while Lithium-Ferrous-
Phosphate cells can be discharged at very high power [2].
The price of Li-ion batteries is expected to continue to fall over the next 20 years [124],
which favours many applications where storage is a necessity or could be useful. Some
key applications are electric vehicles, grid regulation, and the integration of energy storage
with renewable energy sources.
A battery is typically composed of many Li-ion cells, which are arranged in a circuit
and managed by a Battery Management System (BMS). The BMS limits the use of the
battery within a safe operating range, with constraints on the terminal voltage, charg-
ing/discharging current, and operating temperature. A fraction of energy is lost upon
conversion from electrical to electrochemical energy during charging, as well as upon con-
version in the reverse direction during discharging, with a typical round-trip efficiency of
80-95%. The amount of energy that can be stored in the battery at any given time is
expressed in kilo-Watt hours (kWh). For a building, a typical battery size may be in
the range of 1-100 kWh. Further details on battery characteristics may be found in the
discussion on battery models in Section 3.1.
2.1.3 Load
The electrical load on the system is the sum of the demands of the electrical appliances
currently in use. For a residential building, major appliances include air conditioners,
heaters, refrigerators, lighting, and electronics such as televisions and computers. In this
work, we consider the load to be inelastic, in the sense that it follows a fixed stochastic
trajectory which may not be modified. Some modern appliances such as washing machines
and dishwashers allow for flexible scheduling of their operation to coincide with times of
cheap grid pricing or low demand. These are not considered in this thesis.
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2.1.4 Grid
The electrical grid is a large network for delivering electricity from producers to consumers.
From the perspective of a building, in normal circumstances, we assume that electricity can
always be purchased from or sold to the grid as needed. An electricity utility company sets
the price of electricity for consumers in the form of a pricing scheme. There are thousands
of variations for grid pricing schemes; the common parameters in those schemes include
time of day, day of the week, season, peak power demand, and aggregate demand. For grid
connections to commercial and residential buildings, we study the following two common
pricing scheme structures:
• Time-of-use pricing: In this scheme, the price of electricity varies depending on the
time of the day on a fixed schedule with two or more pricing periods. For example,
in Ontario, there are off-peak, mid-peak, and peak pricing periods, each with their
own per-kWh electricity price; the schedule of each period and their corresponding
prices are updated on an annual or semi-annual basis, and typically correlate with
the levelized cost of electricity production in the grid.
• Peak-demand pricing: The price of electricity is time-invariant, but with high
penalties for exceeding a given peak power threshold.
In many countries, including Canada and the United States, there are programs in
place for the grid to purchase electricity generated by local PV panels. There are three
common price structures:
• Net-metering: Energy transferred to the grid is used to offset the energy consumed
from the grid, thereby lowering the electricity bill of the system owner.
• Feed-in tariff : Energy is sold to the grid at a fixed rate, often guaranteed by a long-
term contract. Feed-in tariff plans were originally used as a subsidy for PV panels,
with rates that ensure a positive return-on-investment. The rates have declined
alongside the declining cost of PV panels to below even the cost of grid electricity.
• Value-of-solar tariff : The price for selling PV energy to the grid is calculated to




Energy systems are a widely-studied area of research. At the start of each of the next three
chapters, we survey the literature corresponding to each research problem. This section
gives a general overview of how the problems in energy systems have been addressed (the
methods), and the goals that the researchers have attempted to achieve (the objectives).
2.2.1 Common Methods
Existing work on energy system analysis may be grouped according to the method. In our
work, three broad methods are considered: 1) simulation of the evolution of the physical
system, denoted Simulation, 2) Mathematical programming to determine optimal sizing
and operation, denoted Optimization, 3) solving a set of equations that mathematically
describe the state and state evolution of the system, denoted Analytical Methods.
System simulation involves estimating the evolution of system state over time while
keeping track of relevant system metrics. Often, the simulation is performed multiple
times with modified parameters to determine the effect of parameter variations on the
relevant metrics. For example, Wang et al. [169] developed a simulation for microgrids with
renewable energy sources to study their performance under realistic operating conditions.
Mathematical optimization methods consist of finding an optimal value from a defined
set or range of values that represent feasible system states. The optimization problem
is commonly expressed as a mathematical program, with a function for calculating the
optimization objective, and a set of constraints on the function. For example, Solanki et
al. [150] formulate a mathematical program as part of an online optimization algorithm for
the control of a microgrid with energy storage, conventional power generators, renewable
energy sources, and deferrable loads. A comprehensive survey of optimization methods for
renewable energy applications can be found in [18].
Analytical methods are those which define the system through a set of equations and
mathematical operations, where the solution of the equations represents some relevant
system state or parameter which is of interest to the researcher. Often, the solution is
closed-form or can be evaluated efficiently using some basic algorithmic operations. For
example, Wang et al. [172] extend stochastic network calculus methods to asses grid power
supply reliability in the presence of renewable energy sources supported by batteries.
This thesis focuses on simulation and optimization methods. Complementary work
on analytical methods can be found in reference [74, 75] where the formulation has been
worked out by our collaborator, with an implementation by the author.
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2.2.2 Common Performance Objectives
A commonly defined objective of energy system analysis studies, especially for those sys-
tems which include PV panel and battery components, is to minimize the monetary cost
associated with the system. The high price of these components being the primary road-
block to their widespread adoption may explain this objective. The cost of these systems
may be broken down into two components: one-time, up-front capital expenses (capex),
and operational expenses (opex). Accordingly, the corresponding system engineering prob-
lems are:
• System design (reducing capex): given an operation setting, the study of sys-
tem design centered around minimizing the size (and thereby cost) of system com-
ponents while meeting some system objectives or simply maximizing system return-
on-investment.
• System operation (reducing opex): given a system, the study of system op-
eration focus on maximizing the system’s value, given a particular system size, for
example by reducing the cost of meeting the energy demands for the system owner.
Optimal system design and operation are coupled: the size of the system affects the
optimal operation, and the choice of operating policy affects the optimal design. This
coupling is practically impossible to break. Consequently, the problems of optimal design
and operation are ideally studied together. However, when considering certain limitations,
such as the fact that we are usually unable to predict the future operating environment with
perfect accuracy, optimal design and control may not be a practical goal. Consequently,
this coupling is often broken, at the cost of their joint optimality, and the problems are
studied separately as:
• Given a practical operating policy, what system design will offer relatively low capex
and opex?
• Given a system design, what practical operating policy will achieve relatively low
opex?
System application, i.e., the purpose for which the system is being used, is another
cost-related consideration. For example, the system may be used to directly reduce the
owner’s electricity bill, or to generate revenue by participating in a day-ahead electricity
market as part of a virtual power plant [123], or to earn credits in a peer-to-peer energy
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sharing cooperative [105]. Stacking multiple applications on one system has the potential
to increase system value [3, 42]. The complexity associated with balancing the sometimes
competing objectives of multiple applications has ramifications on the complexity of system
design and operation problems. In our work, we treat the system application, as well as





Models of batteries, which estimate battery energy content after a series of charge and
discharge operations, play a central role in the optimal design, analysis, and operation of
battery-based systems. Many battery models have been developed in the past, with varying
degrees of computational complexity, ease of use, and fidelity [143]. Some models aim to
simulate the electrochemical processes within a battery, or emulate battery behaviour using
electrical circuits; these approaches are highly accurate, but are computationally complex
and therefore not suitable for use in optimization or large-scale simulation studies.
In this chapter, important characteristics of Li-ion batteries are discussed in Section 3.1.
Existing models are compared with respect to a set of criteria for models that are well
suited to system simulation and optimization studies in Section 3.2. This is followed by
the development of new models for simulation in Section 3.3 and models for optimization
in Section 3.4. Finally, we discuss limitations and propose potential directions for further
developments of this theme in Section 3.5.
Note that the models developed in this chapter are not limited to PV-storage system
analysis. They are application-agnostic and may be used in the study of any system
featuring Li-ion batteries. Materials in this chapter have been published in [81, 78, 80]
3.1 Battery Characteristics
A typical battery system is composed of one or more cells and the associated battery
management system (BMS), as shown in Figure 3.1. Power from a source flows to the
BMS, which charges the cells at a particular charge current; the product of the cell voltage
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Table 3.1: Battery Model Notation
Name Description
αc Maximum charging current
αd Maximum discharging current
a1 Lower energy limit function; depending on the model, this
could be a constant approximation ā1, a function of the
power a1(P ), or an interpolation of empirically derived
points
a2 Upper energy limit function; depending on the model, this
could be a constant approximation ā2, a function of the
power a2(P ), or an interpolation of empirically derived
points
ηc Charging efficiency; depending on the model, this could be
a constant approximation η̄c, a function of power ηc(P ), or a
function of the applied current and battery voltage ηc(I, V )
ηd Discharging efficiency; depending on the model, this could
be a constant approximation η̄d, a function of power ηd(P ),
or a function of the applied current and battery voltage
ηd(I, V )
∆E Difference in energy content
E Battery energy content
I Current
M Voltage function, relates battery energy content and applied
current to battery voltage
nc Number of cells in battery
P Power
Q Charge (Coulomb) content
Ric Internal resistance during charging
Rid Internal resistance during discharging
u1, v1 Parameters to linear approximation of lower energy limit a1
u2, v2 Parameters to linear approximation of lower energy limit a2
V Voltage
Vnom,c Nominal voltage during charging
Vnom,d Nominal voltage during discharging
x00, x01, x10 Parameters to planar approximation of M function
and the charge current is the injected power. Symmetrically, the product of the cell voltage
and the discharge current is the power drained from the cells by the BMS for discharge.
The cells are arranged in a circuit with a specific topology, composed of parallel and series
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Figure 3.1: Battery system components
components; the structure affects the overall voltage of the battery as well as the maximum
current it can handle, but does not affect the maximum power rates and energy capacity.
A Lithium-ion cell is an electrochemical system with three basic elements: the positive
electrode (cathode), the negative electrode (anode), and the electrolyte, as illustrated in
Figure 3.2. The cathode is a Lithium compound, the anode is typically carbon-based, and
the electrolyte works as a conductor that allows Lithium ions to move between the anode
and cathode with little resistance. There is also a separator material between the anode
and cathode that prevents their direct contact but allows Li+ ions to pass through. When
a positive current is applied to the battery, Li+ ions flow from the cathode to the anode and
charge the battery; when a negative current is applied, the Li+ ions flow from the anode
to the cathode. This reaction causes some side-reactions that have cumulative effects over
time and use, and limit the lifetime of the battery.
The electric potential difference between the positive and negative battery electrodes
is the voltage of the battery. The BMS confines the voltage of each cell to a range of
acceptable values to avoid damaging the cells. We will refer to the endpoints of the voltage
range as Vmin and Vmax. Specifically, the BMS protects the cells from being damaged
through overcharging or undercharging by restricting charging when the voltage reaches
Vmax, and restricting discharging when the voltage drops to Vmin. The BMS also prevents
cell damage caused by exceedingly high charging or discharging power flows via reduction
of the power to the levels determined by the manufacturer. Finally, the BMS may restrict
the charge level of the cells within a “depth-of-discharge” limit, to increase the service life
of the battery [131].













Figure 3.2: Illustration of the internal structure of a Lithium-ion cell.
inal voltage1, the maximum charging and discharging rates, and the number of charge-
discharge cycles the battery may be subjected to before it is considered to be worn out.
Li-ion batteries can be manufactured using a variety of different chemistries, and each chem-
istry has distinct properties. For example, Lithium-Titanate (LTO) cells have a nominal
voltage of 2.3 V, last for over 10,000 cycles, and may be charged and discharged relatively
quickly. In contrast, Lithium-Ferrous-Phosphate (LiFePO4) cells have a nominal voltage
of 3.2 V, a cycle life of approximately 5000 cycles, and also support high charging and
discharging rates. Similarly, Lithium-Nickel-Manganese-Cobalt-Oxide (NMC) cells have a
nominal voltage of 3.7 V, a cycle life of approximately 2000, and support relatively low
charging and discharging rates. Many of the battery’s properties are affected by tempera-
ture and level of battery degradation; we do not consider these factors in our models and
defer the discussion of these limitations to Section 3.5.
Batteries have many non-linear dynamic properties, including the voltage trajectory,
charging/discharging efficiencies, and energy content limits. To help explain these, we
will refer to the battery specifications (spec) sheet of a Leclanché LTO cell [103]. The
spec provides ‘reversible capacity’ curves, such as the ones in Figure 3.3, which show the
trajectory of the voltage during charging or discharging at a constant applied current. In
a typical spec sheet, charging and discharging currents are expressed in terms of a C-
rate, where 1 C is defined as the current needed to fully charge or discharge the nominal













Figure 3.3: Voltage vs. charge content for different discharge rates [103].
capacity of the battery (which is specified in the spec sheet) in 1 hour. For the LTO cell,
1 C corresponds to 30 A, because the nominal charge capacity is measured to be 30 Ah.
The trajectory of the terminal voltage as the battery is charged and discharged is
non-linear, as shown in Figure 3.3 for discharging. The voltage trajectory depends on
the applied current. The relationship between battery voltage V , applied current I, and
corresponding applied power P is:
P = IV. (3.1)
A given P can correspond to many different combinations of I and V values. The true
value of V depends on the applied current, as well as on the energy content.
The charging energy efficiency of the battery is the fraction of energy that is stored in
the battery after losses in the energy conversion process from electrical to electrochemical
potential have occurred. Similarly, the discharging energy efficiency is the fraction of
energy that is lost in the reverse conversion. Both charging and discharging efficiency
are proportional to I2R, where R is the internal resistance of the battery. The internal
resistance may be different for charging and discharging processes.
A ‘nominal energy capacity’, measured as a specific discharging rate (often 1 C) is often
used to describe the energy capacity of a battery, i.e., the amount of energy that can be
discharged from a full battery before the voltage reaches Vmin. Battery spec sheets provide
battery voltage curves as a function of ‘reversible capacity,’ expressed in units of Ah or























Figure 3.4: Illustration of voltage drop when an increased discharging current is applied
to the battery.
curve is expressed in volts, and 1 Joule = 1 Volt-Coulomb = 1 Watt-second, the area under
each curve in Fig. 3.3 indicates how much energy can be discharged from the battery at
the given C-rate. It is clear that as the C-rate increases, the energy capacity of the battery
decreases. Similarly, the area under each curve in Fig. 3.8 represents the energy needed to
charge an empty battery at a given C-rate. We describe this behaviour in greater detail
next.
Charging and Discharging Behaviours
Accurate modelling of the dynamic behaviours of a Li-ion battery requires an understanding
of the effects of different rates of charging and discharging rate on the voltage. When the
battery is idle, i.e., the applied power is 0, its voltage is a good indicator of the amount of
energy it contains. An idle voltage equal to Vmax indicates that the battery is fully charged.
However, when a discharging current is applied, the battery voltage instantaneously drops,
only to jump back up when charging is stopped, as illustrated in Figure 3.4. The magnitude
of the voltage drop is approximately proportional to the current. Similarly, there is a
voltage jump during charging that is roughly proportional to the magnitude of the charging
current.
To prevent the battery voltage from exceeding Vmax during the charging process, espe-
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cially when the battery’s energy content is high, the BMS must limit the charging current.
This is the basis for widely-used protocol for quickly charging a Li-ion battery: Constant
Current - Constant Voltage (CC-CV) charging [185], which has two phases. In the CC
phase, the battery is charged at a high current until it is nearly full, which causes the
voltage to reach the upper limit. Subsequently, in the CV phase, the current is gradually
reduced while maintaining the voltage at the upper limit.
The dynamics of the CC-CV charging protocol could be illustrated through an analogy
with filling up an empty glass with water from the tap. Initially, while the glass is mostly
empty, a strong water stream quickly fills up the glass without causing an overflow. How-
ever, the strong stream creates turbulence of water in the glass, which could cause water
to spill out even though the glass is not yet full. This is why, when the glass is almost full,
the incoming stream must be gradually reduced to a trickle, thereby reducing turbulence
and completing the filling of the glass without spills.
3.2 A Survey of Battery Models
There is a rich and growing corpus of work on the topic of modelling energy storage.
These models take as input the power or current applied to the battery as well as the prior
battery state, and estimate the resulting voltage (V), energy content (Wh), and charge
(Ah), which describe the new state of the battery. The most sophisticated examples are
based on modelling the internal chemical state of the battery, or modelling the battery as
an equivalent electrical circuit, while others attempt to describe only high-level dynamics
via simple mathematical expressions. There are hundreds of models in the literature; we
review several representative examples and focus on their common features.
Detailed electrochemical models attempt to simulate the chemical processes that occur
in the cells, such as the movement of Li+ ions through the cell. These models typically focus
on the cells and do not describe the actions of the BMS. The model parameters include
the physical properties of the cell such as the thickness of the separator and electrodes,
and chemical properties such as the electrolyte concentration and conductivity [90].
Equivalent-circuit models aim to emulate the behaviour of a battery by using electrical
circuits [60, 63]. These models are not meant to express the physical properties of the
cell, and hence many of their parameters do not have a physical meaning and must be
calibrated via curve-fitting or experiments.
Simplified mathematical models belong to the class of models that aim to describe
electrochemical battery behaviour at a high level. Many of these models are based on
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Shepherd’s model for electrochemical batteries [146], which calculates battery voltage as
a function of terminal voltage, open-circuit voltage, and internal resistance characteristics
along with state of charge and current. Shepherd’s approach has been used as a base for
more sophisticated models [134, 175], and also forms the basis of the generic battery model
for estimating battery voltage and charge level in Matlab’s Simulink package [166, 165].
In developing our models, we take the perspective of a systems analyst who desires
a battery model which is both accurate and easy to use. A model that is well suited to
system studies is expected to satisfy the following conditions or criteria:
1. Accuracy. The modelled battery’s behaviour should conform to the behaviour of a
real battery. Specifically, the error accumulated in the modelled energy content after
a series of charge/discharge operations should be minimized.
2. Acceptable computational time. The model should compute an output within an
acceptable time, given the computational power available to the researcher.
3. Optimization-friendly. Where possible, the model should be composed of analytic
expressions. This is a necessary condition for a model that is suitable for optimization
via mathematical programming.
4. Reasonable calibration effort. Model calibration should involve a minimum amount
of effort, ideally requiring only data that is readily available, such as the data found
in a battery datasheet.
5. Power input. The model should use power, rather than current, as input. Working
with power is preferable because power is conserved as it flows through a power
system, as opposed to current which may go through many transformations. Using
a model that takes current as input implies additional and thus undesirable effort to
explicitly model the transformations.
6. BMS-aware. The model should include the two main components of the battery,
i.e., the cells and the BMS. The constraints typically imposed by a BMS should
be integrated into the model. A model satisfying this criterion of completeness is
preferable to an otherwise incomplete model of cells relying on some external BMS
model.
This set of conditions is specifically chosen to highlight the distinctions of existing models
from the point of view of their suitability for simulation or optimization studies, and we
use them as a guide for developing our models. In this section, we review the existing
literature on battery models with respect to these criteria.
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3.2.1 Model Complexity
In the context of this work, the complexity of a model refers to the computational resources
needed to compute a model output.
All other things being equal, less-complex models are preferred. Ideally, not only should
a model be simple, but it should also minimize the complexity added to an algorithm, such
an as optimization solver, that uses it. A model that calculates the change in the battery’s
energy content explicitly, rather than as a fixed point of a set of coupled equations is clearly
simpler. Similarly, a model based on linear equations and constraints is convex and hence
simpler to solve as part of a mathematical program, compared to a model with non-convex
elements.
Electrochemical models are among the most accurate, and unfortunately also the most
complex models. They express dynamic battery behaviour in terms of the chemical proper-
ties of the battery materials, in particular, the anode, cathode, and separator components.
Electrochemical models are generally composed of differential and partial-differential equa-
tions describing the rates of Lithium-ion diffusion and their concentration [148].
Another type of model is the equivalent-circuit model, which emulates battery dynamics
using an electrical circuit. Even though these can be linear circuits, it has been shown that
at least one resistance-capacitance (RC) pair is needed in the circuit to predict the terminal
voltage of the battery with acceptable accuracy, or with errors of < 5%, across a range
of test conditions [63, 120, 57]. RC pairs introduce differential equations into the model,
making it complex to solve.
These electrochemical and equivalent-circuit models (with RC components) can be used
in simulation studies, but they cannot be integrated into a mathematical programming
framework due to their use of non-analytic equations, such as differential equations. On
one hand, the idea of approximating the non-analytic aspects of these models with analytic
functions is feasible [101]. On the other hand, such approximation may or may not result
in a suitable model from the perspective of a mathematical programming framework.
The accuracy of approximations and the amount of computational resources required
for the model are important aspects. Hence, great care must be taken in approximating
the non-analytic, non-convex, and non-linear components of these models to make them
suitable for integration into mathematical programs.
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3.2.2 Parameter Calibration
Parameter calibration is the process of determining the value of model parameters. Cali-
brating the parameters for many of the developed battery models is a challenge. For exam-
ple, equivalent-circuit models require pulse-current charge/discharge voltage measurements
from which model parameters are extracted ([29, 61, 64, 65, 67, 89, 91, 182]), while neural
network approaches [25, 37] require data sets of battery measurements for training the
network. These data sets are difficult to obtain, which makes the models challenging to
use in practice. Obtaining these parameters of the model requires experiments with the
battery on specialized equipment, which increases the complexity of any study that uses
the model or limits it to modelling batteries for which this data is already available.
Given this complexity, we prefer models that can be calibrated using only readily avail-
able data, in particular, the data typically found in the spec sheet released by a manufac-
turer of the battery cells2. The approach of basing the calibration of model parameters on
spec sheets is reasonable; this information is authentic, verifiable, and in principle should
capture the main characteristics of the battery. This approach is an alternative to run-
ning experiments for the sake of extracting the parameters from battery measurements. In
essence, a spec sheet is a summary of the experiments conducted by the cell manufacturer.
The contents of a spec sheet vary by manufacturer; however, a spec sheet typically
includes information about nominal capacity, internal resistance, and voltage vs. ampere-
hour reversible capacity curves for battery charging and discharging at different currents.
Thiruganam et al. [162] propose a model that can be calibrated using only the information
found in the spec sheets released by battery manufacturers such as EIG, Sony, Panasonic,
and Sanyo. Their parameter calibration approach is complex, involving the use of a ge-
netic algorithm to fit the polynomial function parameters of their model to the voltage
curves from a spec sheet. A simpler and more widely used spec-based model, where model
parameters are calibrated using only the spec, for simulation was proposed by Tremblay et
al. [166] for four different battery chemistries: Lithium-ion, Lead-acid Nickel-Cadmium,
and Nickel-Metal-hydride. A later publication [165] describes improvements to the model
equations that are specific to each battery chemistry. Tremblay’s model is the default
battery model in the widely used Matlab Simulink software package.
An important aspect of all battery models is that the model equations offer approxi-
mations to real physical processes. The parameters of these equations may be calibrated
to optimize model accuracy to a specific battery operating range; the narrower the range,
the closer the approximation can be calibrated to resemble the real process. The system
2Examples of spec sheets can be found at http://category.alldatasheet.com
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application is, therefore, a crucial parameter of the model calibration process; modelling
an application that uses only a small fraction of the battery’s full operating range should
be done with a calibration that focuses on the accuracy only within that range. We discuss
this in greater detail in Section 3.4.2.
3.2.3 Model Input
The input to all electrochemical and equivalent circuit models that we have seen in the
literature is the applied current, which is crucial for accurately estimating the dynamic
behaviour of a battery. However, when conducting a power flow simulation as part of a
system optimization study, calculating the current applied to the battery can be challenging
because of the transformations in the current that may occur between the power source
and the battery, or between the battery and the load. Furthermore, we don’t know the
applied current until we calculate the voltage of the battery, due to the coupling between
battery voltage, power, and current described in Eq. (3.1). For these reasons, a battery
model that takes power as input is preferred.
3.2.4 Battery Management System
Based on our analysis of the literature, we find that the majority of existing battery models
focus on modelling the cells, without taking into account the constraints that would be
imposed by a BMS. One possible explanation is that the cells exhibit the majority of the
complex and interesting behaviours of the battery, and so has been the source of research
problems. In contrast, BMS operation is usually straight-forward. However, the BMS is
an integral part of the battery. It prolongs battery life and ensures safe operation. For this
reason, this crucial component should be included in battery system models.
3.2.5 Basic Model
The computational effort required to solve a mathematical program is proportional to the
number and complexity of equations and model constraints in the program [132]. The
simplest programs to solve are linear convex programs (LP), which have reasonable solving
times even when the program has hundreds of thousands of constraints [47]. In studies
requiring an optimization framework, a widely-used battery model is linear (for examples,
see [85, 59, 111, 12, 30]). While the specific model in each work may differ in some details,
the structure of the model remains essentially identical, and we refer to it as the basic
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model. This model uses power as input and has linear and constant approximations to
many of the non-linear dynamic characteristics of a Lithium-ion battery.
In our formulation of the basic model, we use the following mathematical notations.
Given the energy content, E(k − 1), of a battery in time-slot k − 1, and an applied power
P (k) which is constant over time slot k, the model calculates an estimate of the energy
content E(k) at the end of the kth time slot. Three basic properties are modelled: 1) the
charging and discharging inefficiencies (ηd and ηc, respectively), 2) the upper and lower
energy content limits enforced by the BMS (a1 and a2, respectively), and 3) the charging
and discharging current limits also enforced by the BMS(αc and αd, respectively), which
are converted into power limits by multiplying with the corresponding nominal cell voltage
(Vnom,c and Vnom,d). The values of these parameters can be obtained from the spec sheet of
the cell. For a battery system comprised of nc cells, the battery energy and power limits
scale linearly with nc, i.e., a battery composed of two cells has twice the energy capacity
and power limits as that of a single-cell battery.
The typical formulation of the basic model, for example in [48], for a battery with nc
cells is given below. The piece-wise Eq. (3.3) is often expressed in linear form by splitting
P (k) into separate charging and discharging variables, say c(k) and d(k) respectively. It is
physically impossible for a battery cell to be charged and discharged simultaneously, which
yields the following non-linear constraint c(k) · d(k) = 0. It has been shown in [51] that
this constraint can often be relaxed, since simultaneous charging and discharging is rarely
optimal due to efficiency losses, which makes the model linear.
The basic model (nc cells):
E(k) = E(k − 1) + ∆E(k) (3.2)
∆E(k) =
{
ηcP (k)Tu : P (k) ≥ 0
ηdP (k)Tu : P (k) < 0
(3.3)
ncαdVnom,d ≤ P (k) ≤ ncαcVnom,c (3.4)
nca1 ≤ E(k) ≤ nca2 (3.5)
Note that ηc, ηd, a1, and a2 are all constant, and the accuracy of the model is heavily
dependent on proper calibration of these parameters. However, we have noticed that it is
common practice to calibrate the model without considering the following: 1) the operating
range of the application (discussed in Section 3.4.2), and 2) the characteristics of the specific
battery chemistry being used, which can be found in a spec sheet. In the literature on
energy system optimization involving a battery, typical values used are a discharging and
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charging efficiency in the range of 90-95%, a2 = B where B is the nominal energy capacity,
and a1 = 0 or a depth-of-discharge limit of 0.2 ·B or similar value to extend battery service
life.
The basic model has its advantages and disadvantages. It has an advantage over many
other models in its clarity and simplicity of calculations. On the other hand, the potential
loss of accuracy as a result of the approximations to the complex dynamic behaviours of the
battery is a disadvantage. We are unaware of any published works (other than our own)
that thoroughly evaluate the basic model’s accuracy, explain how to calibrate it properly,
and explore how it affects the results of the optimization studies that use it. We believe
that these issues are resolved in the sections below.
A significant shortcoming of the basic model is that, in a real battery, both the effi-
ciencies and energy content limits of a battery are dependent on the current being applied
and on the battery voltage. The basic model does not have an internal representation of
the voltage and current, which hinders its accuracy. Our attempt to resolve this problem
is described in Sections 3.3 and 3.4, where we develop new models and where we compare
the accuracy of the newly developed models with the accuracy of the basic model.
3.3 Model for Simulation
In this section, we develop a model that we call the power-based integrated model (PI
model). Our modelling objective is to capture the complex characteristics of Li-ion bat-
teries, while at the same time relying only on the data typically available in a spec. In
the process of achieving this objective, we used the conditions described in Section 3.2 as
a guide.
We find that to accurately model the non-linearities inherent in a battery, it is necessary
to implicitly model the battery terminal voltage resulting from a power injection. In doing
so, we introduce non-analytic components to the model. These non-analytic components
cause the model unsuitable for optimization studies using mathematical programming,
though the model remains suitable for simulation studies. In Section 3.4, we develop new
battery models for optimization using the PI model as a starting point.
The PI model has been implemented as a Matlab system block compatible with the
Simulink package. The details of the implementation are provided in Section 3.3.4.
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3.3.1 Formulation
The primary goal of the PI model is to accurately estimate the voltage of the battery as
it is subject to charging and discharging. The PI model attempts to capture the relation-
ship between battery terminal voltage V , applied current I, and energy content E. This
relationship exists in a steady state when the temperature and degradation level of the
cells is held constant. A typical battery spec contains voltage curves measured across full
charge-discharge cycles at different constant currents; these curves contain enough infor-
mation to reasonably estimate the steady-state relationship between voltage, current, and
energy content.
The PI model incorporates the following high-level characteristics of Lithium-ion bat-
teries:
• Charging and discharging penalties We model battery charging and discharging
inefficiencies as penalty functions of the current and voltage ηc(I, V ) and ηd(I, V ).
ηc(.) represents the fraction of applied power that is stored in the battery when it is
being charged at power P , i.e., (1− ηc(.))P is the power loss penalty due to charging
inefficiency. Symmetrically, ηd(.) represents the power that needs to be discharged to
obtain power P < 0 from it, i.e., the battery loses energy at a rate of ηd(.)P . Note
that ηc(.) ≤ 1 and ηd(.) ≥ 1.
• Charging/discharging rate limits In our model, αc denotes the maximum charg-
ing current, and αd the maximum discharging current.
• Energy content limits A BMS limits the battery voltage to the range [Vmin, Vmax].
The amount of energy that can be obtained from a battery that is initially fully
charged before the voltage reaches Vmin depends on the discharging current being
applied [127]. Similarly, the charging current affects the amount of energy that can
be stored in the battery before the voltage reaches Vmax. In our model, instead
of a permissible voltage range, we specify a permissible energy content range, us-
ing content limits that are functions of the current (which in turn depends on the
charge/discharge power P (k)). Specifically, the upper limit a1(I) is the energy con-
tent at the point when the voltage reaches Vmin while being discharged with a current
of I, and the lower limit a2(I) is the energy content at the point when the voltage
reaches Vmax while being charged at a current I.
The following set of equations and constraints describes the PI model:
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The PI model:
E(k) = E(k − 1) + ∆E(k) (3.6)
∆E(k) =
{
ηc(I(k), V (k))P (k)Tu : P (k) ≥ 0
ηd(I(k), V (k))P (k)Tu : P (k) < 0
(3.7)





αd ≤ I(k) ≤ αc (3.10)
a1(I(k)) ≤ E(k) ≤ a2(I(k)) (3.11)
Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7) indicate that the energy content at the end of time slot k is simply
the energy content at the end of time slot k − 1 plus (resp. minus) the energy put into
(resp. drawn from) the battery in time slot k due to charging (resp. discharging). Eq. (3.8)
maps the energy content and the charge/discharge current to the battery voltage and is
discussed in greater detail in Section 3.3.1. The two internal variables I(k) and V (k) are
also related through Eq. (3.9) which states that the power is the product of current and
voltage. Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11) have been discussed above.
The PI model is therefore characterized by three variables (V, I, E), two parameters
(αc, αd), and the five functions ηc(I, V ), ηd(I, V ), a1(I), a2(I) and M(E, I). Given the
energy content of the previous time slot E(k − 1) and a feasible input power P (k), the
model calculates the voltage V (k), current I(k), and battery energy content E(k). In the
following subsection, we will discuss Eq. (3.8) and how to use it. Section 3.3.2 explains
how to calibrate these parameters and functions using the battery’s spec sheet.
The function M
Most battery spec sheets provide a family of curves that represent the battery’s terminal
voltage as a function of its ‘reversible capacity’3 when discharging or charging the battery
at different rates. Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.8 (reproduced from [103]) show these functions for
the Leclanché LTO cell. Although the spec sheet only provides this data for some C-rates,
we can view these curves as representing a continuous surface. A key aspect of the PI
model is to use a mesh function M (a discretization of the underlying continuous surface)
to map the battery energy content and charge/discharge current to the battery’s voltage.



























Figure 3.5: M function, showing the terminal voltage as a function of energy content and
charge/discharge current. The blue lines are the reversible capacity curves measured for
an LTO cell [103]. The function, in grey, is a discretization of the underlying continuous
surface.
This function, which can be derived and extrapolated from the spec sheet’s reversible
capacity voltage curves (see Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.8), captures the inherent non-linearities in
battery voltage behaviour. An example can be seen in Fig. 3.5. Intuitively, M represents
all feasible combinations of energy content, charge/discharge current, and battery voltage.
We now discuss how to use the M function to compute the change in battery voltage
due to a certain amount of power injection or discharge P (k). Note that the battery
voltage has to be feasible (lie on the surface discretized by M) and consistent with the
amount of power injected/discharged, i.e., V (k) = P (k)/I(k). If M had been defined in
the space < I(k), P (k), V (k) >, this would correspond to finding the intersection, if it
existed, between the curve V (k)I(k) = P (k) and the surface described by M . This would
be equivalent to finding the root of the function M(P (k), I(k)) − P (k)/I(k) = 0, which,
since M is an empirically-derived mesh function, can be solved numerically. However, M
is defined in the space < I(k), E(k), V (k) > not < I(k), P (k), V (k) >. Thus, we need to
define an auxiliary space, as discussed next.
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Consider the subset of the M surface obtained by setting E(k) to the current energy
content, b, which is described by:
S := {< I, b, V >: αd ≤ I ≤ αc,
a1(I) ≤ E = E(k)I ≤ a2(I),
Vmin ≤ V = M(E, I) ≤ Vmax},
where E(k)I is calculated using I as the estimate for current using Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7).
By construction, every point in S satisfies all of the constraints of the model except for
Eq. (3.9), i.e., P (k) = V (k) · I(k).
We then construct, in an auxiliary 2D space < I, P >, the line y = P (k) (this is the
given power injection/discharge) and the curve y = V I for all points (I, E, V ) ∈ S. The
latter curve is obtained by enumerating all points in S, then computing, for each point,
the corresponding pair of (I, V · I). The next step is to compute the intersection(s), if any,
between these two curves. We do so by examining the points on the curve y = V · I in
increasing order of I, searching for adjacent pairs of points (I1, V1) and (I2, V2) such that
the sign of P −V1 ·I1 is different from that of P −V2 ·I2. The difference in sign indicates an
intersection in between the two points, in which case we linearly interpolate between the
points to get an estimate for the value of I at the point of intersection. E and V values
are then computed using this estimate.
Now, there are three possible cases (an example for each case is shown in Fig. 3.6):
No intersection There are no feasible voltage and current estimates for the given P (k)
and E(k − 1) (see Fig. 3.6(a)). In that case, the power is iteratively reduced by a small
value and S is recomputed for each value of P (k) until an intersection is found. This value
of P (k) is the maximum feasible power that the BMS can allow.
One intersection Let that intersection point be (I∗, P (k)) (see Fig. 3.6(b)). In that
case, I∗ is the estimate for I(k) and V (k) = P (k)
I∗
the voltage estimate.
Multiple intersections The non-linearity of the surface makes it possible for multiple
intersections to occur, as shown in Fig. 3.6(c). This case happens rarely for the Lithium-ion
cell chemistries we have tested, and only occurred near the steep part of the voltage curve4.
4The steep part of the voltage curve is seldom visited by many applications because of the practice of
restricting the state of charge to preserve battery lifetime [113].
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Power = M(EI,I) · I
P=-280 W
(a)














Power = M(EI,I) · I
P=-100 W
(b)
















Power = M(EI,I) · I
P=-179.5 W
(c)
Figure 3.6: Three cases: No intersection (a), one intersection (b), and multiple intersections
(c). A red cross indicates an intersection.
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Table 3.2: Battery Specifications
Value LTO LiFePO4
Nominal Capacity (Ah) 30 1.1
Vmin (V) 1.7 2
Vmax (V) 2.7 3.6
Internal Impedance (ω) 0.002 0.05
Max. charge (discharge) C-rate 4 (4) 4 (10)
There are many potential approaches to choosing one of the multiple intersection points
as our estimate. To preserve the continuity of voltage estimates over time, we recommend
choosing the point yielding a voltage estimate which is the closest to the voltage value
estimated for the preceding time step (V (k − 1)).
Next, we explain how to calibrate our model.
3.3.2 Calibration
Calibrating the parameters of the model requires a battery spec sheet. We use the
Leclanché LTO cell specifications document [103] as an example. Note that spec sheets
may have varying amounts of information. The minimum information needed for calibrat-
ing the PI model is two voltage curves measured at different C-rates for both charging
and discharging5, the nominal capacity, the internal resistance, the voltage limits, and the
charging and discharging rate limits.
Note that although the description of our model calibration process may appear com-
plex, its inputs are easily obtained and the calculations are relatively simple. For example,
although we present some equations as integrals, in practice we compute these numerically
as a Riemann sum. Moreover, this calibration process has been automated as part of our
Simulink implementation6.
Table 3.2 shows the spec data (excluding voltage curves) for the LTO and LiFePO4
cells.
5We require at least two curves to interpolate and extrapolate the M function for both charging and
discharging processes.
6Matlab File Exchange link:
https://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/63078-lithium-ion-pi-model
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(a) a1(.), a2(.) energy content limits





























(b) Efficiency penalty functions ηc(I(.), V (.)) and ηd(I(.), V (.))
Figure 3.7: Parameters obtained for an LTO cell [103]. 3.7a): a1(.) and a2(.), points
obtained from spec and linearly interpolated. 3.7b): ηc(.) and ηd(.), each line represents















Figure 3.8: Voltage vs. charge content of LTO cell [103]. x1 and x2 for a C/2 charging
current (15 Amperes) are labeled.
Charge/discharge penalty functions: ηc(I, V ), ηd(I, V )
Let Ric and Rid denote the internal impedance values (provided by the spec) during charg-
ing and discharging, respectively. Note that some specs provide only a single value Ri for
internal impedance; in that case, we assume Ric = Rid = Ri. Then, it is easy to show that:
ηc(I, V ) = 1−
IRic
V
for I > 0 (3.12)
ηd(I, V ) = 1−
IRid
V
for I < 0 (3.13)
Figure 3.7b shows the values of these equations across different values of I and V,
computed using Ric = Rid = 0.002.
Voltage function: M
Determining the M function relies on the voltage curves found in a spec-sheet.
Let xI1 and x
I
2 be the initial and final charge content of the battery that is being charged
or discharged at current I, i.e., when the voltage reaches Vmin or Vmax respectively. For
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example, the xI1 and x
I
2 values have been labeled in Fig. 3.8 for the C/2 curve (I = 15
Amperes). Correspondingly, let V I(x) be the voltage when the battery charge content is
x while current I is applied. Let EId(Q) be the energy drawn from a full battery when
Q Coulombs are discharged at current I, and EIc (Q) be the energy content of the battery
when it is charged to Q Coulombs using current I. Finally, let V I(Q) be the battery voltage








V I(x)ηc(I, V ) dx. (3.15)
Subsequently, each point in the M function can be calculated as:
M(I, EId(Q)) = V
I(Q) for I < 0 (3.16)
M(I, EIc (Q)) = V
I(Q) for I > 0. (3.17)
In practice, we numerically evaluate the integrals in Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15) as Riemann
sums, where the (x, V I(x)) tuples are obtained by digitizing the curves from the spec sheet
using a standard plot digitizer7 and linearly interpolating between the C-rate curves using
a suitably fine digitization grid. Fig. 3.5 shows the M mesh for the example LTO cell.
This maps the energy content in the domain [0 Wh,72.5 Wh] and current in the domain
[-5 C, 5 C] to a voltage in the range [1.5 V, 2.7 V].
Energy Content Limits: a1(I), a2(I)
The upper and lower limits on energy content can also be derived from the voltage vs.
reversible capacity curves in the spec sheet. By definition, a1(I) is the energy remaining
in a battery when the voltage reaches Vmin while being discharged with current I, i.e.,
a1(I) = E
max
d −EId(xI2), where Emaxd is the maximum8 EId(xI2) over all I. Similarly, a2(I) is














7We use the online tool available at https://automeris.io/WebPlotDigitizer/
8Typically, the maximum amount of energy is obtained by using a very low discharging current
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Figure 3.7a shows the energy limit functions for an LTO cell.
Charging/Discharging limits: αc, αd
The maximum charging and discharging C-rates may be obtained from the spec and used
directly without any adjustments. αc is the maximum charge current, and αd is the maxi-
mum (negative) discharge current.
3.3.3 Evaluation
The evaluation of the PI model consists of two steps. Firstly, we validate it against the
voltage curves in the spec sheet, to evaluate the degree to which the model can reproduce
the spec voltage curves that it was calibrated with, effectively closing the loop between
model calibration input and model output. Secondly, we validate it against an extensive
dataset of battery measurements that were obtained in collaboration with the Technology
Center for Energy in Ruhstorf, Germany. In both steps, we compare the PI model’s
accuracy to the accuracy of Tremblay’s Li-ion battery model (TD model) [165].
We compare the PI model against the TD model for two reasons. First, the TD model
is extensively used for battery simulation9, and is the default battery model in Matlab’s
Simulink package. Second, just like the PI model, the TD model also restricts the data
used for model calibration to what is available in a battery spec sheet.
Our results are computed on a laptop computer with a 2.6 GHz processor, with the
model implemented in Matlab. Although optimizing the model for computational com-
plexity was not a focus of this work, we note that thousands of model state updates have
been computed within a minute.
Step 1: Validation Against Spec
We evaluate the ability of our model to reproduce the voltage curves found in the spec.
This is done by simulating constant current charging and discharging on the PI model,
using the same charging rates that were used to obtain the voltage curves from the spec
and evaluate how closely the spec voltage curves are reproduced by the model.
We compare the PI model against two versions of the TD model. The first version is
the default implementation of the model in Simulink. Since the default TD model does
9Google Scholar indicates over 500 citations to each of [165] and [166].
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Figure 3.9: Voltage of LTO cell discharged at 1C.
not include a BMS, we created our own version of the TD model (referred to as the TDB
model) that incorporates a BMS. The BMS holds the cell voltage within the battery’s
specified voltage range in cases where the TD model’s voltage would otherwise exceed the
range. This allows a fairer comparison of the TD and PI models. The simulation files and
the experimental data used to evaluate our model are freely available on Github10.
We calibrate the PI model using all the voltage curves in the spec of the LTO and
LiFePO4 cells; the TD and TDB models use the 1 C LTO discharge voltage curve and the
4.55 C LiFePO4 discharge voltage curve
11 from the spec. Note that the LTO cell spec has
voltage curves for up to 2 C discharging and 1 C charging and the LiFePO4 spec has curves
for up to 9.1 C discharging and no charging voltage curves.
Fig. 3.9 compares the models against the 1 C discharging curve from the LTO spec.
The PI model replicates this curve very well, unlike the TD and TDB models. A similar
pattern is seen in Fig. 3.10 for the LTO cell charged at 1 C. For the LiFePO4 technology,
Fig. 3.11 compares model performance for a 4.55 C discharging curve. All models replicate
the curve well for this technology, although the TD model has higher errors at the start of
the discharge.
Fig. 3.12 shows the mean absolute voltage error (MAVE) for LTO spec voltage curves.
The PI model has very low error on average, especially compared to the TD and TDB
models. The same comparison for LiFePO4 cells is given in Table 3.3, since there are only
10https://github.com/iss4e/PIModel_Testing.git
11The voltage curve with the lowest current in the LiFePO4 spec sheet was measured at 5 A, which is
4.55 C.
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Figure 3.10: Voltage of LTO cell charged at 1 C constant current.
Table 3.3: MAVE (in Volts) for LiFePO4 spec voltage curves
C-rate PI TD TDB
-9.1 0.012 0.039 0.039
-4.55 0.011 0.12 0.12
two voltage curves to compare against in the spec of this cell. TD and TDB models behave
similarly because the BMS is rarely active during these tests.
Step 2: Validation with Experimental Data
The spec sheets for the cells used in our evaluation include reversible capacity curves
for a limited number of charging and discharging currents. Furthermore, the spec sheet
characterizes an average cell, but each individual cell may vary slightly depending on the
manufacturing process. To better evaluate our model, we measured voltage curves over
a wider range of charging and discharging currents using the setup for several cells, as
described next. For example, the spec sheet for the LTO cell shows voltage curves for
currents up to 2 C, but recommends a maximum charging current of 4 C; to increase the
scope of our evaluation, we run experiments to obtain voltage curves for discharging rates
all the way up to 5 C to test beyond the limits of the spec sheet.
We use measured voltage curves rather than curves from the spec sheet for parameter
calibration of all the models being evaluated to avoid introducing errors that are caused
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Figure 3.11: Voltage of LiFePO4 cell discharged at 4.55 C constant current.



















Figure 3.12: MAVE for LTO spec voltage curves.
by inconsistencies between the voltage curves of the cells in our experiments and the
corresponding spec. Specifically, the PI model is parameterized using measured voltage
curves across the full range of C-rates measured in our experiments, while the TD and
TDB models use the 1 C discharging curve for both LTO and LiFePO4 cell tests.
In our experiments with LTO cells, we run constant-current tests from 0.1 C to 4 C
for both charging and discharging, as recommended by the spec, as well as to 5 C where
the voltage curve is less linear and hence more complex to model. We also conduct an
experiment with a ‘real-world’ power profile. In our experiments with LiFePO4 cells, we
keep the constant-current tests within 4 C charging and 10 C discharging.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.13: Experimental setup. (a) LTO cell in temperature chamber (a), and (b) two
LiFePO4 cells connected to the power brackets.
Experimental Setup
We performed a series of experiments on two LTO and two LiFePO4 energy storage
cells under different conditions. These experiments were designed and conducted with the
assistance of technicians at the Technology Center for Energy in Ruhstorf, Germany. Each
experiment consists of a single-cell battery that is charged or discharged according to an
experiment profile, described next. The LTO cells [103] have a voltage range of [1.712,2.7]
V, and nominal capacity of 30 Ah, although with low discharging rates a capacity of at
least 32.7 Ah is possible. The LiFePO4 cells [2] have a voltage range of [2.0,3.6] V, and
nominal capacity of 1.1 Ah.
The experiments were conducted using BaSyTec XCTS Lab battery testing equipment
(manufactured by BaSyTec GmbH, Germany), which has a programmable interface for
specifying the charging and discharging processes of a cell, and hence can mimic a BMS
programmed to prevent the battery voltage from going beyond [Vmin, Vmax]. The cells
were connected to the test machine using a 4-wire interface. The equipment gives precise
measurements of battery voltage and current. The cells were placed in a Binder MK 53-E2
temperature control chamber (Binder GmbH, Germany) to keep the ambient temperature
at a constant 21◦ Celsius during testing. Fig. 3.13 shows the lab testing environment.
Most of the experiments involve charge/discharge cycling of the cell under different
currents and recording the current, voltage, and total charge (Ah) every 10 seconds. We
also ran experiments using a variable charge/discharge profile that reflects how a battery
12In the experiments with the LTO cell, we allowed the voltage to drop to 1.5 V, which is lower than











Figure 3.14: Evaluation setup. Charge/discharge profiles were tested on real cells, our PI
model, and two implementations of the TD model.
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Figure 3.15: LTO MAVE with respect to measured voltage curves.
would be used to provide energy storage for a system with a solar power source and
building load over over 8 hours, with a measurement granularity of 1 second. To create
this profile, we took data reflecting 8 hours of solar PV power generation and a building
load as measured on-site at the Technology Center for Energy at University of Applied
Sciences Landshut, Germany, and used it to construct the charge/discharge pattern of
a battery if it were used to buffer the excess solar energy and serve the building load.
Fig. 3.14 offers a visualization of how the PI, TD, and TDB models were run on the same
charge/discharge profile as the real cells in our experiments, with the measured voltage
used as the benchmark for the accuracy of each model’s voltage estimate.
Constant-current tests
The results from experiments on constant-current charging and discharging at various
C-rates are summarized in Fig. 3.15 for LTO and Fig. 3.16 for LiFePO4 cells. The PI model
with measured parameters has a MAVE lower than 0.1 V for all C-rates tested, while the
TD and TDB models have much higher errors at high C-rates compared to low C-rates.
Real-world profile experiment
Fig. 3.17 compares the voltage estimates of PI and TD models with the measured
voltage when using a ‘real-world’ varying charge/discharge profile on an LTO cell. This
test shows the effectiveness of the PI model beyond constant-current testing and mimics
the real-world application of a battery used to balance PV generation with building power
consumption. The PI model estimates the voltage with very low errors, averaging 0.016
V with spec parameters and 0.008 V with measured parameters, especially relative to the
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Figure 3.16: LiFePO4 MAVE with respect to measured voltage curves.
errors of the TD model (0.128 V error, on average) under the same conditions. Note that
the BMS is not active in this experiment, hence the TD and TDB models give the same
voltage estimate.
Review of results
The large difference in the accuracy of the PI model compared to the TD model can
be at least partially explained by noting that the TD model uses only a few points along
a single discharging voltage curve for parameter calibration. While this is sufficient to
characterize the voltage of the battery at that rate for some cell chemistries (as seen in
Fig. 3.11), it is not sufficient for LTO cells (Fig. 3.9 and Fig. 3.10), nor is it sufficient to
cover the wide range of charging and discharging rates that can be used by a real application
(Figs. 3.12, 3.15, 3.16, and Table 3.3). The PI model makes use of the entire voltage curve
across the full range of available charging and discharging rates, and is therefore able to
accurately model voltage behaviour across the full range. Moreover, our experiments show
accurate results for two Li-ion chemistries.
The PI model meets all but one of the criteria of a model well suited for system
optimization studies as outlined in Section 3.2. The model is accurate, with MAVE values
that are within 0.1 V for a wide range of charging and discharging rates for two Li-ion
chemistries. The computation time required to compute a state update is low. The model
can be calibrated using information from a spec sheet, uses power and input, and integrates
the constraints of a BMS. However, the PI model is not optimization-friendly, as it has
non-analytic functions for energy content limits, the voltage function, and a non-analytic
































Figure 3.17: LTO battery voltage for the given charge/discharge profile.
3.3.4 Implementation
The PI model has been implemented as a Matlab system block that is compatible with
Simulink simulation software13. In addition to implementing the equations of the model,
the following user-friendly features have also been included.
• Automated Parameter Computation The parameter computation has been fully
automated. The model’s user specifies the files containing voltage curves as <C-rate,
ampere-hour, voltage> tuples which can be extracted from the reversible capacity
voltage curves found in the spec sheet using freely available online graph digitizing
tools. The user also specifies the nominal capacity, internal impedance, maximum
charging and discharging current, initial energy content, and the length of time steps
for the discrete simulation.
13Matlab File Exchange link:
https://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/63078-lithium-ion-pi-model.
As of August 2019, the model has been downloaded over 500 times.
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• Smart BMS The constraints on energy content and applied power are implemented
so that the model throws a software exception when a constraint is violated. The
user can adjust the power according to the information provided by the exception.
The exception provides the user with the maximum power that the model could
charge/discharge without violating the constraint. This allows the user to implement
a ‘smart’ BMS that makes smooth adjustments to the input power to make the
battery operation safer; we provide an example of how to capture and respond to the
exception, along with the model itself, on Matlab File Exchange.
• Parameter Extrapolation In cases where the spec sheet fails to provide the voltage
curves for the full operating range of the cell, the model uses a linear extrapolation
of the available data to estimate the full range of voltage curves.
3.4 Models for Optimization
The PI model has two non-analytic components: the M mesh function, and the energy
limit functions a1 and a2. Both components are described as an interpolation between a
set of empirically-derived points. Furthermore, the method to compute a voltage estimate
using the M function is also non-analytic, and cannot be expressed as a constraint to an
optimizer.
In this section, using the PI model as a starting point, we replace its non-analytic
components with analytic components. This process of modifying the PI model results in
the development of new models that are optimization-friendly.
Our approach is to use polynomial approximations to replace the non-analytic compo-
nents and to simplify non-linearities in the PI model. This task is non-trivial. The degree
of the polynomials is a critical factor because higher-degree polynomials are more compu-
tationally expensive to optimize over. Non-linear – and especially non-convex – polynomial
approximations would result in a complex model. However, the behaviour of a Li-ion bat-
tery is inherently non-linear. For this reason, the non-linearity of the model is hard to
avoid. Therefore, in order to achieve the optimal trade-off between model accuracy and
complexity, the approximations must be chosen with extreme care, keeping non-linearities
which are crucial for acceptable model accuracy, discarding non-linearities which are not,
and wherever possible keeping the approximations convex.
Different approximations give rise to different models. To evaluate their accuracy, in
the context of their ability to estimate the energy content of the battery, we compare their
results against the results of the PI model. Furthermore, we attempt to interpret what
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the differences in model accuracy may mean in the context of practical applications of the
models. To determine this, we conduct two system analysis case studies with the PI model,
basic model, and the new models developed in this section, and compare the conclusions
of the case studies.
3.4.1 Method of Approximation
The PI model has three principal non-trivial components: the M function that maps
from energy content and charge/discharge current to battery voltage, the energy content
limits (a1(.) and a2(.)), and the inefficiency functions (ηc(.) and ηd(.)). The M , a1, and
a2 functions are numerically derived from the laboratory experiments described in the
spec sheet, i.e., they are not explicit, and this prevents the PI model from being used
as part of a mathematical optimization program. The inefficiency functions are explicit
but are non-linear and this increases the difficulty of using the model for mathematical
optimization.
We derive a set of tractable models by approximating the three aforementioned compo-
nents with polynomials. Our method is to test different combinations of approximations,
starting with higher degree polynomials and working down to constant approximations,
keeping only those combinations that show a noticeable difference in performance com-
pared to the next iteration, and discarding those that do not have a favourable accuracy-
complexity trade-off. We test each combination by simulating charge/discharge cycles at
different C-rates and comparing the energy content estimate of the model with that of the
PI model to quantify the loss of accuracy due to the approximations. The complexity of
each model is on the spectrum between the PI model and the basic model; indeed, approx-
imating the three complex components of the PI model with constants results in the basic
model, from which the PI model was originally developed. In developing our models, we
experiment with polynomial approximations of degree less than or equal to 3.
In this section, we show how to derive four models from the PI model, three of which
are novel tractable models and have a favourable accuracy-complexity trade-off.
We now discuss our analytic approximations to voltage, inefficiency, and energy content
limit functions; these are functions of the current, which is estimated from the input power
using Eq. 3.9. We compute the parameters to each approximation to minimize the error
between the PI model’s version of the corresponding function and the approximation for
a given operating range (OR), which corresponds to the maximum range of permissible
currents as defined by the spec sheet or programmed into the BMS by the system operator
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Figure 3.18: M function, represented by the black dots which map the applied current
and energy content to a unique voltage and are obtained from a spec sheet. The plane is
a linear approximation to the M function (Eq. (3.21)).
by the approximation. Each approximation is evaluated by comparing the energy content
estimates of the resulting model to the PI model over constant-current charge/discharge
cycles as well as a varying charge/discharge profile. We give a detailed account of the
evaluation in Section 3.4.4.
Voltage Estimate
In the PI model, the voltage for a particular energy content and applied power is estimated
by using the M function, which is obtained by sampling the voltage curves found in the
battery’s spec sheet. To make the PI model analytical, M has to be expressed in analytic
form. We consider the following two polynomial approximations14:




Vnom,d : P (k) < 0
Vnom,c : P (k) ≥ 0 (3.20)
V (k) = x00 + x10I(k) + x01E(k) (3.21)
The constant approximation of the voltage corresponds to the ‘nominal’ voltage of
the battery, Vnom,c when charging and Vnom,d when discharging; these can be computed
by taking the average of the voltage curves over the OR. We note that it is possible to
separate the charging voltage from the discharging voltage, as done in Eq. (3.20), for the
linear approximation (Eq. (3.21)) without increasing the complexity of the model because
of the natural separation between charging and discharging processes in Eqs. (3.7), (3.10),
and (3.11). However, we have found that this has a negligible effect on the overall accuracy
of the resulting model when applied to Eq. (3.21).
Figure 3.18 shows the non-analytic M function from the PI model, and the linear
approximation given by Eq. (3.21) which takes the form of a plane with the best least-
squares approximation of the function15 over the OR. The plane captures the positive slope
of the voltage with increasing current and energy content but does not capture the rapid
drop as the battery voltage approaches the lower limit. A cubic function can capture these
dynamics. However, we found that the additional complexity of the cubic function over
the plane offered negligible improvements to the accuracy of the model’s energy content
estimates.
Energy content limits
Energy content limits are functions of the current, and can be obtained empirically from
the voltage curves in the spec sheet. We consider the following approximations to a1(.)
(similarly for a2(.)):
a1(I(k)) = nā1 (3.22)
a1(I(k)) = u1I(k) + v1n (3.23)
ā1 is computed by taking the average of the a1(.) curve over the OR, and u1 and v1 are
parameters which define the line of best fit (least-squares) to a1(.) over the OR. In our
evaluation, we have found that the linear form in Eq. (3.23) offers the best trade-off between
accuracy and complexity, i.e., better approximations offered very small improvement in
accuracy at the cost of much higher complexity. Figure 3.19 shows the a1(.) and a2(.)
functions for an LTO cell, as well as their linear least-squares and constant approximations.
15We use Matlab’s fit function to compute the linear approximation.
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Figure 3.19: Lower (a1) and upper (a2) energy limits for an LTO cell, along with linear
and constant approximations computed over the maximum OR of the battery (up to 5 C
charging and discharging)
Charging/discharging efficiencies
In the PI model, the charging (resp. discharging) efficiency (Eqs. (3.12), (3.13)) is a func-
tion of the voltage, current, and nominal internal resistance during charging (Ric) (resp.
discharging (Rid)). The inefficiency function makes the model inherently non-linear in two
ways. Firstly, both I and V are variables of the model and hence the equation is quadratic
in terms of the variables. Secondly, the energy content update equation (Eq. (3.7)) has
a product of the efficiency and the applied power, which is the free variable in an opti-
mization problem; this causes Eq. (3.7) to also be quadratic in terms of the variables of an
optimization problem. To remove or lessen the degree of these non-linearities, we consider
the following approximations for ηc (similarly for ηd):





Using constant approximations for the charging (η̄c) and discharging (η̄d) efficiency
linearizes this part of the model; they are calculated as the average values of ηc(I, V ) and
ηd(I, V ) over the OR. The second approximation (Eq. (3.25)) can be obtained by using
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η̄c, [-5 C, 5C]
η̄d, [-5 C, 5C]
η̄c, [-2 C, 2C]








Figure 3.20: The charging and discharging efficiencies of an LTO cell with
Ric = Rid = 0.002 mΩ. Each solid line represents the efficiency calculated using
Eqs. (3.12) or (3.13) at the labeled charging/discharging C-rate. Each asterisk represents
the approximation where V = Vnom,c for charging and Vnom,d for discharging. The
constant approximations η̄c and η̄d are shown for two labeled operating ranges.
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Vnom,c in place of V (k) to reduce the dimensionality of the calculation, thereby reducing
the non-linearities in the model.
To illustrate the efficiency functions and the effect of the approximations, the charg-
ing and discharging efficiencies of an LTO cell are shown in Figure 3.20, with solid lines
representing Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13), asterisks representing the efficiencies when calculated
using a constant approximation of the charging voltage as Vnom,c and Vnom,d, and squares
representing constant efficiency approximations.
3.4.2 Operating Range
The operating range (OR) is a critical factor in calibrating the parameters to the approx-
imations of different curves. We define the OR as the range of currents expected to be
applied to the battery, and “full OR” to refer to the maximum discharging and charg-
ing currents that the battery is capable of (αd, αc). This is a practical (as opposed to
theoretical) consideration, since the range of currents depends on the battery application.
Accordingly, we calibrate the parameters of the model to maximize accuracy in the OR,
as opposed to in the full OR. It is worthwhile to optimize the accuracy of the model in the
range where it matters, even at the cost of lower accuracy in remaining parts of the full
OR where accuracy does not matter. Indeed, many applications do not use the full OR.
The narrower the OR – the lower the modelling error.
In Figures 3.18, 3.19, and 3.20, the approximations to the corresponding functions are
computed over the full OR ([-5 C, 5 C] for the LTO cell) unless otherwise noted. In
practice, we compute the constant approximations to be equal to the average value of their
corresponding curve over the OR, and choose linear approximations that minimize the
least-squared error to the curve over the OR. For example, Figure 3.20 shows the constant
approximation for charging efficiency (η̄c) and discharging efficiency (η̄d) for the full OR of
[-5 C, 5 C] as well as for a narrower OR of [-2 C, 2 C]; η̄c is higher for the narrower OR
because the efficiency is higher at lower C-rates.
3.4.3 Models
We have developed notation to refer to each of the four models described next, based on
how the voltage, energy limits, and efficiencies are approximated. Similar to Kendall’s
notation for queues [83], each component of the model is described by a letter with slashes
in between, i.e., Voltage function/Energy limit/Efficiency (V/E/η) notation. A letter ‘Q’
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Table 3.4: Summary of Analytical Models
Model Approximations
Voltage Energy Content Limits Efficiency
C/C/C V =








































a1 = u1I + v1n







Note: x00, x01, x10, u1, u2, v1, and v2 are fitted. Bolded parameters are affected by the OR.
means that that calculation uses a quadratic approximation, such as the efficiency function
in the PI model; ‘L’ represents a linear approximation, and ‘C’ a constant approximation16.
The four analytic models are summarized in Table 3.4, and described below. Three
out of four models approximate the voltage using two constants Vnom,c and Vnom,d. For
these three models, we can write their formulation in terms of power by replacing I(k) > 0
by P (k)/Vnom,c and I(k) < 0 by P (k)/Vnom,d in the PI model and can remove Eqs. (3.8)
and (3.9) completely.




This model is the basic model summarized in Eqs. 3.2-3.5, and we henceforth refer to it as
the C/C/C model. It uses constant approximations for efficiencies and energy limits, and
a constant approximation of the voltage. It is linear (see the discussion in Section 3.2.5)
and all its equations can be written in terms of E(k) and P (k) only. It has low energy
estimation errors only when the OR is narrow (as we show in [81]), which increases the
importance of calibrating it with respect to the OR.
Treating the basic model as a derivative of the PI model makes the three-step calibration
procedure clear:
1. Compute the parameters of the PI model from the spec.
2. Compute the constant approximations of the PI model’s parameters.
3. Use the constant approximations as the values for the corresponding parameters of
the basic model.
Since the PI model’s calibration uses all the available spec data, and since using this data
is an important factor for model accuracy, this calibration method improves the accuracy
of the basic model. For example, the charging efficiency calculated for an LTO battery
with an OR of [-5 C, 5 C] is 0.94, which increases to ≈0.975 for an OR of [-2 C, 2 C]. For
a LiFePO4 battery [2], the efficiency for an OR of [-2 C, 2 C] is calculated to be ≈0.985.
C/L/C
This model uses constant approximations of the charging and discharging voltage as well
as charging and discharging efficiencies, and uses a linear approximation to the energy
content limits. Similarly to the C/C/C model, all the equations can be written in terms
of E(k) and P (k) only. Notably, it has the same complexity as the C/C/C model (linear),
while offering a better approximation to the energy limits.
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C/L/C:
E(k) = E(k − 1) + ∆E(k) (3.26)
∆E(k) =
{
η̄cP (k)Tu : P (k) ≥ 0
η̄dP (k)Tu : P (k) < 0
(3.27)









This model uses constant voltage approximations, the same inefficiency functions as the PI
model, and linear energy content limits. The constant voltage approximation makes the
efficiency function linear. In the formulation, we have excluded an explicit I(k) term since,
due to the constant voltage approximations, the current is estimated as either P (k)/Vnom,c
or P (k)/Vnom,d. Hence, all the equations can be written in terms of E(k) and P (k).
Altogether, this model is quadratic in P (k).
C/L/L:
E(k) = E(k − 1) + ∆E(k) (3.30)
∆E(k) =
{
ηc(P (k))P (k)Tu : P (k) ≥ 0
ηd(P (k))P (k)Tu : P (k) < 0
(3.31)

















This is the most complex of our explicit models. It combines a linear voltage function, the
same quadratic efficiency formula used in the PI model, and a linear approximation for
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the energy limits. The formulation resembles that of the PI model with the voltage and
energy limits replaced by analytic functions.
L/L/Q:
E(k) = E(k − 1) + ∆E(k) (3.36)
∆E(k) =
{
ηc(P (k))P (k)Tu : P (k) ≥ 0





















nαd ≤ I(k) ≤ nαc (3.42)
u1I(k) + v1n ≤ E(k) ≤ u2I(k) + v2n (3.43)
In this model, all the equations can be written in terms of E(k), I(k) and P (k). The
model is non-linear in both I(k) and P (k), which makes this model much more complex
and difficult to use.
3.4.4 Evaluation
For each of the analytic models discussed in Section 3.4.3, we quantify the loss of accuracy
in the energy content estimate with respect to the PI model because, as is shown in
Section 3.3, it accurately reflects battery dynamics.
To evaluate our models, we use LTO [103] and LiFePO4 [2] battery measurements
collected while running charge/discharge cycling experiments on these batteries at different
C-rates with 2 or 3 cycles per C-rate, and use the PI model to calculate the energy content
of these batteries over the course of the experiment. Next, we recreate these experiments
using simulations of each one of our derived analytic models, assuming the same applied
power that has been used in our experiments. Finally, we compare the energy content in
the battery over time as simulated by each of our models to the energy content calculated
by simulating the battery using the PI model.
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Constant-current cycles
For this section of the evaluation, we calibrate our models over the full operating range of
the batteries: [-10 C, 4 C] for LiFePO4, and [-5 C, 5 C] for LTO. Figure 3.21 shows the
mean absolute energy error (MAEE) over a full charge (or discharge, for negative C-rates)
as a percentage of the maximum battery capacity for each of our analytic models with
respect to the PI model. The order of the models from most accurate to least accurate
mimics their order from most complex to least complex; in other words – the more complex
the model, the more accurate it is.
The relative differences in accuracy between the models can be used to infer the contri-
bution of each approximation to the modelling error. For example, a linear voltage function
(L/L/Q) offers little improvement in accuracy over using two constants (C/L/L) for all
but the most extreme C-rates.
C/C/C and C/L/C models have their lowest errors in the 2-3 C range for LTO, for both
charging and discharging, and at 5 C discharging and 2 C charging for LiFePO4. We infer
that, as is shown for an LTO cell in Figure 3.20, the constant efficiency approximation is
close to the PI model’s efficiency estimate at these currents.
It is important to note that errors introduced by two approximations may compensate
each-other. For example, one approximation which causes the model to over-estimate the
energy content may be compensated by another approximation which causes the model to
under-estimate the energy content. In our evaluation, this appears to be the case in the 5
C charging test for the LTO battery, where the errors of the C/C/C and C/L/C models
are unexpectedly lower than the C/L/L model error.
Varying charge/discharge profile
To evaluate the accuracy of the models in realistic conditions, we use data from the exper-
iment which mimics real battery behaviour in a system with PV panels and building load,
as described in Section 3.3.3. We simulate this system using our analytic models which
have been calibrated with an OR of [-2 C, 2 C], and with the PI model as our benchmark.
Figure 3.22 shows the power profile used in our experiment, the resulting energy content
evolution over an 8-hour period, as well as the residual with respect to the PI model’s
energy content estimate. This experiment highlights the effect of the efficiency and voltage
function approximations, since the battery did not approach any energy content limits over
the course of the test. The residual for all the models stays below 1% of the total energy
capacity of the LTO battery, with the residual of C/L/L and L/L/Q models well below
0.1%.
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Figure 3.21: Mean absolute energy error for LTO cell (3.21a) and LiFePO4 cell (3.21b)























































Figure 3.22: The energy content over 8 hours in a realistic deployment charge/discharge
profile. The residual between the analytic models and the PI model (bottom), as well as
the applied power trace (top), are also shown.
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From this experiment alone, it is unclear whether residuals of 1% or 0.1% are sufficiently
low for obtaining useful results where these models are used for energy system analysis.
Likewise, the impact of MAEE on the practical application of these models is not suffi-
ciently clear. In order to resolve this problem, we compare these models in terms of their
performance in two case studies.
3.4.5 Application Sensitivity Study
We perform case studies that compare the accuracy of our models with respect to the PI
model for relevant metrics in two battery applications: a solar farm application, and a grid
regulation services application. The purpose of these case studies is to exhibit the effects
of the choice of battery model on the conclusions that are made. Both case studies are
performed via simulations and are described below.
To obtain results with models which are calibrated using the proper OR, which differs
for a given application and battery size17, we run each simulation twice. Firstly, we calibrate
the model with the full OR of the battery, i.e., [αd, αc], and simulate the application.
Secondly, we observe the OR that was actually used by the simulated application, re-
calibrate the model, and run the simulation again. We report the results from the second
simulation.18
Solar farm firming
We consider a small (100 kW) solar farm participating in an electricity market with hourly
power commitments and penalties for failing to adhere to the commitment. Figure 3.23
shows the basic structure of the system, where S(t) is the incoming solar power which we
model using measured data. The load L(t) represents the hourly power commitment made
by the operator. We assume that the operator always commits to providing the average
hourly average solar production, and a battery is used to firm (or to level) the intra-hourly
fluctuations in PV production.19
17The effect of the battery size on the OR, which is given in terms of C-rate, can be explained concisely
via example: an application may require a current of 100 Amps, which equates to 1 C for a particular
battery, but only 0.5 C when the battery’s size is doubled
18One could continue re-running simulations using the OR observed in the previous simulation until the
OR used to obtain parameters and the OR observed in the simulation converge. In practice, we found
that one iteration of this method is enough to get a reasonable OR.





Figure 3.23: Power flow diagram in a solar farm equipped with a battery. S(t) is the power
generated by the solar cells, and L(t) is the load on the system (power commitment).
An important metric in this application is the amount of energy that was needed from
the battery but not delivered, i.e., when an insufficient amount of PV power is generated
to meet the power commitment and the operator needs to discharge the battery but is
unable to because the battery does not have enough energy or the required power is too
high for the battery to provide. We call this the unmet load on the battery. Choosing a
battery size to meet an unmet load target is a classic optimization problem. To see the
difference that the choice of battery model will make on the conclusions of this study, we
calculate the unmet load by simulating the system with a solar measurement trace for 100
days across a range of battery sizes.
We present results with the model calibrated for the LTO battery chemistry and remark
that we have obtained similar results for the LiFePO4 chemistry. Figure 3.24 shows the
unmet load calculated for different battery sizes using the PI model as well as the four
analytic models, and the OR used to calibrate model parameters for each battery size.
The relative error is very low for the L/L/Q and C/L/L models, and very high for C/C/C
and C/L/C models.
Even though the C/L/C model has a low error for 10 and 50 cell batteries, its error is
high for larger sizes; this is due to the OR and its effect on the various model parameters.
For smaller battery sizes, the OR is maxed out at [-5 C, 5 C], although the actual currents
are much more uniformly distributed across the OR with a small (10 to 50 cell) battery
compared to the 100-cell battery where the 5 C is a rare occurrence. The OR gradually
narrows as the number of cells increases to 300. For a large OR, it is crucial to model
the energy limits as a function of the current, which is why the C/L/C model yields
more accurate results than the C/C/C model. For narrower OR, the efficiency estimate
becomes a more important factor than the factor of energy limits, as demonstrated by the
high accuracy of L/L/Q and C/L/L models and the low accuracy of C/L/C and C/C/C
models.
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Figure 3.24: Unmet load for different battery sizes, computed using five different models.
Relative error is with respect to the PI Model, and the effective OR calculated by the PI
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Figure 3.25: Maximum power commitment for guaranteed delivery, shown for various
contract lengths. The relative error with respect to the PI model is also shown. The OR
figure shows the actual OR determined from the PI model simulation.
of battery model. For example, if the purpose of the study is to determine the smallest
battery size that is sufficient to achieve an unmet load target of 40%, all models suggest a
similar size. However, for a more realistic 10% target, the sizes suggested by the C/C/C
and C/L/C models are over twice as large as the sizes suggested by the C/L/L and L/L/Q
models. We interpret this as a confirmation that neither of the linear models works well in




We now study the impact of choice of battery model on a grid regulation application20
where the battery operator declares the amount of power that they can provide or absorb
(by discharging or charging the battery, respectively) for the duration of a short-term
contract. Given the amount of energy in the battery, the operator needs to calculate the
maximum amount of power regulation they could provide in the worst case where their
power commitment is requested for the entire duration of the contract. In this case study,
we model an LTO battery and assume that the energy content at the start of the contract
is 50% of the battery’s maximum capacity. We present the results for down-regulation,
where the battery is only discharged. Figure 3.25 shows the power that the battery can
consistently provide for various contract durations. We also compute the relative error
with respect to the results obtained using the PI model.
The C/C/C model has very poor accuracy for all contract lengths, which may be
explained by noting that the energy limits are the most important model parameters
for this application. The L/L/Q model has slightly greater (up to 5%) errors than the
C/L/C and C/L/L models, which is not an intuitively expected result and is an important
observation. The explanation for this anomalous behaviour is that, since we are dealing
with approximations of multiple components of the PI model, there is room for errors
introduced by these components to compensate each other. Indeed, the improved voltage
estimate of the L/L/Q model in turn leads to an accurate current estimate, which is then
used to calculate efficiency and energy limits, while the constant voltage approximation
in C/L/L and C/L/C models leads to a poor current estimate which actually ends up
partially negating the errors in the energy limit approximation.
The C/L/C model has low errors across all contract lengths. We interpret these results
as a confirmation that a linear model (C/L/C) is sufficiently accurate for this application.
To highlight the effect of the OR on the accuracy of the models, we have calculated the
results for the regulation application with a full OR ([-5 C, 5 C]) for all contract lengths.
Figure 3.26 shows the power commitment suggested by the C/C/C, C/L/C, and C/L/L
models with a full OR, compared to the same models calibrated with the actual OR of
the application for each contract length. Every model has lower accuracy when calibrated
for the full OR. Note that the L/L/Q model is not shown because its accuracy is almost
unchanged when calibrating for a narrower OR; this is an expected result, as the L/L/Q
model uses more accurate approximations which are not as sensitive to the OR.
20A comprehensive study of this application can be found in [43]
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Figure 3.26: Computed vs. full OR calibration for the regulation application.
3.4.6 Guidelines for Model Selection
Our extensive experimentation with different models and calibration methods has given
us insight into how to choose and calibrate a battery model for energy system analysis,
in particular for system control and sizing optimization studies. Below, we outline four
considerations that are important for selecting and calibrating a model.
1. What is the size of the optimization problem? For small problems – where the prob-
lem size corresponds to the number of variables – that could be solved by non-linear
optimization methods in a reasonable time frame, the L/L/Q and C/L/Q models
could be used. Large problems require more efficient methods such as linear pro-
gramming, which in turn requires a linear model. For large optimization problems,
we suggest using the C/L/C model, since it is typically more accurate than the
commonly used C/C/C model, with no added complexity.
2. What battery chemistry is being modelled? Some chemistries, such as LiFePO4, have
“flat” voltage profiles which can be approximated well as a constant voltage. Cells
with very low internal impedance have high efficiency values (close to 1) which could
be closely approximated using a constant. The area under the voltage curve for
different C-rates on a voltage vs. charge graph (commonly found in a spec sheet) can
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hint at the shape of the energy limit function21. This information can reveal which
approximations would work well, and help to guide the choice of battery model.
3. Which constraints of the battery is the application most sensitive to? The answer to
this question may or may not be known a priori ; if known, it can guide the selection of
the model based on the effectiveness of the approximations to each model component.
For example, if efficiency is a crucial parameter, we suggest using the L/L/Q or C/L/L
models which have more accurate efficiency functions than the C/L/C model.
4. What is the operating range of the application? If the OR is known a priori, it
should be used to calculate the parameters of the battery. If it is unknown, the
analysis should first be conducted with the model calibrated using the maximum OR
that the battery allows, keeping track of the OR that is actually used by the battery
in the analysis. Then, the analysis should be re-run with parameters computed for
the OR observed in the previous stage. This can be repeated until the calibrated OR
matches the observed OR; in our experience, we have noticed that there has been
little or no benefit in going beyond one or two iterations of this method.
3.5 Limitations and Evolution of Models
Even though the PI model and its derivatives developed and described in this chapter
take into account many important factors affecting battery dynamics, they are not perfect.
Understanding the limitations of these models is important for their proper use, as well
as for their further development. In this section, we briefly discuss several aspects that
are not taken into account in our models, and which signify possible directions of model
evolution. In particular, we discuss the factors of temperature, battery degradation, and
battery technologies.
3.5.1 Impact of Temperature
The models developed in this chapter do not take battery temperature into account. Bat-
tery temperature affects the voltage and resulting energy capacity. Cold temperatures
increase the internal resistance of the battery [102], which, in accordance with Ohm’s law,
21The area under a discharging voltage vs. charge curve is equal to the energy discharged from the
battery at the given C-rate.
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causes the voltage to drop and subsequently reach its lower limit quicker when discharg-
ing. The effective result is a decrease in battery energy capacity. Warmer temperatures
have the opposite effect. Furthermore, charging and discharging a battery cause changes
in battery temperature, since these processes are not perfectly efficient and some energy is
lost as heat.
Effects of temperature in batteries have been studied in existing work, for example in
[183] where an electro-thermal battery model is developed and experimentally validated;
this model is calibrated via experiments to determine specific heat capacity and transfer
properties of the cells and is based on differential equations. Temperature effects in a high-
level model, such as the PI model and its approximations, introduce a fourth dimension
into what is currently a three-dimensional inter-relationship between voltage, energy con-
tent, and charging/discharging current. These effects also introduce two additional state
variables related to battery temperature and ambient temperature. The data describing
the relationship between temperature, voltage, energy, and current, is not present in most
of the battery spec sheets we have encountered, which increases the challenge of keeping
the model spec-based and easy to use. The inclusion of temperature into our models is a
possible direction for their improvement.
3.5.2 Impact of Battery Degradation
Battery degradation is another factor that is not considered in the models described in
this chapter. The energy capacity and efficiency of a Li-ion battery gradually decrease
with time and use. Factors which cause battery degradation include the loss of available
Li+ ions that shuttle back and forth between the anode and cathode, and the increase
in internal resistance due to degradation of electrolyte. The rate of battery degradation
depends not only on the time and the total amount of energy passing through the battery
but also on the temperature and depth of discharge of each charge-discharge cycle.
Some detailed electrochemical models attempt to explicitly model the processes of bat-
tery degradation [129]. Even high-level models can approximate degradation either as a
linear function of the total amount of energy passing through the battery [44], or by tak-
ing into account the cumulative effects of the depth of discharge of each cycle [179, 93].
Information on the expected rate of battery degradation may sometimes be found in bat-
tery spec sheets, in the form of the number of charge-discharge cycles after which the
battery capacity is expected to drop to 80% of its original value, or as a curve showing
the progression of the capacity fade. In both cases, degradation is rated at some nominal
temperature, charging and discharging rates, and depth of discharge. The addition of time
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and cumulative cycles to the parameters of the PI model is a potential direction of its
evolution. These parameters could be used to set the rates of decrease in energy capacity
and increase in internal resistance over the course of a system simulation.
3.5.3 Various Battery Technologies
The adaptation of our models to various established and emerging battery technologies,
for example lead-acid, sodium-nickel-chloride, and redox-flow batteries, is possible. The
PI model and its approximations have been evaluated on a set of experiments consisting
of charge-discharge cycles over a wide range of C-rates for two Li-ion chemistries. Similar
experiments could be conducted on other Li-ion chemistries and other battery technologies,
which would serve to validate the PI model’s accuracy for these technologies or form a
starting point for the adaptation of model equations to match the specific characteristics
of each technology. New approximations of the resulting model could then be computed
using the method described in Section 3.4.1.
Chapter 3 Summary
Battery models are crucial for the study of PV-storage system optimization. In our
work, we develop the PI model, which can be easily calibrated, has high accuracy, and
is suitable for simulation studies. We then derive three analytic models which represent
different trade-offs between accuracy and complexity and are suitable for optimization
studies via mathematical programming. All of our models are used in two PV-storage




Optimization of System Sizing
In recent years, the prices of solar panels and storage have dropped dramatically, putting
them in reach of many consumers. Companies such as Trina, Yingli, and Canadian Solar
offer solar panels at a cost of less than USD 0.5/Watt, though installation costs may be
much higher, and companies such as Tesla, Sonnen, and Moixa provide off-the-shelf (albeit
still relatively expensive) storage solutions.
For an entity that would like to purchase and install solar PV panels and storage to
partly or completely offset grid usage1, the primary question is: how much of each should
they buy? If the budget is not a constraint, then both can be generously sized, with ample
slack capacity. However, given the high cost of system components, budget is often a
binding constraint. Thus, there is a demand for practical guidance on the smallest possible
sizing to adequately meet the anticipated load. By sizing, we refer to the power/energy
size of the storage in kWh and the size of solar generation in kW. We expect many entities
to face such a sizing problem in the future. These include individuals, small companies,
and building operators faced with the rising cost of grid-provided electricity.
PV-storage systems represent a substantial monetary investment. The expected system
performance, i.e., the amount of load that it will offset, is an important metric for prospec-
tive system owners. Providing a guarantee on system performance is a challenging task,
given that the investment pays out over a decades-long system lifetime, and the operating
environment is subject to change over time. The expected ROI is dependent on where
1The former case corresponds to that of an entity that remains grid-connected but wants to reduce its
overall cost for electricity and the latter corresponds to an off-grid scenario. We treat them both identically
in our work.
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the system is deployed2, as well as by changes in policy affecting feed-in tariff rates and
electricity rates charged by utility companies, both of which are hard to predict precisely.
However, an inherent feature in any deployment scenario is that the ROI is maximized
when the system is sized to meet a given performance target at a minimum capital cost.
Developing methods to provide guidance on sizing is the subject of this chapter. It
includes an overview of existing sizing methods in Section 4.1, research on methods for ro-
bust system sizing in Section 4.2, and a sketch of potential avenues for future developments
in Section 4.3.
The specific contributions of this chapter are as follows. We develop a novel tech-
nique for robust and practical PV-storage system sizing based on system simulation and
mathematical programming. We evaluate the robustness and computational complexity of
these approaches, and compare them to a stochastic network calculus sizing approach, in
a realistic setting. Materials in this chapter have been published in [74].
4.1 Related Work on Energy System Sizing
Our organization for the review of the literature on studies that optimize system compo-
nents is based on two distinct aspects. The first aspect: the techniques used to optimally
size the system. The second aspect: the specific deployment context of the system.
4.1.1 Sizing Methods
Depending on the method of optimization, the existing literature on the joint sizing of en-
ergy storage and renewable energy sources may be divided into three groups: mathematical
programming, simulation, and analytical methods. We sketch these approaches here with
a survey of representative work.
Mathematical Programming
Mathematical programming computes the optimal system sizing for a given pair of trajec-
tories (i.e, a time series) for load and PV generation. It requires modelling the system as
a set of parameters and variables that are constrained to represent the capabilities of the
underlying physical system and an objective function representing the optimization target.
2A thorough analysis of PV-storage system ROI in different jurisdictions can be found in [76].
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Table 4.1: Sizing Notation
Name Description
B Energy capacity of battery
b Number of possible battery sizes
C Power generation capacity of PV panels
c Number of possible PV panel sizes
Di Load trace for scenario i
δ(t) Unmet load in time slot t
ε Loss of load target fraction
γ Confidence measure for loss of load probability or expected
unserved energy target
Ki Sizing curve corresponding to scenario i
λ Chebyshev bound coefficient of standard deviation
µ Mean of probability distribution
n Number of scenarios considered
Pc Power used to charge the battery
Pd Power discharged from the battery
Pdir Power flowing directly from PV panels to meet the load or
be sold to the grid
PL Load
PS PV panel power output
Si PV generation trace for scenario i
σ Standard deviation of probability distribution
Th Length of time horizon
Tu Length of time slot
θ Expected unserved energy target fraction
U Initial energy content of battery
Importantly, the optimal operating strategy is typically an output of the optimization pro-
gram and is dependent on the input scenario. An algorithm, or solver, is used to search
the space of feasible solutions to find the one which maximizes (or minimizes) the objective
function for the given parameters. For example, the authors of [30] formulate the problem
of sizing a battery to meet the energy demands of a microgrid as a mixed-integer linear
program. In [48], the problem of sizing batteries and solar panels under a fixed budget to
maximize the revenue of a solar farm is formulated as a non-linear optimization problem,
which is linearized to reduce the solution time.
Another notable optimization approach is to formulate a robust optimization problem
[21], in which the objective function is optimized even when the inputs are perturbed.
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Robust optimization is not included in the scope of this work. Instead, we present an
alternative and simpler approach to handle uncertainties in the input parameters, described
in Section 4.2.
Simulation
System simulations are also a scenario-based sizing approach. They are versatile: a simula-
tion program can evaluate different combinations of PV panel and battery sizes, calculating
metrics such as loss of load probability (LOLP) [23], expected unserved energy (EUE), and
operating cost [8]. Simulations can model the system using virtually any operating strat-
egy, such as those proposed in [98, 79, 27, 23], and can implement complex battery models
[8].
Analytical Methods
Inspired by the analogy between energy buffering by batteries and data buffering in com-
puter networks, a variety of analytical methods have been proposed for storage capacity
sizing in the literature. For example, in [35] the system is modelled as a cyclic non-
homogenous Markov chain, and the authors propose a steady-state analysis to determine
whether a given system size is sufficient to meet a target LOLP. In [9], the authors use a
probabilistic tail bound on the aggregate of many regulated energy demand loads to jointly
size the battery capacity and transformers for a certain LOLP in a residential setting.
Among existing analytical approaches, stochastic network calculus (SNC) [68] has
shown great robustness and accuracy. This approach has been used in several applica-
tions: battery sizing to reduce reliance on diesel generators in rural areas with unreliable
grid connections [147], energy demand management in a fleet of electric car charging sta-
tions [100], gaining energy flexibility through heating/cooling systems in data centres [20],
and supply-demand matching for prosumers [49, 171, 137].
Applying stochastic network calculus to energy systems has some subtleties, due to the
unique statistical properties of the underlying energy processes and the storage model in
use. This has led to a series of incremental improvements in this field of research. The idea
of using stochastic network calculus for energy systems was proposed in [171], where the
authors assume ideal storage devices and use affine functions to separately model the long-
term behavior of each of energy demand and energy supply. In [49], the authors further
develop this approach by assuming a more realistic storage model and more complicated
uni-variate envelopes for energy demand and supply.
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4.1.2 Deployment Context
Literature on sizing or analyzing the performance of PV-storage systems is extensive.
Existing work may be categorized into two main areas of the context of the system’s
deployment: stand-alone or off-grid systems, and grid-connected systems. Excellent
reviews of the literature can be found in [87, 88, 144]. We note that related problems are
studied in the context of microgrid planning, for example in References [34, 56, 32], which
look at problems such as optimizing the choice of renewable technology, and the economic
feasibility of going off-grid. Such studies often feature the microgrid planning simulation
model tool known as HOMER [16]. HOMER is highly customizable but does not provide
a measure of confidence in the performance of the recommended system sizing, which is
the focus of our work.
Stand-alone systems
Stand-alone systems are those in which the system can only rely on solar power and storage
to meet the demand power. Several papers study the optimal sizing and cost analysis of
stand-alone PV systems [82, 88, 99, 121]. The objective in designing stand-alone systems is
to minimize the cost of PV and storage while meeting the power demand with an associated
target LOLP or similar criteria. System cost is usually expressed either in terms of the
initial capital cost [122, 145], or in terms of the annualized cost while accounting for
differences in the lifetime of batteries and PV panels [55, 151].
Grid-connected systems
Grid-connected systems exist in different forms, for example, a residential PV-storage
system, or a solar farm with supporting battery. Residential installations of PV-storage
systems have the option to serve the demand by using PV panels, storage, or the grid. The
price of buying or selling electricity from or to the grid can be a function of the time of the
day and season, among other things. Residential installations mostly aim at selling their
excess power to the grid and buying their power shortage from the grid. These options
create many challenging problems that result in different objective functions.
Barra et al. [19] optimally size PV panels and storage such that a minimum target
fraction of the total demand is guaranteed to be met by the PV-storage system and the
cost of energy is minimized. Azzopardi and Mutale [14] minimize the annual net cost,
using a case study of a residential installation where energy can be stored, used, or sold .
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They consider fluctuations in time-of-use pricing and employ mixed integer programming
to find the optimal size of each system component.
Using a similar model, Ru et al. [139] formulate an optimization problem to determine
the critical size of the battery after which an increase in size gives no performance benefit.
Other works attempt to maximize the net benefit (benefit minus cost) of a grid-connected
solar PV panel with no storage [96, 97].
4.2 Robust System Sizing
The sizing of PV and batteries is the subject of multiple research studies. As a rule, most
studies, for example [181, 72, 125, 23, 114], employ a specific and singular sizing approach
based on historical solar and load data. Furthermore, from our point of view, robustness
of the result to the possible and expected variations in the future operating environment
has not been among the subjects or objectives of these studies.
In contrast, we analyze and compare multiple sizing approaches, extending them as
necessary to achieve a robust result. A robust system size is one which, with sufficient
probability, satisfies the system’s design constraints upon reasonable3 future fluctuations
in the operating environment. In this work we consider robustness of the result as an
objective.
The approaches we study use historical solar generation and electricity consumption
time series as input to compute a system sizing. Given that this data is difficult to obtain
for a horizon long enough to adequately capture the non-stationarity of the underlying
stochastic processes, we assume that the future is statistically similar to the past and
that future fluctuations in the operating environment are at least partially represented
in the available historical data. This assumption is reasonable for PV generation data,
where the underlying process is relatively stable (the sun), and may be reasonable for
load data when there are no significant changes to the electrical appliances and their use.
Nevertheless, any practical data-driven approach must take steps to prevent overfitting
to historical data while making some assumptions on the future. In the context of this
work, computing a robust result on the base of historical data is equivalent to resolving
the problem of overfitting to this data. In other words, resolving the problem of overfitting
leads us to a robust result.
3We believe it is unreasonable to size for any possible changes in load. For instance, if a homeowner
buys an electric vehicle in the future, their PV-storage system size may no longer be adequate.
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We extend three approaches to computing a system size: simulation, mathematical
programming, and stochastic network calculus. With simulation and mathematical pro-
gramming, we compute a robust size by using upper probability bounds on the sizes that
meet the performance requirements on historical data. With stochastic network calculus,
we essentially reduce the available data to a set of representative features that are then
used to compute probability bounds on the performance targets corresponding to any given
size.
The key contributions of the work presented in this chapter are:
• We provide a theoretical foundation for robust and practical sizing of both solar PV
generation and storage based on simulation and mathematical programming.
• We evaluate the robustness and computational complexity of these approaches in a
realistic setting.
The stochastic network calculus approach is excluded from the list of contributions
because it has been developed by other members of the research team. However, we
implement and evaluate this approach, as described in [74]. The program modules for
computing robust PV-storage system size via simulation and stochastic network calculus
have been released and are freely accessible [73].
4.2.1 Problem Specification
The goal of our work is to provide practical advice on how to size both solar panels and
storage in a robust fashion to partly or completely offset grid usage. This section discusses
the inputs and optimization criteria of the sizing problem, and how we model load as a
constraint.
Input Parameters
It is reasonable to assume that an entity making a sizing decision would have access to
a representative set of load traces, especially with the widespread deployment of smart
meters that typically measure hourly load4. It is also possible to obtain hourly solar
radiation traces in the geographical location of the entity, for most parts of the world [52],
4Finer-grained traces would, of course, be good to have, but unlikely to be available in practice.
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and calculate the corresponding power generated from PV panels with reasonable accuracy
[13] .
In keeping with prior work, we assume that these historical traces are generally rep-
resentative of loads and generation. Nevertheless, the future will never exactly mimic the
past; if it did, we would be able to make decisions with absolute accuracy. Thus, the sizing
decision must be robust to perturbations in the inputs, i.e., to ‘small’ changes in the solar
irradiation or loads (we elaborate on this in Section 4.2.2).
In addition to generation and load traces, we need two other parameters. Firstly, we
need to know how a decision is made to either inject power into or withdraw power from
the storage system. This operating policy can be quite complex, and is the subject of
much research [98, 35, 22, 48]. Nevertheless, simple rules such as ‘store excess solar energy’
and ‘discharge the store when solar generation is less than the load’ are often adequate
for many situations. We assume that, for the case of simulation and stochastic network
calculus approaches, such an operating policy is provided to the sizing decision-maker.
Secondly, we need a dynamic model of the behaviour of a storage system in response to
power injection and discharge. For this purpose, we use the C/L/C model described in
Section 3.4.
To summarize, we assume that the sizing decision-maker has access to the following
information:
• A representative set of solar traces S = {Si} (for example, one trace per year; we
discuss this point in greater detail in Section 4.2.2).
• A representative set of load traces D = {Dj} that constitute a set of load scenarios.
The durations of all load and solar traces should be equal.
• An operating policy : for the simulation and stochastic network calculus approaches,
the set of rules that determine when the store is charged or discharged.
• A storage model, along with all associated model parameters: for a given state of
charge and applied power, this is a set of equations that computes the updated state
of charge.
Criteria of optimization
Given the input parameters described in Section 4.2.1, our objective is to compute the
optimal size for solar PV panels and the storage capacity. What constitutes the optimal
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size will depend on the objectives of the prospective system owner. Several quality metrics
or criteria are plausible5:
• Minimize loss of load probability (LOLP): This is the probability of the event
that the system, where PV generation is the only source, is unable to meet the load.
This probability can be numerically estimated as the ratio of the time during which
the load is unmet to the total time under consideration.
• Minimize expected unserved energy (EUE): This is the total amount of load
(energy) that cannot be satisfied by the system, based only on PV generation, during
the period under consideration. If this load is not met from the grid or some other
external power source, there will be user discomfort.
• Minimize financial cost: This is the monetary cost of purchasing the solar panel
and storage system, as well as the cost of purchasing, as necessary, electricity from
the grid, at its currently prevailing price. It may be viewed as a one-time capital cost
added to a periodical operational expense, such as potential purchases from the grid
as well as compensation for degradation of equipment from wear and tear. Note that
if we could associate a cost to meeting unmet load using the grid or a local generator,
then the cost-minimization objective would incorporate the objective of minimizing
the unmet load.
• Maximize robustness: This is the degree of sensitivity of the sizing to perturba-
tions in the input. Intuitively speaking, we wish to pick an approach such that the
resulting system will meet its performance target in the future, which may have small
variations from has been observed in the past. We discuss this point in greater detail
in Section 4.2.2.
Computation time is also a factor in the design of the method used to compute an
optimal size. We expect that the size will be chosen on behalf of a system purchaser by a
sizing decision maker. The computation cost of each such decision, therefore, should not
be onerous.
In many cases, there will be a trade-off between cost on the one hand, and LOLP/EUE
and robustness on the other. Moreover, robustness and computation cost are closely asso-
ciated, since getting robust results generally implies the processing of greater amounts of
data. In this work, we focus on minimizing the cost of solar PV and storage, subject to
meeting a certain LOLP or EUE constraint.




Traditionally, the LOLP/EUE target is specified together with a length of time over which
this criterion should be met [168]. For example, a common loss-of-load target for reliable
grid-scale electrical systems is one day over a period of 10 years, corresponding to an LOLP
target of 0.000274. Such a high level of reliability makes sense where frequent or prolonged
loss-of-load events correspond to millions of dollars in losses to the economy supported by
the electrical system. Achieving this level of reliability equates to sizing for the worst-case
behaviour with virtually 100% confidence, requiring expensive systems that are oversized
for the average behaviour but are nevertheless cheaper than the cost of loss-of-load events.
In contrast, smaller systems such as a house may typically tolerate higher LOLP due to
smaller penalties associated with loss-of-load events, the ability to easily shut off electrical
appliances at times of high load, and the availability of the grid and perhaps a local
generator to offset some of these events. For these reasons, an excessively pessimistic
sizing of the system with an LOLP of ≈ 0 over long periods with 100% confidence would
be a sub-optimal financial decision. In these conditions, it would be appropriate for a
home-owner to choose a more affordable target, for example an LOLP of 5% over all 90-
day periods, with a confidence of 95%. Mathematically, this corresponds to a system which
guarantees P(LOLP ≤ 0.05) ≥ 0.95 over any 90-day period. In this work, we refer to the
combination of time interval, LOLP/EUE target, and confidence, as the quality of service
(QoS) target.
4.2.2 The Impact of Non-Stationarity
One of the key insights in this work is that the traces which serve as input to any sizing
approach may neither be stationary nor definitively representing the future. We discuss
this next.
Traces, Trajectories, and Stochastic Processes
A solar or load trace with T entries of the form (time, value) is a trajectory instanti-
ated from a stochastic process, which is defined as a set of random variables indexed by
time. That is, Si(t), the tth element of the ith solar trace (resp. Dj(t), the tth element
of the jth load trace) is a value assumed by the random variable S(t) (resp. D(t)) from
a corresponding distribution. Hence, we can fully characterize the historical solar (resp.
load) stochastic process by defining a joint distribution of a set of T random variables,
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one for each time step. If we assumed independence of each time step, we could decouple
these distributions. This would allow us to use the set S (resp. D) of solar generation
(resp. load) traces to estimate parameters for each of the T distributions. For example,
the numerical mean of the tth time step of the set of traces can be viewed as an estimate
of the mean of the tth distribution and the sample variance of this set is an estimate of its
variance. Thus, with sufficient data, we can use standard statistical techniques to find the
best-fitting distributions that characterize a set of traces.
Given this characterization of historical stochastic processes, what can we say about
their future states? Suppose that the generation and load stochastic processes are time-
invariant. Then, once the historical processes are characterized, the future is also ‘known’
in the sense that we may generate potential future trajectories by generating a random
value per time step from the corresponding distribution. We can then choose a sizing that
meets our sizing objectives not just for historical trajectories, but also for potential future
trajectories.
However, this naive approach has three problems. Firstly, even assuming independence
of time steps, it is onerous to define T separate distributions, since T can be very large,
on the order of 10,000 – 100,000 values. Secondly, there is no guarantee that a stochastic
process parametrized with historical traces will adequately represent the future. Thirdly,
we do not have any definite criteria on how much data would be sufficient for parameter-
izing these processes. To resolve these problems, a closer look at the generation and load
stochastic processes is required.
Causes of Non-Stationarity
A key observation is that both the solar and load stochastic processes are non-stationary6
due to the following reasons:
1. Diurnality. For example, the distribution of the r.v. S(t) corresponding to a time
slot t at night will differ from the distribution of an r.v. corresponding to a time slot
at mid-day.
2. Seasonality. For example, the distribution of the r.v. S(t) corresponding to a time
slot t at mid-day in winter will differ from the distribution of an r.v. corresponding
to a time slot at mid-day in summer.
6Generally speaking, this means that statistics computed from two different random sub-samples of the
traces can differ.
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3. Long-term trends. For example, the distributions of the r.v.’s D(t) and S(t)
corresponding to a time slot t at the start of a trace may differ from their distributions
for a time slot later in the trace.
4. Autocorrelation. For example, the distributions of the r.v.’s S(t) and D(t) are
dependent on the values taken by the respective r.v.’s S(t− 1) and D(t− 1).
Non-stationarity should be taken into account upon characterizing historical generation
and load stochastic processes.
Stochastic Process Parametrization
Recall that the parameters of the stochastic process, i.e., corresponding to each of the T
distributions constituting the process, are derived from solar and load traces. Given that
the process has both diurnal and seasonal non-stationarity effects, the solar and load traces
must be both detailed enough and long enough to capture the effects. More precisely:
• The traces should have sufficient temporal resolution to capture diurnal changes.
That is, the time step should be sufficiently small in order to have an adequate
number of values for each part of the day.
• The traces should be long enough to capture seasonality, i.e., at least one year in
duration, if not longer.
• The traces should be long enough to capture any long-term trends in load. We
assume that PV generation from one year is statistically similar to PV generation
from another year, for the same location.
• There should be enough traces in the set of traces so that there would be sufficient
samples for adequate estimation of the parameters of each distribution.
Ideally, we would have access to per-minute or even per-second load and generation
traces spanning several decades. Then, setting T = 60 × 24 × 365 = 525, 600, i.e., per
minute of the year, we would obtain multiple sample values for each time step, allowing
us to estimate, with adequate confidence, the parameters of each of the T solar generation
distributions, and potentially long-term trends in the load (for example by fitting a linear
regression to the residual after accounting for diurnal and seasonal effects).
In practice, it is unlikely that such data traces are available. Load and solar generation
are often measured with a frequency of once every 30 minutes, if not lower frequency, and
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it is extremely rare that more than a few years of data are available. Therefore, we resort
to the following pragmatic approach that, in our experience, works reasonably well. Given
a dataset in the form of a time series that is at least one year long, and begins and ends
on the same day of the year, we join the ends of the data to create a circular time series.
We then sample blocks of X days, where X is the time interval in the QoS target, from
the time series by choosing random start times. We call each of the n samples a ‘scenario’
and treat their ensemble as an estimate of expected future scenarios.
We now discuss three robust sizing approaches that base their sizing decisions on sce-
narios created in this way. We defer a discussion on how to evaluate the robustness of
these approaches to Section 4.2.4.
4.2.3 Robust Sizing Approaches
The sizing decision, that is, choosing the size of the store B (in kW or kWh) and of the
solar panels C (in kW) to meet one or more of the objectives discussed in section 4.2.1, can
be made using many different approaches. In this section, we explain three representative
approaches.
We make the following assumptions:
• For simplicity, we assume that the goal is to find the minimum-cost storage and solar
PV sizes that meet a certain LOLP or EUE QoS criterion.
• We assume that we have available a solar generation trace S and a load trace D
corresponding to the same time interval with a length of at least one year. As
already discussed, from these traces we can obtain n scenario samples of X days of
solar generation and the corresponding load.
• We size the storage system for only energy, not for power, since sizing for power
is typically trivial (the power rating of the storage system must exceed the sum of
power draws of the set of simultaneously active load components).
• We assume the storage system energy capacity can only take one of b different values
and that the solar panel size can only take one of c different values. Subsequently,
sizing a system is essentially conducting a grid search through b× c pairs of solar PV
panel sizes and storage capacity sizes in order to determine the optimal size, i.e., the
size with the minimum cost which guarantees the satisfaction of the QoS.
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Figure 4.1: Off-grid PV-storage system diagram
• We assume that if a certain combination of storage and PV values results in a certain
LOLP/EUE, then larger values of either storage or PV will always result in lower
values of LOLP/EUE. This allows us to use a greedy grid-search heuristic.
• We assume that the operating policy is given by Algorithm 1, which maximizes
consumption of PV generation and is described in Section 5.2.1. We refer to it as
the simple operating policy.
We denote the number of time steps in the load and solar generation traces by T . πB is
the price for one unit of battery (i.e., 1 cell, or one module), and πC is the price for one unit
of PV panel. We normalize the solar generation Si trace, so that it represents the power
generation from a single unit of PV panel, which we denote as PS. A demands trace D
i
represents the household electricity load, which we denote as PL. Finally, the LOLP target
is denoted ε, and the EUE target, expressed as a fraction of the total load, is denoted θ.
Optimization
In this approach, we formulate an optimization program for solar panel and battery sizing
with the objective of minimizing the capital cost of the system, subject to physical system
and LOLP/EUE constraints. We do not specify the operating policy, leaving this decision
to the optimization solver, because even the simple policy (Algorithm 1) is difficult to
encode in a mathematical program. The optimal policy may not be practical since it does
necessarily not correspond to a known set of operating rules. However, this allows us to
compute the best possible size in the case of optimal operation. In this sense, although
the sizing decision made by the optimization program is a potentially-unattainable lower
bound, it measures the level of sub-optimality in the operating policy used in the two other
approaches.
Our approach has two phases. In the first phase, for each scenario and for each of the
b potential battery sizes, we compute the optimal solar panel size C, assuming optimal
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operation. This gives us n sizing curves defined by the interpolation of b sizes computed
for each scenario (see Figure 4.2). In the second phase, we use a technique based on the
Sample Univariate Chebyshev bound [141] to compute a robust size that is insensitive to
the details of individual traces. We discuss each phase in turn.
Phase 1
For phase 1, define Pc to be the charging power, Pd to be the discharging power, Pdir to
be the power that flows directly from PV panel to load, and E to be the energy content.
The number of battery cells is B and the number of PV panel units is C. Figure 4.1 shows
a labelled system diagram.
The battery model used here is the C/L/C from Section 3.4 with the following param-
eters: ηc (resp. ηd) the charging (resp. discharging) efficiency, αc (resp. αd) the charging
(resp. discharging) rate limit, u1, v1, u2, v2 used to characterize the power-dependent lower
and upper limits on the energy content (see constraint (4.6)). The model parameter values
are calibrated for a single cell, and the charging/ discharging rate and energy content limits
are scaled with the number of cells, B. The energy content at the end of time slot t is
denoted E(t), and the initial energy content is U . The duration of a time-step is Tu and
the number of time-steps in a data trace is T .
We first present the full formulation with an LOLP constraint, and then show how to
modify it for an EUE constraint. Given a scenario (PS(t)), (PL(t)), and storage parameters








Pc(t) + Pdir(t) ≤ PS(t)C ∀t (4.2)
Pdir(t) + Pd(t) = PL(t)− δ(t) (4.3)
E(0) = U (4.4)
E(t) = E(t− 1) + Pc(t)ηcTu − Pd(t)ηdTu ∀t (4.5)
u1Pd(t) + v1B ≤ E(t) ≤ u2Pc(t) + v2B ∀t (4.6)
0 ≤ Pc(t) ≤ Bαc ∀t (4.7)
0 ≤ Pd(t) ≤ Bαd ∀t (4.8)
I(t) ∈ {0, 1} ∀t (4.9)




I(t) ≤ ε (4.11)
I(t) ≤ δ(t)Z ∀t (4.12)
δ(t) ≤ I(t)PL(t) ∀t (4.13)
Pc(t)Pd(t) = 0 ∀t (4.14)
Constraint (4.2) states that the sum of what goes into the battery and directly towards
the load is bounded by the solar generation. δ(t) is the load that is not met from solar
generation at time t (it is always ≤ PL(t)), constraints (4.5)–(4.8)) represent the battery
model. I(t) is an binary variable used to indicate if the load is met or not in time-step
t (I(t) = 1 means the load is not met). Constraint (4.12) ensures that I(t) is zero if
δ(t) = 0 (Z is a large positive constant), and Constraint (4.13) ensures that I(t) is one if
δ(t) > 0. Constraint (4.11) is the LOLP constraint. Constraint (4.14) forbids simultaneous
charging and discharging, though it was shown in [48] that it can be ignored which makes
the problem an Integer Linear Program (ILP). Note that in this program B and C are
real numbers, i.e., they are not limited to the pre-defined values used for the other two
approaches.
To express an EUE constraint, this problem formulation can be modified as follows.
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Note that the formulation with the EUE constraint is a linear program (LP), which can
be solved much more efficiently than an ILP.
We use this mathematical program to compute the smallest7 C for each of the b battery
sizes so that the system meets the QoS target; these points define a curve in a (B,C) space.
We denote each curve as Ki corresponding to the ith scenario, for a total of n curves.
Phase 2
In phase 2, we use the n sizing curves obtained in phase 1 to compute a probability
bound on the system size with a given measure of confidence.
First, for each of the b values of B′, we construct the set LB′ consisting of points in the
(B,C) space along the intersection of the line at B = B′ and each curve Ki.
LB′ = {C ′′ : C ′′ = Ki(B′)} (4.16)
Each set of points can be viewed as samples from a distribution defined by the sizing
curves. Denote the size of the set |LB′ | = NB′ . Not all sizing curves have a value defined
at B′, so NB′ ≤ n. We can compute a sample Chebyshev bound, as formulated in [153],
on the C values as follows:
P
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The inequality above is a bound on the probability that the distance between some
future value of C for the corresponding B′ from the estimated mean µC,NB′ exceeds a
factor λ of the estimated standard deviation σC,NB′ . To use this inequality to compute a









≤ 1− γ (4.18)
7The solution gives us the optimal C as a real number, which we round up to the nearest potential C
value among the c possibilities.
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Next, we rearrange the inequality in the LHS of Eq. (4.17) to obtain a robust value C∗B′
using the λ that satisfies Eq. (4.18):
C∗B′ = µC,NB′ + λσC,NB′ (4.19)
The resulting set of points (B′, C∗B′) can be interpolated to define a curve which we
call the Chebyshev curve on C, since each point on the curve is a Chebyshev bound on
C values. Similarly, we can construct a Chebyshev curve on B by computing Chebyshev
bounds on the following sets for each of the c values of C’:
LC′{B′′ : Zi(B′′) = C ′} (4.20)
The upper envelope of these Chebyshev curves represents system sizes which are robust
with respect to both B and C with confidence measure γ. We use the least-cost system
along the upper envelope as the final recommendation for the robust size.
If we are confident that the estimated mean and standard deviation have converged to
the population mean after n samples, we can obtain a tighter bound characterized by a
value of λ that satisfies the following:
(1− λ)−1 = 1− γ (4.21)
Using Eq. (4.21) in place of Eq. (4.18) corresponds to the classical analytical Chebyshev
bound which assumes that the population mean and standard deviation are known.
Computation cost
The two Chebyshev curves can be computed with O(bn+ cn) computations, hence the
computation time of this approach is dominated by the computation of the sizing curves
via the optimization program. The inputs to the optimization program are the solar and
load traces, each of size O(T ), for a total size of O(T ). Asymptotically, this is also the
number of variables in the program. Denoting by Q = O(T ) the number of variables and
L = O(T ) as the number of bits of input to the algorithm, even for an LP, which is far
more computationally efficient than an ILP, the best-known approach, the interior-point
method, requires a runtime of O(Q3.5L2 · logL · loglogL) ≈ O(T 5.5 · logT ) [167]. Since we
need nb such runs, and our problem is integer, the total complexity is lower bounded by
O(nbT 5.5 · logT ).
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Sample Chebyshev curve on B
Sample Chebyshev curve on C
Analytical Chebyshev curve on B
Analytical Chebyshev curve on C
Sizing curves
Figure 4.2: Fifty sizing curves and corresponding sample and analytical Chebyshev curves
for γ = 0.95.
Simulation
In this approach, we run system simulations to construct the sizing curves for each of the
n scenarios. Specifically, for each scenario, for each potential sizing choice, and for each
time step t ∈ [1, T ], we determine the availability of solar power S(t) and the load D(t).
Depending on these values, the storage and PV sizes under test, and the given operating
policy, we use the storage model to either charge or discharge the store, updating its energy
content as in Eq. (4.5). If we find that there is a need to discharge the store, but its SoC
is zero, then we mark that the load is unmet from solar generation for this time step. At
the end of each simulation, we empirically determine the LOLP ε or EUE θ for this sizing.
We use a search algorithm that, given a scenario, efficiently searches the (B,C) space
to compute the sizing curve:
Step 1: For C = Cmax, begin at B = Bmin and increment B to find the smallest value of
B such that the system satisfies the target performance requirement; record (B,C).
Step 2: Decrement C, then start from the most recent value of B and increment it until
the system satisfies the performance requirement; record (B,C).
Step 3: Repeat previous step through C = Cmin. Recorded (B,C) pairs compose the
sizing curve.
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This algorithm first finds the edge of the curve at C = Cmax, then traces the rest of the
curve using at most b + c simulations. We then use phase 2 as described in Section 4.2.3
to process these curves and compute a robust size from the upper envelope of the two
Chebyshev curves.
Note that the computation cost of this approach is O(nT (b+ c)), since each time step
takes O(1) computation time, there are T steps per simulation, and (b+ c)n simulations.
Stochastic Network Calculus (SNC)
Unlike the mathematical programming and simulation approaches, which can compute ei-
ther LOLP or EUE metrics with minor changes, stochastic network calculus has significant
differences in the mathematical formulation used to compute the sizing for each metric.
Given a sizing, a QoS target and a set of scenarios, the SNC approach computes an upper-
bound on the LOLP or EUE in each scenario. We consider a sizing to be valid if the
percentage of scenarios that meet the LOLP or EUE target is within the confidence target.
The formulation of this approach is not provided in this work; it was developed in
[74] by the team of researchers where the author of this thesis is responsible only for the
software implementation. The results of the implementation are presented in the following
section. The computational complexity of the approach is O(nT (b+ c)).
4.2.4 Numerical Evaluation
A numerical evaluation of our approaches is based on four years of PV generation and load
data collected from homes in the Pecan Street Dataport [1]. A detailed view of results for
three homes with low, mid, and high levels of consumption, as well as an aggregated sizing
evaluation across 52 homes from this dataset, are presented.
To evaluate the cost of a particular size, we set the installed cost of solar panels πC to be
USD 2.50/W, and the cost of storage πB to be USD 460/kWh
8, with battery parameters
corresponding to a Lithium-Nickel-Manganese-Cobalt (NMC) battery chemistry [92, 38]
as summarized in Table 4.2. We use the simple operating policy of charging the battery
when solar generation exceeds the load and discharging the battery when load exceeds
solar generation. At the beginning of the process, the battery is in a fully charged state.
Although our optimization-based sizing approach is robust, in that it is insensitive to
small perturbations in the input trace, it is often impractical to use this approach; it relies
8Source: https://www.tesla.com/powerwall
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Table 4.2: NMC battery model parameters
Parameter αc αd u1 u2 v1 v2 ηc ηd
Value 1 1 0.053 -0.125 0 1 0.99 1.11∗
∗includes inverter inefficiencies of ∼10%
on optimal operating policy which cannot be determined in advance. Thus, we evaluate
our Chebyshev-curve sizing approach using sizing curves computed via simulation only,
and compare the resulting size with the one computed using the SNC approach.
Convergence of result
In accordance with the simulation and optimization approaches, the recommended system
size is based on a statistical measure of the underlying samples of computed sizing curves.
With SNC, we compute a probabilistic upper-bound on the number of loss-of-load events
for each scenario in the ensemble. With all three approaches, the recommended size is
progressively refined as more scenarios are evaluated.
We find that in all three approaches, mean B and C values converge after about 100
randomly sampled scenarios for ε or θ targets of 0.05. For smaller targets, more scenarios
are required for convergence.
Sizing
Figure 4.3 shows the robust system sizes computed using SNC and simulation approaches
for ε = 0.05 and θ = 0.05, with a confidence of 95% and 97%. The figures include the
sizing curves as well as the Chebyshev curves computed from them. The sizing obtained
for all approaches with 95% confidence lie above the sizing curves. Greater values of the
confidence parameter lead to a more pessimistic sizing, which is more robust to variations
in scenarios that might be observed in the future but not fully reflected in the historical
data.
We note that the size calculated using the optimization approach (not included in Fig-
ure 4.3) is identical to the size obtained using simulations for an EUE target. However,
for an LOLP target, the size computed using the optimization approach is always smaller
than the size computed with the other two approaches. This is expected because the opti-
mization approach uses an optimal operating policy, whereas the other two approaches use
the simple policy (Algorithm 1). The simple policy happens to be optimal for minimizing
EUE, but not for minimizing LOLP.
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Figure 4.3: Comparing sizings at different confidences with SNC and simulation ap-
proaches, for LOLP with ε = 0.05 (4.3a) and EUE with θ = 0.05 (4.3b).
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Figure 4.4: LOLP corresponding to robust system size computed for ε = 0.05 and γ = 0.95.
Left (blue) histogram for each test year is for simulation results, right (red) histogram is
for SNC.
Robustness
We compare the robustness of the size computed using the simulation and SNC approaches
in Figures 4.4, 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7, which summarize the results of leave-one-year-out analysis.
For each of the four years in the dataset, we randomly sample 100-day scenarios from the
other three years. We then use the simulation and SNC approaches to compute a robust
system size using either 95% or 97% confidence bounds for ε = 0.05 (Figures 4.4,4.5)
or θ = 0.05 (Figures 4.6,4.7). Each size is tested on scenarios from the test year, and
the distribution of resulting LOLP and EUE values for each scenario is presented as a
histogram. The vertical histograms show the leave-one-year-out sizing performance on
scenarios sampled from the test year for three households, four years for each. The resulting
LOLP or EUE of the system with size computed using the simulation-based approach is
shown in the blue histograms extending to the left, while red histograms extending to the
right show comparable results with the SNC approach. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 are for an
LOLP target of 0.05, with 95% and 97% confidence respectively. Figures 4.6 and 4.7 are
for an EUE target of 0.05, with 95% and 97% confidence respectively. For test years having
scenarios where the LOLP/EUE exceeds the target, there is an annotation showing the
percentage of scenarios that exceed the target.
Note also that each of the four subsets of three years of data can result in substantially
different sizes. If a year with particularly high load is left out, such as the third year
in the high-consumption household, the computed size results in a violation of the QoS,
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Figure 4.5: LOLP corresponding to robust system size computed for ε = 0.05 and γ = 0.97.
Left (blue) histogram for each test year is for simulation results, right (red) histogram is
for SNC.
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Figure 4.6: EUE corresponding to robust system size computed for θ = 0.05 and γ = 0.95.
Left (blue) histogram for each test year is for simulation results, right (red) histogram is
for SNC.
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Figure 4.7: EUE corresponding to robust system size computed for θ = 0.05 and γ = 0.97.
Left (blue) histogram for each test year is for simulation results, right (red) histogram is
for SNC.
indicating that solar generation and load may highly vary across years. Their variability
may be accounted for by using a higher value of the confidence parameter. Specifically,
note that with γ = 0.95, there are several instances where the sizes computed using both
simulation and SNC approaches fail to meet the performance bound. This is because of
atypical behaviour in one of the years compared to the other years. For both approaches,
when γ is increased to 0.97, the number of violations decreased. Compared to the SNC
approach, the simulation approach is more sensitive to increases in γ, since the Chebyshev
curves give very loose bounds at high confidence, while the SNC approach uses an empirical
confidence measure. In practice, we expect γ to be a user-supplied parameter that reflects
their level of optimism.
The aggregated results for 52 homes from Austin, Texas with data through years 2014-
2017 are shown in Figures 4.8 and 4.9. For each house, a leave-one-year-out sizing for an
LOLP or EUE target of 0.05 over a period of 100 days with 95% confidence is computed.
This size is then tested on 200 randomly selected 100-day periods from the test year, for
a total of 52 × 4 × 200 = 41600 tests for each sizing approach. The results are presented
in histogram form. Notably, the fraction of values that are within the 5% LOLP and EUE
target are well within γ = 0.95.
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Figure 4.8: Aggregated leave-one-year-out test results on 52 houses, with LOLP target of
0.05 and confidence target of 95%. Percentage of tests that land within the LOLP target
for simulation (left) and SNC (right) sizing approaches is annotated.
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Figure 4.9: Aggregated leave-one-year-out test results on 52 houses, with EUE target of
0.05 and confidence target of 0.95. Percentage of tests that land within the EUE target
for simulation (left) and SNC (right) sizing approaches is annotated.
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Table 4.3: Computation time (Linux user time) for robust sizing methods
Method
Mean CPU time for 100 scenarios (h:m:s)
LOLP EUE
µ std. error µ std. error
Simulation 0:0:38 < 0:0:01 0:0:38 < 0:0:01
Optimization 46453:20:05 896:6:55 277:45:21 1:01:22
SNC 0:0:24 < 0:0:01 0:0:16 < 0:01
Computation time
As discussed in Section 4.2.3, the asymptotic complexity of the optimization approach is
lower bounded by O(nbT 5.5logT ). The computational complexity of simulation and SNC
is O(nT (b + c)). Thus, for large values of T , which are typical, the best approaches are
simulation and SNC, with SNC up to a factor of 2.5 faster than simulation.
Table 4.3 shows the CPU time required to process 100 scenarios, each of which has 365
days of data, on a 2.7 GHz Intel Xeon CPU. Compared to simulation and SNC approaches,
optimization takes five to seven orders of magnitude more time9 to compute a result.
4.2.5 Discussion
Comparison of the three approaches
Our work evaluates three distinct approaches to robust and practical sizing of solar and
storage systems. Over and above the numerical comparison in Section 4.2.4, we now make
some qualitative observations about their relative merits.
Unlike some prior works [41, 71, 48] which study the joint problem of optimal sizing
and optimal operation, in this work, we study only sizing. However, with optimization, the
operation rules are usually left as a free variable, in that the output of the optimization
program is also the optimal charge/discharge schedule. However, these operation rules may
not always be used in practice, because the rules depend in detail on the traces, and the
details of the future are unknown. If we could encode operating rules into the optimization
program, we would be able to calculate a size that does not have this dependence between
the rules and the input data. Unfortunately, it is non-trivial to encode arbitrary operating
rules in an optimization program. For instance, consider the rule “charge the store from
9We used CPLEX 12.6.3 solver, which has highly parallelized LP and ILP solvers
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the grid if the battery charge is below 30% and the grid price is lower than $0.12/kWh.”
This rule defines a dependency between the charging power and the battery charge, which
complicates the formulation of the program and also makes it non-linear and hence more
difficult to solve efficiently.
There is a similar problem with stochastic network calculus, where encoding complex
charge/discharge operating rules may result in substantial complication of the subsequent
analysis. In contrast, the simulation approach may be used with any operating strategy.
Moreover, it has acceptable computation time (though greater than stochastic network
calculus). Thus, from a qualitative perspective, the simulation approach is perhaps the
best one, especially when combined with a Chebyshev bound.
Summary on robust system sizing
In conclusion to this study of robust system sizing, we highlight several contributions.
Firstly, it is the first work, to our knowledge, that provides robust and practical advice on
sizing through a comparison of multiple approaches. Secondly, the application of a univari-
ate Chebyshev curve in the calculation of a robust PV-storage system size is innovative,
and may be generalized to other robust optimization problems.
4.3 Future Work: Sizing with Limited Data
As many similar approaches, the system design approach described in Section 4.2 depends
on the availability of data. This data consists of historical hourly measurements, and is
used as a proxy for the future operating environment. In many cases, the availability of
such data is very limited. Smart electricity meters that are capable of data collection are
not yet ubiquitous, and, even if they were widely available, it would take years to collect
a sufficient quantity of data.
In our work, we have assumed that the quantity of data may be sufficient for extracting
an accurate statistical measure (Chebyshev bound) which is used to determine an effective
system design. We have not considered the more limiting but real scenarios where the
only available load data is in the form of a monthly aggregate measurement from an
electricity bill, or the more extreme case where the building is new and there are no
specific measurements available. In this section, we discuss possible approaches to system
design in scenarios with these limitations.
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According to the trends in the deployment of smart meters and other measurement
devices, data limitations will not be a problem in the distant future. However, currently,
the lack of data is a real limitation. Waiting until the problem is resolved naturally by the
proliferation of smart meters is not consistent with the urgency in the responsible attitude
to the alarming climate changes. Hence, let it be even a temporary solution, solving the
practical issues in the effective design of these systems is of importance.
4.3.1 Aggregate data
Aggregated data represents the reduction of some range of variation into a single value.
Even hourly measurements are already an aggregation of processes that exhibit dynamics
at a sub-hourly level, though in the context of PV-storage systems it has been shown in [95]
that hourly measurements are sufficient for system sizing under loss-of-load constraints. In
the analysis of PV-storage systems, where the battery’s primary functions include acting as
a buffer between variations in PV generation and electricity consumption, relying on data
aggregated beyond one hour prohibits us from adequately accounting for the dynamics of
PV and load processes.
A possible solution to this problem is explored in [156], where the authors assume the
availability of a year’s worth of monthly electricity consumption data, and a database of
hourly measurements from different but similar electricity consumers. The monthly data is
used to find a match in the database with similar monthly consumption patterns, which is
then used in the parameterization of a data generation model. The parameterized model is
used to generate data which is then directed as input for the simulation-based robust sizing
approach discussed in Section 4.2. This method was numerically evaluated and validated
on a set of houses from the Pecan Street Dataport [1].
4.3.2 No data
System sizing without any supporting PV generation and load data has not been a subject
of this work. Accordingly, we do not present any complete solutions to this problem. The
following considerations, however, may be used as a starting point in attempts to resolve
this problem.
For a user who has decided to integrate a PV panel and a battery into their local
energy system, the first question that may come to mind is: what should be the size of
the system? Obviously, the optimal size is always preferable, especially for a user making
a large investment. A likely scenario is that the user does not have the necessary data to
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determine the optimal system size using conventional data-driven optimization techniques
[30, 157, 174], either because the data has not been collected, or because the system is new
and has no data.
The user might have information to group themselves into a class of similar users,
using data such as estimated annual electricity consumption, socio-economic status, and
projected PV generation in their locale. There may be sufficient data for the class of users to
calculate the system size that is close to the optimal for the class, which is a rule-of-thumb
approach that gives the user a starting point for determining a suitable system size. There
are several problems with this approach. Firstly, once the system is deployed, it is unlikely
that its initial size will turn out to be the optimal one. Secondly, the system operating
environment may change over time, for example, in electricity consumption patterns or
grid pricing scheme; the optimal system size is known to be sensitive to such variations.
These problems motivate a dynamic system size that can be adjusted to meet the changing
needs of the user.
The concept of a dynamic system size is based on the idea that the optimal system size
can be computed after the system is installed and data on the operating environment is
collected. To bring this idea to reality, changing the capacity of the PV panels or battery
would need to be an easy task. Although both components are modular, which presents
an opportunity for dynamic sizing, it is currently challenging to change the size of either
component after installation. PV panels are commonly installed on rooftops, and often
require a licensed technician to work with. In contrast, a battery is typically installed
in a more accessible place, such as a garage, but is often enclosed in a protective casing.
Changing the battery size requires re-imagining the battery from a monolithic structure
to a set of smaller modules that may be added or removed safely and easily. The rest of
our discussion in this section will focus on dynamic sizing of batteries.
Battery products such as Tesla’s Powerwall [161] and Enphase’s AC battery [40] already
offer modular batteries that may be scaled up according to the needs of the system owner.
However, a dynamic battery size implies the ability to both increase and decrease the
size as necessary. Apart from the technical aspects regarding the modification of system
hardware, there is also a need for a marketplace to support the buying and selling of new
and used battery modules. To properly valuate used battery modules, there has to be
a way to reliably determine the level of degradation and remaining battery service life,
for which several methods have been developed [188, 170]. Support for a heterogeneous
battery system, where combined battery modules may have different manufacturers, levels
of degradation, and even cell chemistry, is a current area of study [15, 173, 118, 130] and
would increase the scope of a used battery marketplace. Such a battery market, where
there is no trusted third party, could be built as a trusted peer-to-peer economy based on
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a blockchain with verifiable smart contracts executed on battery systems to estimate their
remaining value. The participation of battery systems on the market may be completely
autonomous, with each system periodically using collected data for computation of its own
optimal size, followed by an arrangement of the necessary transactions on the marketplace,
with the final decision made and realized by the system owner.
The idea of a truly dynamic battery size supported by a market is admittedly progres-
sive. Nevertheless, as the cost of battery systems is expected to remain relatively high,
and as it becomes ever more critical to replace conventional carbon-based power genera-
tion with cleaner alternatives, dynamic battery systems may add value, thus facilitating
the widespread adoption of PV-storage systems.
Chapter 4 Summary
We study the problem of computing a robust PV-storage system sizing that meets
the LOLP or EUE performance objectives while minimizing the system cost. We
develop a novel framework for computing a robust system sizing based on data-driven
system simulation and probability bounds. In contrast with other existing work, we
relax the assumption that the available historical data which characterizes the system’s
operating environment is perfectly representative of the future and instead use a weaker
assumption that the dynamics of both the past and future operating environments are
characterized by the same probability distribution. Our approach is compared to a




Optimization of System Operation
After carefully sizing a PV-storage system, it has to be operated effectively. To maxi-
mize system value, effective operating decisions should be made in a timely manner and
minimize the cost of providing power to the user. This cost may be offset by using local
PV generation, by selling PV generation to the grid, and by taking advantage of the grid
pricing scheme.
The system’s operating flexibility comes from the battery, and the main control vari-
ables are the rates of battery charging and discharging. The choice of these variables
depends on the operating environment, including the grid price, locally generated power,
and load, and possibly forecasts for these values. Different combinations of these factors
may require different operating strategies.
In this chapter, we review existing approaches to system operation in Section 5.1, and
provide a mathematical model of the system under consideration in Section 5.2. We then
study three methods for system operation: rule-based algorithms in Section 5.3, model
predictive control in Section 5.4, and neural networks in Section 5.5.
The contributions of this chapter are as follows. We develop three rule-based algo-
rithms for the control of PV-storage systems, based on insights from optimal operation.
We also propose and evaluate a mixed-timescale model predictive control approach which
can achieve near-optimal performance even with a limited computational budget. Finally,
we develop a self-learning controller based on neural networks that learns how to effec-
tively operate a PV-storage system post-deployment, and effectively adapts its strategy to
changes in the operating environment.
Materials in this chapter have been published in [79] and [77].
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Table 5.1: Operation Notation
Name Description
β Exponent coefficient of exponential MPC timescale
δ Number of low-resolution time slots in two-stage MPC
timescale
Γ Peak-demand pricing scheme threshold
Pg Power purchased from the grid
Pover Amount of power exceeding peak-demand threshold
Psell Power sold to the grid
p1 Price during ToU high-price interval (day)
p2 Price during ToU low-price interval (night)
πb Base price for peak-demand pricing scheme
πd Demand price for peak-demand pricing scheme
πg(t) Price of buying power from the grid in time slot t
πsell(t) Price for selling power to the grid in time slot t
Tb Time slot budget for MPC
Xj Energy content of jth high-price interval
Y Energy content reserved for offsetting peak consumption
ζ Number of minute-long time slots in two-stage MPC
timescale
5.1 Review of System Operation Approaches
System operation approaches are evaluated on many characteristics. The overall perfor-
mance of the approach, i.e., the degree to which the objectives of the operation are satisfied,
is the most important characteristic. In the context of energy system control, we take a
closer look at those techniques that exhibit good performance and have reasonable online
complexity, as discussed below. Techniques such as model predictive control, rule-based
algorithms, and neural networks have all exhibited good performance in the literature.
These approaches differ in three main aspects:
1. Online computational complexity: the amount of computation required to com-
pute a control action.
2. Offline complexity: the amount of human effort and computation required to
configure the controller prior to its deployment in an online environment.
3. Interpretability: the degree to which a system owner is expected to correctly in-
terpret the relationship between the input to the controller and the decisions made
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by the controller. We use the relative terms “low”, “medium”, and “high” in our
assessment of a technique’s interpretability.
The ideal control approach would have low online computational complexity, low offline
complexity, and high interpretability. The three aforementioned approaches to system
operation offer different trade-offs in relation to these aspects; we discuss them below.
5.1.1 Model Predictive Control
Model predictive control (MPC) is a method for online system control that is based on a
dynamic system model and a predictor of future input to the controller [138]. To compute
an action at a given time, a control optimization problem is solved to determine the control
actions that optimize the objective function over a finite time horizon. The first control
action (corresponding to the current time) is implemented by the controller, and the process
is repeated to compute the next control action with a shifted optimization horizon. MPC is
commonly used for industrial process control [184], although there have been applications
of MPC in a variety of other areas, including the optimization of energy efficiency [140] and
HVAC systems [66] in buildings, as well as controlling battery and wind energy systems
[178].
MPC approaches may be divided into linear and non-linear classes, which differ in the
complexity of the system model. Linear MPC is the most prevalent [136] since, in many
cases, MPC provides effective system control even when non-linear system behaviours are
approximated by linear models. The difficulty with non-linear MPC lies in the computa-
tional burden of solving non-linear optimization problems, which is especially important
in an online control setting [184].
MPC has been studied as a control method for energy systems with storage. For
example, Teleke et al. [159] consider a system consisting of a wind farm and energy storage
that is used to make wind power more dispatchable. One of the observations in this work
is the system performance with respect to the length of the time horizon considered for
optimization; horizon values ranging from 100 seconds to 30 minutes were tested, showing
significant performance benefits from having longer – and hence, more computationally
expensive – horizons.
Khalid et al. [84, 86] also consider a wind farm with energy storage but with different
objectives. In [84], energy storage is controlled using an MPC approach to reduce the
ramping of system power output, and in [86] the system is operated to maximize revenue
from selling energy in an electricity market with dynamic pricing. In both cases, it is shown
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that the MPC can effectively utilize the battery to meet the objectives of the applications.
The optimization horizon in [86] is restricted to 15 minutes to limit the computational
burden.
MPC has also been studied in the context of microgrid operation, which is influenced
by many stochastic processes. For example, in [187], a Monte Carlo sampling technique is
used to generate a set of forecasts for the operating environment, including load, electricity
price, and PV and wind generation, which are used as input to a stochastic optimization
problem. This led to improved performance over a standard MPC approach, at the cost
of increasing the computational cost by a factor of 10. Another example [126] involves
splitting the optimization step into two stages1: an initial stage involving a linearized
optimization problem to determine an initial operating plan over a relatively long time
horizon, and a secondary stage involving a non-linear model to calculate the power flows
over a relatively short horizon to implement the initial plan.
MPC has a relatively high computational cost, since an optimization problem is solved
every time a new action is computed. The dynamics of a PV-storage system suggest that
a new action would be required at least once per minute, and the controller hardware
typically has very limited computational capacity to minimize costs as well as overhead
power consumption. There are many techniques for reducing the computational cost of
MPC, such as hierarchical decomposition of the control space [142] and non-uniform hold
constraints [106], but even these techniques may not sufficiently reduce the computation
time if a non-convex system model is needed.
Compared to the other two techniques discussed in this section, MPC has a relatively
low configuration cost. It requires a system model, prediction model for the operating
environment, the objective of the system expressed as a mathematical function of the
control actions, and a generic optimization problem solver such as CPLEX or Gurobi.
Finally, the actions computed by MPC are completely predetermined by the parameters
and inputs of the model, and therefore interpretable. The degree of interpretability is a
function of the system owner’s familiarity with the system, system model, and prediction
models. We assess the interpretability of MPC as medium to high.
5.1.2 Rule-based control
The rule-based control approach involves creating a set of rules which determine control
actions depending on system state. Rule-based control typically requires very low online
1This two-stage approach is different from the two-stage time horizon discussed in Section 5.4
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computational effort. However, coming up with rules that result in good system perfor-
mance is not always a trivial task. Rules are specified in an explicit “white box” form
such as an algorithm or knowledge-based system [155], making this approach highly inter-
pretable. The creation of explicit rules is often done by domain experts.
It is common for rule-based strategies to be very simple, with a focus on meeting
system constraints. In [169], a very simple algorithm is used to control an off-grid system
composed of a wind turbine, PV panels, hydrogen fuel cell, and household loads. The
algorithm chooses one out of two predetermined control actions depending on whether or
not there is excess renewable power generation. A similar system was considered in [7],
where the control of the system included a heuristic that kept the charge of the battery
at high levels to reduce the problems in power balance caused by intermittent renewable
sources.
A simple operating strategy that is commonly used in PV-storage systems is to charge
the battery if there is an excess in PV energy (PS(t) > PL(t)), and discharge the battery
if PV is unable to fully meet the load (PS(t) < PL(t)). The pseudocode for this strategy is
given in Algorithm 1. This strategy maximizes the consumption of PV generation [26], and
may be used as a simple benchmark. Note that this is a myopic strategy, i.e., it does not
use predictions for PV generation and load, and it does not use any grid pricing scheme
parameters.
Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for simple control strategy.
if PS(t) > PL(t) then
Charge the battery as much as possible
Sell the excess solar
else
Discharge the battery to make up for the difference between PS(t) and PL(t)
Purchase power from the grid if the battery power was not enough
end if
In a general dynamic pricing scenario, it has been shown that an optimal operation
policy can be based on energy thresholds [58]. More concretely, the charge/discharge
policy may be described through a relationship between the energy content in the battery,
some optimal energy thresholds, and the state of the system.
While rule-based approaches have shown to be effective, requiring a domain expert
to tweak the battery control rules to adapt them to changes in the environment is not
practical. Furthermore, there are a large number of grid pricing schemes; each utility
company offers several options to its residential customers and an even larger variety of
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options to commercial and industrial customers. Each pricing scheme may require its own
set of tailored control rules. The offline complexity of this approach comes from the effort
required for rule design.
5.1.3 Neural Networks
Artificial neural networks have been studied in the context of controlling energy systems
such as hybrid-electric vehicles and wind farms with energy storage [108, 23, 117]. In
[117], a neural network approach to controlling a supercapacitor in a hybrid-electric vehicle
showed substantial improvement in energy efficiency compared to other approaches. In
[23], a neural network is shown to decrease the cost of operation compared to simple rule-
based control and fuzzy logic control. In both studies, the neural network was trained
using datasets of “good” control actions which were obtained by using offline optimization
methods.
Deep learning methods have shown promise in complex control problems. Deep neural
networks have been trained to successfully perform physical tasks such as walking and car
driving in a simulated environment [104], play video games [115, 116], and replace PID
control for a DC motor [31]. These problems have high-dimensional features (input) that
are mapped to a comparatively small number of control variables (output); energy storage
control has the same challenge, where a large number of environment variables can be used
to decide the battery’s charging or discharging rate. Applying deep neural networks to
energy systems has been studied in [45] and [110], and, recently, the concept of supporting
and even replacing human effort via artificial neural networks in the management of power
systems has been proposed [164].
The online computational cost of using a deep neural network is very low, making it
more suitable for small-scale residential systems compared to MPC. In [186] and [62], the
high computational cost of using MPC was handled by using neural networks to encode
an online MPC policy to control drones and other autonomous robots. The shortcomings
of this approach are the cost of training the network, and the need for large amounts of
data to learn from.
Neural networks are regarded as a “black box” method. The interpretability of a deep






















Figure 5.1: PV-storage system diagram for operation
5.2 Mathematical Model
We consider a PV-storage installation in a building consisting of:
• a set of PV panels along with associated inverters and power electronics; the PV
output is assumed large enough to significantly reduce grid use;
• a Li-ion battery that can either store or discharge energy;
• a bi-directional grid connection that allows load to be met from the grid, the battery
to be charged from the grid, and for power to be sold to the grid;
• a control component that operates the system in real time.
Figure 5.1 illustrates our system.
The PV-storage system is assumed to be owned by and operated in the interest of
a home or small-business owner. The grid charges the owner for any electricity that is
supplied, with the price depending on the pricing scheme being considered. The grid also
purchases any electricity that the system chooses to sell.
In this section, we formulate the mathematical model of the system and implement the
model as a mathematical program. The programs are used to compute the optimal opera-
tion of the system, which provides a benchmark for evaluation of the operating strategies
developed in later sections.
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5.2.1 Formulation of the model
We use a discrete-time model, with Tu being the length of each time slot. For simplicity,
we define t to represent the time interval [t × Tu, (t + 1) × Tu), and use the phrase ‘at
time t’ meaning ‘during the time interval [t × Tu, (t + 1) × Tu)’. All the model variables
are assumed to be constant within a time slot, and the total number of time slots under
consideration is denoted Th. The available output power of the PV panels at time t is
equal to PS(t). The PV output power may be used to meet the load directly, to charge the
battery provided that there is room, or to be sold to the grid. The grid may also be used
to meet the load and/or charge the battery, with Pg(t) being the power bought from the
grid at time t. The load at time t is equal to PL(t), and can be met using a combination of
PV, grid, and battery output. The power sold by the system is denoted as Psell(t). Pdir(t)
is the power that flows directly from PV and grid sources to meet the load or be sold to
the grid at time t. Pc(t) is the power from the sources used to charge the battery, and
Pd(t) is the power from the battery used to serve the load at time t.
There are some natural constraints on the flows of power through the system. We
require the load to be met at all times, and the energy to be sold either form the battery
or from grid2 and PV sources. Thus
Pdir(t) + Pd(t) = PL(t) + Psell(t),∀t ∈ [1, Th]. (5.1)
In addition, the sum of Pc(t) and Pdir(t) must not exceed the input power of the system,
therefore
0 ≤ Pc(t) + Pdir(t) ≤ PS(t) + Pg(t),∀t ∈ [1, Th]. (5.2)
We consider the battery to be a Li-Ion battery modelled using the C/L/C model de-
scribed in Section 3.4.
We denote πsell(t) to be the cost per unit of energy sold to the grid at time t. We
consider the electricity payment to be the sum of outgoing grid payments minus the sum
of incoming payments that we receive from the grid for selling energy through either a
feed-in tariff or value-of-solar tariff structure (as described in Section 2.1.4).
We consider two pricing schemes:
Differential Pricing (also called real-time pricing): Let πg(t) be the cost per unit of
2The system does not prohibit the immediate selling of power bought from the grid. In our work, we
make the simplifying assumption that the pricing structure prevents this from being a profitable operation,
i.e., the cost of buying from the grid is assumed to always be greater than the cost of selling to the grid.
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Peak-demand Pricing: The price of power from the grid increases if the system
exceeds the grid purchasing power threshold Γ. The grid charges πb for every unit of
energy purchased, with an additional πd demand price for the power demand that exceeds
Γ. We denote Pover(t) to be the purchased power that exceeds Γ at time t:
Pover(t) = max(0, Pg(t)− Γ). (5.4)
The electricity payment over the time horizon is therefore
Th∑
t=1
(πbPg(t) + πdPover(t)− πsell(t)Psell(t))Tu. (5.5)
5.2.2 Offline Optimal Benchmark
The optimal offline operational strategy (i.e., the oracle) is based on the assumption that
our system has complete knowledge of load and PV generation over the entire time hori-
zon. The oracle is used to obtain a benchmark against which realistic (online) operating
strategies, which do not have complete knowledge of the future, are evaluated.
Combining the system constraints and grid payment function, we formulate the problem
of minimizing the electricity payment of the system owner for the two pricing schemes as
linear programs (LP).
Differential Pricing: Given solar and load datasets (PS(t)), (PL(t)), the C/L/L
battery model parameters n, u1, u2, v1, v2, αc, αd, ηc, ηd, U , the pricing data (πg(t)),









0 ≤ Pg(t), Pdir(t), Psell(t) ∀t (5.7)
Pdir(t) + Pd(t) = PL(t) + Psell(t) ∀t (5.8)
E(0) = U (5.9)




0 ≤ Pc(t) + Pdir(t) ≤ PS(t) + Pg(t) ∀t (5.11)
0 ≤ Pc(t) ≤ αcn ∀t (5.12)
0 ≤ Pd(t) ≤ αdn ∀t (5.13)
Pc(t)Pd(t) = 0 ∀t (5.14)
u1Pd(t) + v1n ≤ E(t) ≤ u2Pc(t) + v2n ∀t (5.15)
Peak-demand Pricing: Given (PS(t)), (PL(t)), B, u1, u2, v1, v2, αc, αd, ηc, ηd, U ,








(πbPg(t) + πdPover(t)− πsell(t)Psell(t))Tu (5.16)
subject to
Constraints (5.7-5.15)
0 ≤ Pover(t) ∀t (5.17)
Pg(t)− Γ ≤ Pover(t) ∀t (5.18)
Note that we do not define Pover(t) as the equality in Eq. (5.4). Instead, the combina-
tion of two linear constraints (Constraints 5.17 and 5.18) is used with the same effect.
Furthermore, the non-linear Constraint 5.14, which prevents simultaneous charging and
discharging, can be relaxed; the optimal strategy will naturally avoid this action which
causes energy losses due to battery inefficiencies, as proven in [48]. The resulting program
is linear.
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To better understand the effect of system operation on the system owner’s payments
to the grid, we solve the LPs using real solar and load data traces, and compare the
minimized grid payments with what they would have been under the simple PV-storage
operating strategy.
Parameter values
We solve the LPs using the following values for the parameters. PS(t) and PL(t) are
real traces from the Technology Center for Energy (TZE) in Ruhstorf, Germany for nine
months, April through December in 2014, where measurements were recorded every five
minutes (Tu = 1/12 hours). The maximum observed load is approximately 24 kW, while
the maximum observed PV output is approximately 25 kW. The C/L/L battery model
parameters reflect an NMC battery and are specified in Table 4.2. We assume that the
battery has 50% charge at t = 0, i.e., U = n · v2 · 0.5. The capacity of the battery is set in
the range from 10 to 100 kWh.
To imitate the fixed-rate contracts for buying solar power that are seen in practice,
we set the selling price πsell(t) to be a constant value of $0.12 per kWh, which is the
approximate feed-in tariff in Germany as of August 2015.
Differential Pricing: The LP for differential pricing can compute the optimal strategy
for any pricing scheme in which price differentials occur over time. For the numerical
results, we consider a common type of differential pricing called time-of-use (ToU) pricing.
We set a high price p1 during the day [8am, 8pm) and low price p2 during the night [8pm,
8am), resulting in a pricing that has the same pattern as the typical demand for user
electricity consumption. We fix p2 to be $0.25 per kWh, which is reflective of typical
spot-prices in Germany at night [109], and vary p1 between $0.375 and $0.75.
Peak-demand Pricing: We set Γ = 9.06 kW, corresponding to the 80th percentile of
load measurements over the nine month period. The base price πb is set to $0.25, and the
demand price πd is varied between $1.50 and $2.50.
Note that for both pricing schemes, the lowest price for purchasing power from the grid
is higher than the payment obtained by selling power to the grid, effectively preventing
grid arbitrage. Otherwise, the optimal strategy would be to buy as much power as possible



















Figure 5.2: Cost reduction percentage from using the optimal strategy over the simple















Figure 5.3: Cost reduction percentage from using the optimal strategy over the simple
strategy under peak-demand pricing
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Optimal Operation
Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show the cost savings of the optimal strategy in comparison with the
simple myopic strategy (Algorithm 1) which is simulated on the system using the same
inputs that were used to solve the LP. Significant cost savings are possible if the optimal
strategy is used, which confirms the necessity of an operating strategy that is better than
the simple myopic and price-agnostic strategy. These savings increase when the price (p2
or πd) increases, and when the size of the battery increases, although there is a critical
battery size beyond which we see no increase in cost reduction for a finite time horizon.
To realize these gains, the oracle takes advantage of precise knowledge of the future,
both in terms of load and PV generation. A deployment of an oracle-based approach on a
real system would require accurate forecasts, and it is unclear how forecasting errors would
affect the performance of the system. However, the optimal strategy provides valuable
insights on which the design of a practical strategy may be based.
5.3 Rule-Based Algorithms
Our method is to study the oracle’s operations, extract insights about how the oracle
works, and then implement these insights in the form of an algorithm. In the development
of algorithms for operating the PV-storage system, there are many similarities between
differential and peak-demand pricing schemes. We avoid repetition of ideas by focusing on
the peak-demand pricing scheme.
5.3.1 Insights on Optimal Operation
To understand the relationship between the operating environment and the operation of
the oracle, we visualize the optimal charging and discharging patterns over time against the
PV generation, load, battery state of charge (SoC), and grid price curves. Figure 5.4 is an
example for three days with the peak-demand pricing scheme. The following observations
highlight key points in the development of a control algorithm:
Observation 1: If there is an upcoming period where PV output is not sufficient for
meeting the load, and the difference between them is greater than Γ, then the grid is used
to cover only up to Γ of the remaining load; the battery is discharged to cover the rest,
if possible. If there is no such period in the near future, then the battery is discharged
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Figure 5.4: Visualization of the optimal strategy for peak-demand pricing over three days.
PV, Load, and battery SoC are shown. Selling, charging, and discharging events (but not
quantities) are also depicted.
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whenever PV output is not sufficient for meeting the entire load, and the grid is used as a
last resort.
Observation 2: The grid is used to charge the battery on some days if PV output in
the near future is low and the battery does not have enough charge to prevent grid use
from exceeding Γ during that time. The charge level depends on the severity of the PV
deficit; lower PV generation or greater load increases the amount of required charging. In
the situation where the grid is used to charge the battery, the overall grid use does not
exceed Γ.
Observation 3: The system sells power to the grid only when the battery is full and
load has been met. Only PV power is sold, since it is not profitable to sell grid power
because of the negative price difference. Discharging the battery to sell power is also sub-
optimal due to efficiency losses incurred when the battery is charged again. This means
that the selling price does not affect the optimal strategy, as long as it is lower than the
lowest grid price.
In effect, the optimal strategy for peak-demand pricing balances two competing risks:
1. The risk of grid use exceeding Γ. We can avoid paying the high demand price by
using the battery as a back-up to keep the grid usage below Γ. This risk is minimized
if the battery is charged fully at all times except for when it is needed to prevent grid
use from exceeding Γ.
2. The risk of wasting PV output. If PV generation exceeds the load and the
battery is fully charged, then the excess generation is sold to the grid at a low price,
as opposed to being stored and used to offset the purchase of grid power at a later
time. This may be avoided by discharging the battery whenever PV generation is not
sufficient for meeting the load, to make room for storing excess PV generation in the
future. This risk is minimized by having the battery be empty as often as possible.
Similar visualizations of the optimal strategy may be used for the ToU pricing scheme.
Having done so, we observe that the optimal strategy for ToU pricing balances two com-
peting risks which are similar to those observed for peak-demand pricing. They are:
1. The risk of using the grid during the day. We can avoid paying higher prices
during the day by charging the battery from the grid at night when prices are lower,
and by using that energy during the day. This risk is minimized if the battery is fully
charged by the beginning of the high-price period.
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2. The risk of wasting PV output during the day. This can be avoided by
discharging the battery at night (to meet the night load) to make room for PV
generation which exceeds the load during the day. This risk is minimized by having
the battery empty by the beginning of the day, i.e., by the beginning of the high-price
period.
Using these insights, we develop practical control strategies which operate the system
as closely as possible to what has been observed in the optimal operation.
5.3.2 Operating Strategies
We assume that, at time t, the system controller knows PS(t), PL(t), E(t), and possibly
some aggregate predictions for total PV generation and load in the near future, and is
responsible for computing Pg(t), Pe, Pc(t), and Pd(t). We further assume that the system
controller is aware of the pricing scheme. Our goal is to develop an algorithm, i.e., a set
of rules for the controller, that uses the limited available information to reduce the grid
payments by the system owner. A practical strategy controls the operation of the system
at any time while relying only on easily-obtained information.
The algorithms that we describe in this section rely primarily on myopic measurements
although some of them also rely on a limited amount of predictions. They make feasible
control decisions and have very low time complexity. Therefore, they can be easily imple-
mented on a real system, though they do require expert input to design the algorithm. In
the following, we describe an existing strategy [189] for two-period ToU pricing that makes
decisions based on a parameter Xj, that refers to the amount of energy in the battery at the
beginning of the jth high-price period. We also present a new strategy for peak-demand
pricing which uses a single parameter Y referring to the amount of energy in the battery
maintained as a back-up, meant to avoid paying the demand price.
Strategy for ToU Pricing
To a certain degree, the algorithm given by Zhu et al. [189] takes into account the insights
that we gained from studying the optimal strategy for ToU pricing. Their algorithm has two
main cases, depending on the price period. During the high price period, the algorithm
behaves similar to the simple strategy, charging only with excess solar and discharging
whenever needed to avoid using the grid. During the low price period, the algorithm is
effectively preparing to avoid using the grid in the next high price period. The battery is
charged if its energy content is below Xj, and allowed to be discharged if it is above Xj.
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We make the following modifications to the pseudo-code in [189] as Algorithm 2. We
use the notation [z]+ to represent max(0, z). The modifications are:
Modification 1: The algorithm in [189] was not designed to consider the opportunity
to sell power to the grid, and instead curtails the PV power if it cannot be used or stored.
In the optimal strategy, only the excess solar power is sold, so we modify the algorithm to
do this, i.e., Psell(t) = [PS(t)− PL(t)− Pc(t)]+.
Modification 2: The algorithm in [189] charges the battery as soon as possible using
PV and grid sources once a decision is made for it to be charged, in order to have enough
energy to meet the demands of the upcoming high-price period. We modify the algorithm
to charge the battery at the latest possible time, i.e., right before the beginning of the
high-price period. This is done to minimize grid use by giving the battery a chance to be
charged with excess PV power before the high-price period begins.
Algorithm 2 Storage operation at any time t, given Xj
if t is in a low-price period then

























, Bαd, [PL(t)− PS(t)]+
)
,
Pg(t) = [PL(t)− PS(t)− Pd(t)]+
end if
else if t is in a high-price period then
Pc(t) = min
(









, Bαd, [PL(t)− PS(t)]+
)
,
Pg(t) = [PL(t)− PS(t)− Pd(t)]+,
end if
Psell(t) = [PS(t)− PL(t)− Pc(t)]+
∗ These equations are expressed compactly using a recursive definition. In practice, we solve the
equations by searching for maximum values of Pc(t) and Pd(t) that satisfy the energy limit constraints.
The algorithm is critically dependent on the parameters Xj. A well-chosen Xj value
balances the risks described in Section 5.3.1. Zhu et al. propose that Xj should be dynamic,
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(c) B = 100 kWh
Figure 5.5: Optimal Xj plotted against the day-ahead difference in load and PV generation.
Each point represents one day’s optimal Xj value. The red line represents the choice of
day-ahead Xj as proposed by Zhu et al. [189].
with the controller predicting the PV generation and load for the high-price period of the









where [z]xy = max(x,min(y, z)), and tjstart and tjend are the start and end times of the high-
price period of day j. We will refer to this as the ‘day-ahead X’ strategy, and consider this
to be a practical approach because the required predictions are made only for aggregate
values, rather than for fine-grained load and PV generation curves. As it turns out, and
as shown in Figure 5.5, the values of Xj chosen using this method are very close to the
energy content at the beginning of the high-price periods that we observe in the optimal
strategy.
In the case where predictions for day-ahead PV and load are unavailable or unreliable,
or if we wish to avoid predictions altogether, we simplify the problem of selecting the Xj’s
by forcing Xj = X for all j’s. We will refer to this simplified version of the algorithm as
the ‘static X’ strategy. Note that, in practice, the controller would choose the value of X
based on data sets measured in the past at the premises and use the best value of X for the
given grid prices and the given battery size. The best X for a given location, grid prices,
and battery size may be seasonally dependent; we defer this analysis to future work. We
evaluate the performance of the static and day-ahead X strategies separately.
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Strategy for Peak-Demand Pricing
Our operating strategy for peak-demand pricing is developed on the base of our observa-
tions of the optimal strategy. Our strategy uses a static parameter Y , which is the amount
of energy we attempt to have available as a backup when the load exceeds Γ. We will refer
to this strategy as ‘static Y ’. The strategy is split into two operating modes, depending on
whether the energy content of the battery is above or below Y kWh. The mathematical
expressions for defining each mode are more complex than those in Algorithm 2. For read-
ability, we describe the static Y strategy as a sequence of priorities for the flow of power
through the system:
Mode 1: if E(t) ≤ Y
1. PV power is used first to meet the load that exceeds Γ, then to charge the
battery to Y . PV is then used to meet the rest of the load, and then to charge
the battery if all the load has been met; remaining power is sold.
2. The battery is then discharged only if needed to meet the load that exceeds Γ.
3. The grid is used to meet the remaining load, and then to charge the battery to
Y as long as grid use does not exceed Γ.
Mode 2: if E(t) > Y
1. PV power is used to meet the load, then to charge the battery. The remaining
power is sold.
2. The battery is discharged to meet any load that exceeds Γ. The battery is then
further discharged, provided that the battery energy content does not fall below
Y .
3. The grid is used to meet any remaining load.
Just like in the static X strategy, in the static Y strategy the Y value does not require
forecasting and may be chosen by training the algorithm on historical data. These static
strategies are myopic, in the sense that they do not use predictions for PV generation and
load. However, they do use the fact that past trends are useful for understanding what
will work in the future, and this knowledge is incorporated with the X and Y parameters.
In our numerical examples, we compare these strategies and observe their performance
through a system simulation campaign.
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5.3.3 Evaluation and Discussion
We simulate the PV-storage system using the proposed operating strategies, as well as the
simple myopic strategy (Algorithm 1) for comparison. Our performance metric is the cost
increase relative to the cost achieved by the optimal strategy. Given a strategy S, the




where Cost∗ is the cost given by the oracle. The battery size varies between 10 and 100kWh,
which is a realistic range for the PV and load traces used in the simulation. We look at
differential (ToU) and peak-demand pricing with the same prices as in Section 5.2.2. For
determining the X and Y parameters, we incorporate a training and test set. We use data
from April, June, August, October, and December to learn the best static X and Y , and
use them to test on May, July, September, and November data.
Differential Pricing Results
Figure 5.6 shows the cost reduction potential for each strategy. The day-ahead X strategy
performs near-optimally (within 4%) for all the tested battery sizes and grid price values
as long as we are able to perfectly predict the aggregate PV and load for the next high-
price period. The static X strategy shows little cost increase (within 5%), and works best
when the relative difference in day/night grid prices is large and/or battery size is small.
A smaller battery benefits little from prediction, partly because there is less flexibility to
decrease the electricity payments. Altogether, from these results, one might conclude that
there is little need for forecasting.
The effects of varying the selling price were tested and were found to be minimal. This
may be explained by noting that, in the tested scenarios, very little energy is sold by all
the considered strategies. Indeed, our strategies are designed to use or store as much PV
power as possible, with selling used as a last resort.
To test the robustness of the day-ahead strategy to prediction errors, we introduce errors
into our simulation. Prediction errors, as a percentage of the actual value, are introduced
by sampling a normal distribution with a mean of zero and applying it to the actual
aggregate PV generation calculated for each day’s high price period. According to the
results described in [160], this is a reasonable distribution of prediction error. Similarly, we
apply errors to the aggregate load predictions. We set the standard deviation σ of the error





















Figure 5.6: Cost increase across different battery sizes and p1 values for the three strategies
for ToU pricing.
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Day-ahead, σ = 0.6
Day-ahead, σ = 0.45
Day-ahead, σ = 0.3
Day-ahead, no error
Figure 5.7: Effect of prediction error on the day-ahead strategy performance. p1 =
0.50, p2 = 0.25.
60%. We simulate the system with these prediction error distributions 20 times to obtain
an average grid cost of the system over a five-month period for each σ. Figure 5.7 shows
the effect of the error on the day-ahead strategy. These results support the conclusion that
the day-ahead strategy is only marginally better than our static strategy. With substantial
prediction errors (σ = 60%) for both load and PV, the average performance is similar to
the static strategy across most of the battery sizes and price ratios tested.
Peak-demand Pricing
For peak-demand pricing, a second existing operational strategy, in addition to what we
refer to as the simple strategy, is currently in commercial use, for example by Stem [154], a
company that provides energy storage and management services. This strategy is designed
for peak-demand pricing but does not consider a PV power source. It aims to use storage
solely to prevent grid use from exceeding the demand threshold. We refer to this strategy
as the ‘back-up’ strategy (because the battery is used entirely as a back-up power source),
and model it as always being in Mode 1 of our static Y strategy, i.e., set Y = n · v2, which
is the upper limit on the battery energy content.
In Figure 5.8, we compare the relative cost increase of the simple, static Y , and back-up






















Figure 5.8: Cost increase across different battery sizes and πd values with peak-demand
























Figure 5.9: Cost increase with varying selling price and battery size. πb = $0.25 and
πd = $2.00.
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also exhibits a noticeable improvement over the simple strategy, though not as good as the
static Y strategy. This is not surprising, since the back-up strategy is a special case of the
static Y strategy. The back-up strategy performance degrades when the selling price is
lower, as shown in Figure 5.9. This is because the battery is almost always kept full, and is
unable to store excess PV generation which is consequently sold to the grid. These results
suggest once again that forecasting might not be necessary, as the potential decrease in
grid payments is less than 5%.
Summary
Our work provides two key insights.
Firstly, the role of storage in this system is two-fold. On the one hand, it is used to store
energy during low-price periods to reduce grid use during high-price periods or periods of
high demand. On the other hand, it is used to store excess solar production (over demand)
to reduce grid use during times of low (or zero) solar production. These two roles are
sometimes in opposition: under some circumstances, it is better to have the battery fully
charged, whereas, under other circumstances, it is best to have it fully discharged. This
is why our heuristic strategies focus on Xj and Y as the critical tuning parameters, in an
effort to find the best balance between the two uses.
Secondly, we propose rule-based strategies that do not rely on forecasting. In the
ToU pricing case, we found that adding some aggregate forecasting may result in slightly
better performance, and it is questionable if this benefit is worth the cost of the additional
complexity, given that our static strategies already exhibit near-optimal performance when
trained on representative data. Our approach to designing operating strategies, with a focus
on avoiding complexity (i.e., forecasting, online optimization), shows promising results.
While our results with rule-based algorithms look very good, they depend on the as-
sumption that past trends represent the future. Adapting our prediction-less algorithms
to different pricing values may be achieved by recomputing static X and Y parameters,
but a change to the pricing scheme structure would require a new set of rules designed by
an expert. In general, rule-based algorithms are tailored to a specific deployment scenario
and need to be re-designed if the scenario changes, for example to changes in the grid
pricing scheme, load, and other events that significantly alter the operating environment.
The rest of this chapter focuses on operation approaches that are better suited to adapting
to a dynamic operating environment.
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5.4 Mixed-Timescale Model Predictive Control
In the context of small-scale system control, such as a residential PV-storage system, the
primary limiting factor of deploying MPC is the online computational cost of solving the
underlying optimization problem to decide an action. The computation cost is dependent
primarily on the number of variables in the optimization problem. In turn, the number of
variables depends on the length of the optimization horizon. In Section 4.2.3 we demon-
strated that the best-known polynomial time algorithm for solving linear programs has a
complexity whose dominant term is approximately T 5.5, where T is the number of time slots
in the optimization horizon; this shows that every additional time slot in the optimization
horizon comes at a high computational cost.
Given the computational resources available to the system controller, it is possible to
determine a time slot budget : the maximum number of time slots, or equivalently, the
optimization horizon with which the controller could run MPC quickly enough to compute
timely control actions.
To determine the required frequency with which actions need to be computed, one
could look at the timescales on which the relevant system parameters are changing. For
a PV-storage system, the relative parameters that need to be considered by the controller
are the incoming PV generation, load, and pricing scheme; of these, the PV generation
and load typically vary more frequently, and their dynamics can be reasonably captured
with a minutely timescale. Based on this observation, we may assume that actions should
also be computed on a minutely timescale.
In experiments on hardware that are similar to what could be reasonably expected to
be available to the system controller (Raspberry Pi), it has been measured that solving
an MPC whose underlying optimization problem is an integer linear program (ILP) takes
approximately 54 seconds when the optimization horizon has 24 time slots [135]. This
experiment can be used to assess the time slot budget’s order of magnitude. The budget
would be larger if the underlying optimization problem is linear, possibly on the order of
hundreds of time slots. The notion of a budget persists regardless of the complexity of the
optimization problem.
Let us consider an example where the budget is 30 time slots. Given that the dynam-
ics of the system are captured on a minutely timescale, one could set the optimization
horizon to 30 minutes, with one minute per time slot. This approach may result in poor
performance of the controller, since the MPC would not take into account any events that
may be predicted to occur more than 30 minutes later. Alternatively, one could stretch
some time slots beyond a minutely timescale, for example to five minutes per time slot.
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The resulting optimization horizon would be longer and cover the future events that the
controller would benefit from considering, at the cost of lower resolution of the predictions
over the horizon. This consideration leads to the notion of non-uniform hold constraints
[106, 163], in which the MPC’s optimization horizon has a non-uniform timescale. This
non-uniform timescale is typically set up with high-resolution time slots near the beginning
of the horizon, and lower-resolution time slots toward the end of the horizon.
In this work, we explore two different ways to vary the timescale to improve the per-
formance of an MPC while satisfying a given time slot budget. In the first approach, the
timescale is split into a mix of predetermined fixed-length high-resolution time slots at
the beginning of the horizon and low-resolution time slots toward the end of the horizon,
which requires the configuration of two parameters: the number of high-resolution time
slots, and the length of the remaining time slots. In the second approach, the length of
each timeslot is determined using an exponential function and requires the configuration
of a single parameter: the coefficient of the exponent. Using real data, we find that these
parameters need only be configured once on the base of up to a single month of test data.
The comparison of these two approaches shows that the exponential approach is more
efficient: provides better results and has a simpler configuration.
5.4.1 Time Horizon Considerations
The simplest way to set up an MPC’s optimization horizon is to set its length to be equal
to the time slot budget; for a process with dynamics on a minutely time scale, this means
a 30 time slot budget corresponds to an optimization horizon with a length of 30 minutes.
We refer to this method as ‘simple MPC’. When the budget is large, this approach works
well. In the more common case where the budget is relatively small, this approach may
result in poor performance, as discussed next.
In the context of residential PV-storage systems, we suppose that a 24 hour MPC
horizon is sufficient for the achievement of quasi-optimal performance. We base this sup-
position on the following considerations. The time horizon must be at least as long as
the typical cycle in the periodicity of the processes that have a significant effect on the
operation of the system. We have three such processes:
• PV generation, which has a strong correlation with the time of the day and has a
cycle of 24 hours.
• Electrical load, which in a residential home is dependent on the activities of the
inhabitants, also exhibits cyclic behaviour repeating more or less every 24 hours.
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Figure 5.10: Grid payments with MPC operation over one month as a function of the
optimization horizon, for ToU pricing with two battery sizes.
• Price of electricity, which in many cases is based on electricity demand, and thus
conforms to a 24-hour cycle. Time-of-use pricing schemes are a typical example.
Even though some factors affecting these processes may have longer cycles, such as the
season, we assume that the system may operate effectively without directly considering
such long time scales3 in the optimization horizon.
Experimentally, we have determined that time horizons shorter than 24 hours are also
adequate for effective MPC performance. The simple MPC used in the experiments is
formulated in Section 5.4.2, and used to control a PV-storage system in a simulation
where the operating environment is represented by data traces measured from homes in
Austin, Texas [1]. Figure 5.10 shows one month of grid payments under ToU pricing as a
function of the length of the MPC’s optimization horizon. We see that there are no further
decreases in grid payments past a 720 minute (12 hour) horizon. This is consistent with
3Seasonality could and must be taken into account by the predictive models that are used by the MPC.
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Figure 5.11: Grid payments with MPC operation over one year as a function of the opti-
mization horizon, for peak-demand pricing.
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the ToU pricing scheme used in this example, which has alternating 12 hour periods of low
and high energy prices.
As a secondary observation, we note that the grid cost is almost identical for both 5
kWh and 10 kWh battery systems with a horizon of up to 200 minutes. This suggests that
short horizons may eliminate the benefits of having a larger battery.
Figure 5.11 shows one year of grid payments under peak-demand pricing for a different
home, as a function of the MPC horizon. We see that there is a knee-point in the curve at
roughly 360 minutes (6 hours), after which the rate of improvement drops significantly.
The number of time slots in the budget may be lower than the number of time slots
that we would prefer to fit into the desired optimization horizon. For example, Figure 5.11
shows that the optimization horizon should cover at least 360 minutes, whereas, according
to the results published in [135], the computational budget is likely to allow only 20-30
time slots.
Due to the nature of the computations used by mathematical program solvers, the
length of a time slot makes little or no difference to the computation time per slot. In
other words, a long time slot contributes as much to the total computation time as a short
time slot. Therefore, the budget depends on the number of slots and not on the resolution
of each slot. Hence, a sufficiently long optimization horizon may be achieved by varying
the length of time slots while staying within the computational budget of the controller.
One naive approach to fit a sufficiently long optimization horizon into a small time
slot budget is to divide the horizon equally among the time slots. For example, consider
a budget of 36 time slots; since 6 hours is a sufficiently long horizon for system operation
via MPC for a peak-demand pricing scheme, we could split 6 hours into 36 time slots, each
with a length of 10 minutes. The value of PV generation and load in each time slot would
be the average of what is expected to occur in those 10 minutes. In doing so, we create a
problem: the first time slot in the optimal solution, whose action is implemented by the
real system, represents an aggregate of the load and PV generation we expect over the
next 10 minutes, while the actual load and PV generation exhibit variation within those
10 minutes. As such, the action suggested by the MPC assumes a particular state of the
system which may not be the actual state at that point in time. In this case, implementing
the action requires some additional work to ensure that the power flow constraints of the
system are not violated as a result of this discrepancy. Specifically, any deficit in the power
flowing through the system, which may occur when the computed action is to charge the
battery with PV generation that is not currently available, must be covered by purchasing
power from the grid, and likewise, any surplus must be sold to the grid. The optimizer
doesn’t take these adjustments into account, and hence the resulting cost of operating the
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Figure 5.12: Cost comparison of what the MPC optimizer expects the grid cost to be, and
the actual grid cost after balancing the power flowing through the system.
system may be very different from what is expected.
To get a sense of the difference in cost, we implement this naive MPC set-up in a
simulation of a PV-storage system in a residential home over a period of one year, with
the cost determined using the peak-demand grid pricing scheme. The resulting difference
between the cost that the MPC thinks is being paid, and the actual cost after power
balance is restored, is shown in Figure 5.12. In this example, the actual cost turns out to
be approximately 1.9x larger than the expected cost.
The issue with the naive MPC is that it assumes a particular set of power flows rep-
resenting the state of the system in the first time slot are feasible, when in reality this
state may not be feasible and must be augmented by either buying or selling power. To
rectify this problem, the first time slot in the MPC must represent the actual state of the
system, i.e., it needs to be shorter. Returning to our example, by setting the very first
time slot to be one minute long the remaining 35 time slots to be 10 minutes long, the
resulting optimization horizon is still approximately 6 hours long. Implementing this in a
simulation, we note that the actual grid cost is approximately 60% of the cost computed
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with the naive MPC.
These experiments highlight two powerful ideas. First, the length of each time slot
in the optimization horizon does not have to be equal. Second, the performance of the
MPC depends significantly on the way the optimization horizon is split. In the rest of this
section, we discuss ways in which the horizon may be effectively split into a mix of time
slot lengths, resulting in what we refer to as “mixed-timescale MPC”.
The results in Figures 5.10 and 5.11 are computed using time slots with a length of
one minute. From the point of view of MPC’s ability to satisfy the optimization objective,
short time slots are preferable because they provide a lower degree of approximation and
aggregation of the data reflecting the real processes. On the other hand, shorter time slots
unavoidably lead to an increase in the computational cost.
By analogy with digital images, where smaller pixels mean higher resolution, in this
section, short time slots are referred to as a high-resolution time slots. The shortest time
slots that we consider are one minute long. This seems to be appropriate because the
dynamic behaviour of the processes affecting system operation may be reasonably captured
in minutely data traces. Accordingly, time slots with a duration greater than one minute
are referred to as low resolution time slots.
The optimization horizon covers the current and expected future operating environ-
ment. In the context of prediction, at each point in time, the near future appears to be
more definite than the distant future. Consequently, our ability to accurately and precisely
predict near-future events is typically higher compared to distant events. For this reason,
it makes sense to express the near future with high-resolution time slots, and distant future
with low-resolution time slots.
Besides, the events in the near future have a relatively more pronounced effect on the
present control action. For this reason as well, putting greater emphasis on the near future
by expressing it with higher resolution is justified.
5.4.2 MPC Formulation
In this section, we formulate the MPC-based controllers for PV-storage system control
for time-of-use and peak-demand grid pricing schemes. These formulations are similar to
those presented in Section 5.2.1, and form the basis of an MPC for each pricing scheme.
Forecasting models for PV generation and load are also an important part of the MPC,
however, in this work, our study focuses on the optimizer.
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Figure 5.1 serves as a guide for some of the notation and shows the label on each power
flow. The power flowing through the system in each time slot k is constant. Due to the
conservation of power, the amount of PV generation and purchased grid power cannot
exceed the sum of power used to charge the battery and the power that flows directly to
meet the load or be sold (Pdir). Likewise, the amount of power being sold and demanded
by the load cannot exceed the sum of Pdir and the amount of power being discharged.
The battery has physical constraints that are described in our model. We use the C/L/C
Li-ion battery model presented in Section 3.4 and briefly summarized here. The battery
energy content at the end of time slot k is denoted E(k). The limits on battery energy
content have a linear relationship with the charging/discharging power being applied, as
described by the u1, u2, v1, and v2 parameters. The battery also has limits on the charging
and discharging power, denoted αc and αd respectively. A fraction of power is lost when the
battery is charged and discharged due to imperfect efficiency of power conversion, and the
remaining fraction is denoted ηc for charging and ηd for discharging. The battery cannot
be charged and discharged simultaneously, which is also enforced in our model.
The number of time slots in the budget is Tb, and the kth time slot is of length Tu(k)
hours, where k is in the range [1 . . . Tb]. The values of Tu(k) are among the inputs to
the optimization problem. The optimization horizon is equal to the sum of all Tu(k).
We consider two timescale options for specifying Tu(k): two-stage and exponential. The




∀k ∈ [1, ζ] (5.21)
Tu(k) = δ ∀k ∈ [ζ + 1, Tb], (5.22)
where ζ represents the number of minute-length time slots, and δ represents the length
of the rest of the time slots. In the special case where ζ = Tb, this becomes a one-stage
(simple) MPC.




eβ(k−1) ∀k ∈ [1, Tb]. (5.23)
where ≈ indicates rounding to the nearest minute. As shown in Eqs. (5.21)–(5.23), the
two-stage timescale has two parameters, ζ and δ, while the exponential timescale has only
one parameter β.
The formulations of the mixed-timescale MPC optimization problems for time-of-use
and peak-demand pricing schemes are given in the following. Note that these specific
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problems are linear, and may be implemented on inexpensive hardware such as a Raspberry
Pi with a large time slot budget. Studying linear problems lets us simulate mixed-timescale
MPC performance over long periods within a reasonable time frame.
Time-of-use pricing
We denote πg(k) and πsell(k) to be the price for buying and selling energy in time slot k,
respectively.
Combining our system constraints, we formulate the problem of minimizing the elec-
tricity payment by the system owner under time-of-use pricing as an integer linear program
at time t:
Given the time slot budget Tb, the solar and load predictions: [PS(1), . . . , PS(Tb)],
[PL(1), . . ., PL(Tb)]; the battery parameters: αc, αd, ηc, ηd, u1, u2, v1, v2; the current
energy content U ; the prices: [πg(1), . . ., πg(Tb)], [πsell(1), . . . πsell(Tb)), as well as the time








0 ≤ Pg(k), Pdir(k), Psell(k) ∀k ∈ [1, Tb] (5.25)
Pdir(k) + Pd(k) = PL(k) + Psell(k) ∀k ∈ [1, Tb] (5.26)
E(0) = U (5.27)
E(k) = E(k − 1) + ηcPc(k)Tu(k)−
Pd(k)
ηd
Tu(k) ∀k ∈ [1, Tb] (5.28)
0 ≤ Pc(k) + Pdir(k) ≤ PS(k) + Pg(k) ∀k ∈ [1, Tb] (5.29)
0 ≤ Pc(k) ≤ I(k)αc ∀k ∈ [1, Tb] (5.30)
0 ≤ Pd(k) ≤ (1− I(k))αd ∀k ∈ [1, Tb] (5.31)
I(k) ∈ {0, 1} ∀k ∈ [1, Tb] (5.32)
u1Pd(k) + v1 ≤ E(k + 1) ≤ u2Pc(k) + v2 ∀k ∈ [1, Tb] (5.33)
where I(k) is a Boolean integer which prevents simultaneous charging and discharging. It
can be shown that the optimal solution will not have simultaneous charging and discharging
due to the inefficiencies in the battery [48]. This means that the binary integer I(k) may
be removed, which results in a linear program (LP).
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Peak-demand pricing
The formulation for peak-demand pricing is similar to that of time-of-use pricing. We
denote Γ to be the peak threshold, and a(k) to refer to the power exceeding Γ in time slot
k. πbase refers to the base grid price per kWh, and πadd refers to the price for energy which
exceeds Γ. The formulation of the control optimization problem for peak-demand pricing
is as follows.
Given the time slot budget Tb, the predictions [PS(1), . . . , PS(Tb)], [PL(1), . . . , PL(Tb)];
the battery parameters: αc, αd, ηc, ηd, u1, u2, v1, v2; the current energy content U ; the
selling price [πsell(1), . . . πsell(Tb)), the peak threshold Γ; the prices πbase, πadd, as well as






(πbase(k)Pg(k) + πadda(k)− πsell(k)Psell(k))Tu(k) (5.34)
subject to
Constraints 5.25 - 5.33
a(k) ≥ 0 ∀k ∈ [1, Tb] (5.35)
a(k) ≥ Pg(k)− Γ ∀k ∈ [1, Tb] (5.36)
These optimization problems are used as part of an MPC, which performs iterative
online optimization of system control over a finite time horizon which depends on the values
assigned to (Tu(k)). In each iteration, the optimization problem is solved to determine the
control actions that optimize the objective function over a finite time horizon, which is split
up into Tb time slots. After implementing the control action of the first time slot which
corresponds to the current time, the process is repeated with an updated energy content
U = E(1). PL(1) and PS(1) represent the measured load and PV generation, respectively,
while [PL(2) . . . PL(Tb)] and [PS(2) . . . PS(Tb)] are predictions. The forecast for each time
slot is the average value expected over the corresponding time interval.
5.4.3 Numerical Evaluation
Two-stage and exponential timescale MPC are evaluated using load and PV generation
data from ten houses in the Pecan Street Dataport [1]. The dataset consists of measure-
ments recorded every minute over a period of one year. We use the data to simulate system
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operation with mixed-timescale MPC under different configurations, varying ζ and δ, and
β timescale parameters to observe the resulting cost of system operation. In the majority
of our experiments, the time slot budget is fixed to 30 time slots. Mixed-timescale MPC
is compared with simple MPC where the timescale consists of 30 minute-long time slots
and the performance of which is indicated as a red line in the figures, as well as with the
offline optimal control shown as a black line in the figures. The results of the comparison
for three representative homes are analyzed in this section.
We study best-case performance by using perfect predictions for PV generation and
load, deferring the use of forecasting models for future work. For consistency, the battery
in each home is modelled as a 5 kWh NMC storage system whose model parameters
are specified in Table 4.2. The PV generation of each home is scaled to match a 4 kW
installation. Experiments with a 10 kWh battery are also shown.
Exponential vs. two-stage timescale
Figure 5.13 shows the resulting cost of operating the system over a period of two months
with a ToU grid pricing scheme, which has a $0.16 per kWh cost between 8 am and 8 pm,
and a $0.04 per kWh cost between 8 pm and 8 am [177]; the price of selling electricity is
set to $0.03 per kWh, which is just under the lowest grid price. Two-stage and exponential
timescale MPC are both able to achieve near-optimal cost of operation. We observe that
the performance of MPC with exponential timescales has low sensitivity to the specific
value of β; as long as the corresponding time horizon exceeds 10-12 hours, increasing the
value of β has little effect on performance. In other words, the exponential time scale is
robust to the choice of β, as long as the horizon exceeds a minimum value which in this case
is 12 hours. The 12-hour mark is observed as the knee-point in the horizon vs. cost curve
shown in Figure 5.10. MPC with a two-stage timescale also achieves high performance at
different configurations of ζ and δ, with a similar requirement that the horizon should not
be shorter than 12 hours.
Figure 5.14 shows a similar comparison under peak-demand grid pricing, with a $0.25
per kWh base price and a $1.75 per kWh demand price for energy which exceeds the 80th
percentile of that home’s power demands; the price of selling electricity is set to $0.12
per kWh. As with ToU pricing, the exponential time-scale is robust to the value of β as
long as it exceeds 6 hours, which is the knee-point in the horizon vs. cost curve shown in
Figure 5.11. The two-stage timescale shows some sensitivity to the parameters, for example
in Figure 5.14b where the combination of ζ = 1 and δ = 25 minutes has worse performance
than with δ = 15 minutes, despite covering a longer time horizon. This is an example of
the trade-off between horizon resolution and horizon length.
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of system operating cost with ToU grid pricing over a two month
period using exponential, two-stage timescale MPC, basic MPC, and offline optimal.
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of system operating cost with peak-demand grid pricing over a
two month period using exponential, two-stage timescale MPC, basic MPC, and offline
optimal.
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Further simulations confirmed that, for a given set of parameters, the performance of
MPC with both exponential and two-stage timescales remains stable over time. In other
words, if a particular configuration is determined to be effective based on simulations run
on data for a given month, then the same configuration is likely to be effective for the
following months as well. Therefore, there is no need to reconfigure the parameters over
the course of a year. The exponential timescale seems to be more robust in the selection
of parameters; this observation, in combination with needing only a single configurable
parameter, gives it a practical advantage over the two-stage timescale.
Time slot budget
Using an exponential timescale, we ran simulations where the budget is restricted to 10,
20, and 30 time slots to compare the performance that may be achieved under these
restrictions. A comparison of performance is shown in Figure 5.15 for ToU pricing and
Figure 5.16 for peak-demand pricing. For both pricing schemes, even a 10 time slot MPC
can achieve near-optimal performance with a proper configuration of β. As discussed in
the preceding paragraphs, near-optimal performance is achieved when the time horizon is
sufficiently long. The length of the time horizon is dependent on β and on the time slot
budget.
The results for 20 time slots further highlight the robustness of the exponential timescale.
For ToU pricing (Figure 5.15), setting β = 0.6 results in a horizon which covers approxi-
mately 20 weeks, and the performance is nearly identical to β = 0.28 where the horizon is
14.1 hours. For peak-demand pricing (Figure 5.16), minor performance degradation occurs
between β = 0.28 and β = 0.5, the latter corresponding to a horizon of over 3 weeks.
Figure 5.17 compares simple MPC, exponential-timescale MPC, and offline optimal
grid cost with a system where the battery capacity is increased to 10 kWh. MPC results
for ToU pricing are computed with a budget of 10 time slots, with β = 0.7 which gives an
optimization horizon of approximately 18 hours. MPC results with peak-demand pricing
are computed with a budget of 20 time slots, with β = 0.32 which gives an optimization
horizon of approximately 19 hours.
Evaluation summary
Aggregation of time slots has different consequences on the operation for ToU and peak-
demand pricing schemes. For ToU pricing, the optimal strategy shifts the net energy
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of system operating cost with ToU grid pricing over a two month
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of system operating cost with peak-demand grid pricing over a
two month period and varying time slot budgets.
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Figure 5.17: Comparison of simple MPC, exponential-timescale MPC, and offline optimal,
with a battery capacity of 10 kWh.
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shifted is of key importance, and this value is not affected by the aggregation of predic-
tions into long time slots. For peak-demand pricing, the effect of aggregating time slots is
negative, because the predicted peaks in power consumption may be lost where the time
horizon is aggregated into longer time slots. This effect is noticeable in our evaluation,
where aggressively long horizons did not result in any performance penalties for ToU pric-
ing, while minor penalties for peak-demand pricing were observed. However, the length of
the horizon at which degradation in performance becomes noticeable is much longer than
the scope of any realistic forecasting model, which practically limits the value of β long
before performance starts to degrade.
The numerical evaluation of mixed-timescale MPC leads to the following conclusions.
Firstly, MPC with an exponential timescale achieves near-optimal operation of PV-storage
systems under both ToU and peak-demand pricing. Secondly, configuring the parameter
of the exponential timescale, β, is simple: it may take a reasonably liberal value to obtain
a longer time horizon without any significant drop in operating efficacy. Thirdly, high
performance with mixed-timescale MPC is possible even upon a very limited time slot
budget, which implies inexpensive computational hardware.
Our evaluation was conducted with perfect forecasting models for both load in PV gen-
eration. This isolates the effects of the timescale without the added confounding effects of
prediction errors from a specific practical forecasting model. However, a perfect forecasting
model is not practical, and we expect the performance of MPC to decrease when imperfect
predictions are used.
5.5 Neural Network Control
The current practice for residential battery system control is to deploy the system with
a static control policy, with no further modifications over the service life of the system.
However, batteries have a long lifetime, with many warranties lasting 5-10 years. The
operating environment may change over the system’s lifetime, which may decrease the
effectiveness of the system. For example, stacking of additional applications, or changes
to the grid pricing scheme4 or to electrical load (new appliances) are possible. In such a
situation, the control strategy would require adjustments to make it effective again.
Considering this dynamic operating environment, static control of the battery may be
ineffective over its lifetime. Designing new rules to adapt to the changing environment is
4The prices and price periods in Ontario’s ToU electricity pricing scheme have changed at least once a
year in the recent past.
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a prohibitively tedious task given the variety in the combinations of load patterns, grid
pricing schemes, and applications that may require tailored control rules.
The most technologically advanced contemporary method for battery system control
is MPC [159, 86, 17, 69]. An MPC may be smoothly adapted to a changing operating
environment by updating its predictive models to match the changes in the patterns of
load or generated power. Modifications to the grid pricing or new applications may be
accommodated by updating the underlying optimization objective function and system
model. However, an MPC’s high computational cost may make its application to resi-
dential battery systems impractical. Although a significant decrease in computation time
can be achieved by modifying the solving algorithm [178, 106], the hardware requirements
of the solver for a complex non-linear control problem may still offset the effects of im-
provements in control for small-scale residential system applications; for such applications,
a control solution with minimal online computational costs is critical. Mixed-timescale
MPC, as described in Section 5.4, offers a way to achieve high performance with a tight
computational budget. This section describes a complementary approach based on neural
networks.
Our key insight is that, to circumvent the problem of computational cost, neural net-
works can be trained to approximate the control policy of an MPC and used at a fraction
of the online computational cost [186, 62].
The limiting factor of using a deep neural network for residential battery system control
is that training the network effectively requires data about the operating environment,
which is typically unavailable at the time of system deployment. However, this data can
be collected by the system immediately after deployment. To account for the absence of
data at the time of deployment, we have designed a controller that makes periodic updates
to its underlying neural network as more data is collected. We present an evaluation of our
approach for a residential system comprised of PV panels and a battery, in an environment
with time-of-use grid pricing, where load patterns can change over time, and with the
option of selling PV power to the grid.
5.5.1 Design
In this section, we describe the context for our system and the controller architecture. The
system configuration is described in Section 5.2 and shown in the lower half of Figure 5.18.
The description of each component reflected in Figure 5.18 is provided in the subsections
below.










































Figure 5.18: Self-learning system diagram
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• High performance. The controller should outperform the simple control scheme
(Algorithm 1, lower benchmark), and approach the performance of MPC (upper
benchmark) at a fraction of the online computational cost.
• Minimizing offline computation cost. Due to the costs associated with cloud
computing, we want to minimize the amount of offline computation.
• Flexibility in adaptation to different system configurations, operating environments,
and applications with minimal user effort and interaction.
We note that other designs for integrating an MPC are possible, though they may be
less effective. For example, one alternative would be to forego neural network approxima-
tions entirely and offload MPC computation to a cloud server; there could be a persistent
connection over which local data is sent to the server, which would reply with control
actions. In contrast to our proposed design, we believe this alternative approach may be
costly due to server fees that would accumulate over the long lifetime of the system. In
particular, our design has shown good performance in an evaluation where, after the first
year of operation, communication between the local controller and the cloud server occurs
only once every six months.
Local system
The system control variables are the following:
• power used to charge the battery (Pc)
• power discharged from the battery (Pd)
Once these variables are defined, the power purchased from the grid (Pg) and sold to the
grid (Psell) may be directly computed to maintain the balance of power flows in the system.
We assume the system has access to the grid pricing scheme, which is published by the
electrical utility company.
Initially, the system is operated using a default control strategy for PV-storage systems.
In our study, Algorithm 1 is used as the default strategy.
Immediately after the system is installed, it begins collecting data on solar PV gener-
ation (PS) and household electricity load (PL). After a set amount of time has passed, or
when prompted by the system owner, the collected data is sent to a server in the cloud
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and used to train a neural network. If training is successful, i.e., the network is validated
to outperform the default strategy on historical observations via system simulation, then
the network is uploaded into the system controller. The controller then uses the network
to decide how to charge and discharge the battery, applying a post-processing step to the
network output to ensure that the constraints of the system are met (see Section 5.5.1 for
details). The network is retrained once a significant amount of additional data is collected.
The old network is replaced if the new network is validated to outperform the old network.
Neural network architecture
The most common type of learning studied for battery system applications is deep rein-
forcement learning [45, 53, 110]. However, these networks are notoriously difficult to tune,
require large amounts of data and computational resources to converge to an effective so-
lution. Our attempts with RL algorithms for this problem have been unsuccessful, often
converging on a local minimum where the network prioritizes selling power to the grid
rather than storing it to offset higher grid prices at a later time. Others have reported
similar performance issues when studying RL control for PV-storage systems [135]. Hence,
in our controller design, we forego reinforcement learning in favour of a supervised learning
approach via deep feed-forward networks [54], which are trained in the cloud using an MPC
to label the collected data with good control actions.
The inputs to the controller during operation are the same as those used by the MPC
to compute a control action. In the case of our test system, the following inputs have been
used:
• Current PV generation, PS(t);
• Current load, PL(t);
• Current battery energy content, E(t);
• Grid prices5 over time horizon Th, [πg(t) . . . πg(t+ Th)];
• PV generation predictions, [PS(t+ 1) . . . PS(t+ Th)];
• Load predictions, [PL(t+ 1) . . . PL(t+ Th)].
5For residential consumers, grid prices are typically available months in advance. We found that giving
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Control Action
Figure 5.19: Neural network architecture
Battery control is a regression problem, where the output of the network is the charging
or discharging rate (recall that once this is known, we can compute the amount of power
to sell or to buy). We model the rate as a single neuron where a negative output indicates
discharging and a positive output indicates charging. The magnitude of the output neuron’s
value is the charging/discharging rate. Figure 5.19 illustrates the network’s structure.
The main hyper-parameters of the network are the number of hidden layers, the number
of nodes per hidden layer, and the number of training epochs. Our training algorithm
explores different combinations of hyper-parameters to find the most effective configuration.
We use the rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation function for each neuron [10], and
gradually decrease the number of neurons of deeper hidden layers in order to lower the
training time. The output neuron does not have an activation function, which allows for
the output to be a real number.
The standard practice for dealing with neural network inputs in the form of time series,
such as the future grid prices and PV/load predictions, is to use convolutional filter layers
to extract features from each series [128]. The cost of using 1-D convolutional layers
would have to be balanced with the cost of searching through the space of other network
hyper-parameters. The results presented in this section use networks which do not have
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any convolutional layers, since we found that they were not necessary to achieve effective
control performance for the system under study, though they may become necessary for
other systems.
Training data
Deep neural networks perform better when a large amount of training data is available.
The amount of time needed to collect a sufficiently large amount of data after system
installation can be prohibitive to the adaptive neural network approach. As a possible
workaround, additional data may be synthesized by using model-based approaches such as
ARMA, Gaussian Mixture Models, or more detailed models such as [107]. In our research,
we use the following simple method to expand the amount of PV generation and load data
available for training:
1. Start with original training set of size N ;
2. Generate a vector of N perturbation factors by conducting a bounded random walk
in the range 0.95 and 1.05 with a step size of 0.01;
3. Take an element-wise product of the training set and the perturbation factors vector,
and add the resulting dataset to the expanded training set;
4. Repeatedly perturb the original training set until sufficient6 amount of training data
has been generated.
The perturbed data are heavily correlated to the original dataset and do not add completely
unseen patterns to the training set. Nevertheless, our approach creates altered sets of PV
and load data that resemble the original measurements (within 5%) and preserves the
continuous structure of data over time, while being sufficiently different to provide the
network with “fresh” data to train on. In our testing, we have observed that increasing
the size of the training dataset by 3-5× with this data generation approach improves the
control performance of the network in the first year of system deployment where the original
training dataset is small (<100 days).
Note that we do not use all of the collected data for training; 25% of the data is
reserved for network selection, in which we validate the performance of the selected network.
This data is labelled with good control actions using an MPC, as discussed in the next
subsection.
6The ideal amount of generated training data may be determined by continuing to add data to the
training set while validation performance is increasing.
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MPC
One of the essential aspects of our approach is labelling the training data with effective
control actions. In general, a neural network could be used to approximate any practical
control strategy. By practical, we mean that the strategy uses only attainable data to
compute the control actions. The inputs of the strategy map to the inputs of the neural
network. We note that using the true optimal control for labelling would be impractical
because it may depend on perfect knowledge of the entire operating horizon, which is
typically impossible to obtain in an online control setting.
To label the data with control actions, we formulate an MPC, i.e., a discrete mathe-
matical optimization problem for optimal system control over a given time horizon. The
details of the formulation7 are provided in Section 5.4.2. The inputs to the neural network
are the same as the inputs to the MPC. We solve the MPC repeatedly to label every time
slot of solar, load, and initial battery state data with the charging and discharging actions
computed by the MPC. The inputs at time slot t are assigned the label Pc(t) − Pd(t) as
computed by the MPC. In each iteration of MPC, the battery energy content is updated
to reflect the action taken in the previous iteration. The labelled dataset is used to train
neural networks.
A neural network controller trained using MPC can adapt to system changes that are
expressed in the PV generation and load data without any modifications to the controller.
Changes to the system, grid pricing scheme, and applications are communicated to the
controller via modification of the underlying optimization problem of the MPC. The MPC
labels the data with updated control actions by which the neural network learns how to
operate in the new environment. We note that a linear program can be solved even with
basic computational hardware, and a linear MPC could be used to operate the system
directly without a neural-network approximation. We view the linear MPC in our explo-
ration of the design space as a first step in evaluating the potential of this approach, since
it greatly simplifies and accelerates the analysis.
Training
In this step, we train many different neural networks, each with a different structure, i.e.,
different numbers of layers and nodes per layer. Each one of the network configurations
is trained using the back-propagation training algorithm with a mean-squared error cost
7This work was completed before our work with mixed-timescale MPC, and hence here we use a simple
MPC where all time slots have equal length.
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function for minimizing the difference between the network output and the MPC actions
computed for the given input. During training, we use a dropout rate8 of 0.2 at each hidden
layer to avoid overfitting [152].
The network is trained with a set number of epochs (i.e., passes through the training
data), and the network weights at the end of each epoch are saved. After training is
completed, the set of networks is tested to select the network which will be uploaded to
the controller.
Selection
To assess the performance of the trained networks, we run a set of simulations in which
each network is used to make control decisions for the system. The system model in the
simulation is the same as the one used in the LP formulation described in Section 5.5.1.
The selection process consists of two steps.
Step 1: All of the newly trained networks are simulated on 25% of the data which has
been with-held from training, to single out the network with the most effective
performance on unseen data.
Step 2: The best network from Step 1 is compared against the network that is currently
deployed, by simulating them both on all of the data collected so far; if there is
no network currently deployed, the new network is compared against the default
control strategy. If the new network is the winner, it is uploaded to the controller.
Note that in the simulations as well as in the controller, the output of the network is
processed by an algorithm to ensure that the physical constraints of the system are met
before the control action is taken. Firstly, the algorithm ensures that the constraints of
the battery are being met, as described by Constraints 5.30, 5.31, and 5.33 in the LP, by
decreasing the charging/discharging action if necessary. Secondly, the power in the system
is balanced (Constraints 5.25 and 5.26) by selling less and then buying more power from
the grid if there is a power deficit, or buying less and then selling more if there is a power
surplus.
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Table 5.2: Battery model parameters, per household
Parameter αc αd u1 u2 v1 v2 ηc η
∗
d
House 1 8 8 0.053 -0.125 0 8 0.99 1.11
House 2 8 8 0.053 -0.125 0 8 0.99 1.11
House 3 14 14 0.053 -0.125 0 14 0.99 1.11
∗includes inverter efficiency penalty of ∼10%
5.5.2 Evaluation
We use four years of PV generation and load data obtained from three houses in the Pecan
Street Dataport [1] to simulate different realizations of the system operating environment.
The hourly data have been collected from Texas, USA, over a period of four years. All
three homes have high electricity consumption in the range of 35-45 kWh per day, which
makes them good candidates for a PV panel and battery installation. Reflecting a ToU
pricing scheme offered by a Texas utility company [177], the grid price in the night time
between 21:00 and 08:59 is set to $0.04/kWh, while the price in the day time between 09:00
and 20:59 is set to $0.16/kWh between October and May, and $0.21/kWh between June
and September. The price of selling electricity is set to a constant value of $0.03/kWh,
which is just below the lowest grid price.
We compare our adaptive controller, the default control algorithm, and the MPC in
terms of the grid cost paid by the homeowner. We also compare these costs with the
lowest possible (optimal) cost obtained via an oracle, which we compute by solving the LP
in Section 5.5.1 over the entire four-year horizon (Th = 4 years). We use perfect hourly
forecasts (Tu = 1) with Th = 24 as input for the MPC and neural network simulations,
deferring an evaluation with realistic prediction errors and optimization of the prediction
horizon to future work. The parameters used in our system model are given in Table 5.2.
The neural networks are implemented in Python using the Keras/Tensorflow libraries and
trained with the ‘adam’ optimizer.
To model the behaviour of a realistic system that periodically re-learns the best op-
erating strategy by reviewing its immediate prior past, the network training process was
activated on the following days: 10, 20, 40, 80, 120, 190, 365, 550, 730, 910, 1090, 1270, and
1450. The intervals between training times start off being short to take advantage of the
relatively rapid growth of the training set and increase later as the novelty and importance
of the new data decreases. During the data generation phase, the amount of training data
8Dropout rate refers to the percentage of neurons that are chosen at random to be ignored during a
single iteration of the training algorithm.
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l default control neural network MPC
Figure 5.20: House 1: bi-weekly grid cost, and the total cost between re-training periods
relative to the optimal cost.
is increased by a factor of 4 by perturbing the traces. During the training phase, we train
networks with 3 to 7 hidden layers, 40 to 100 nodes per layer, and 21 epochs9. A total of
24 different network structures are tested at each retraining period, each with 21 different
sets of weights, one for each training epoch; this results in a total of 504 different networks
to choose from in the selection step. The largest network has a total of approximately 32K
parameters.
The results for the three houses are summarized in Figures 5.20, 5.21, and 5.22, re-
spectively. Each figure shows the bi-weekly grid cost over four years for the three control
methods, as well as a comparison of their relative performance with respect to the oracle.
Across all three houses, we see that MPC is quasi-optimal. The neural network can get
within 25% of the optimal cost 200 days after deployment, and within 5-10% in 2-4 years.
For houses 1 and 2, the neural network outperforms the default strategy within 100 days
9We determined these ranges to be sufficient for obtaining a performant network through experiment.
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Figure 5.21: House 2: bi-weekly grid cost, and the total cost between re-training periods
relative to the optimal cost.
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l default control neural network MPC
Figure 5.22: House 3: load, which has large changes halfway through year 2, the biweekly
grid cost, and the total cost between re-training periods relative to the optimal cost.
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of system deployment. Across all houses, the adaptive controller saved between 13-19% on
grid costs over the 4 years compared to the default strategy, with savings as high as 25%
for the third house after two years of data was collected.
Figure 5.22 also shows the changes in the load pattern approximately halfway through
the second year of deployment. We have observed that the networks trained on data prior
to the load change performed poorly after the change. This observation highlights the
value of re-training the controller on recently-collected data.
We observe a general trend in the size of the most effective networks across different
training periods. Smaller networks, i.e, those with fewer nodes and hidden layers, have
better performance with smaller sets of available data, while larger networks eventually
perform better as more training data becomes available. To reduce the amount of compu-
tation done during the training of the network set, one possible optimization is to check for
convergence of the structure of the best network and remove structures with historically
poor performance from the set.
In terms of online computation cost, the neural networks implemented using Python’s
Keras deep learning library and run on a single 1.6 GHz CPU have been on average 22×
faster than a linear MPC run using the CPLEX LP solver [33] on a machine with up to
24 3.0 GHz CPU cores for parallelization and 500 GB of RAM. Using a non-linear MPC
– in the case where a more accurate non-linear battery model is needed or if the grid
pricing scheme or application constraints could not be expressed linearly – requires orders
of magnitude more time, and may be too slow for online control using the limited hardware
that is typically available in a battery controller of a residential home system.
5.5.3 Summary
We have developed an adaptive controller framework for PV-storage systems based on
neural networks, MPC, and system simulation. Unlike the static algorithms typically used
in currently-deployed battery systems, this controller may adapt to changes in the system.
An evaluation of the controller with time-of-use pricing has shown that it approaches
MPC-level performance at a fraction of the online computational cost of MPC.
5.6 Future Work on Operating Methods
In this chapter, we have developed approaches to PV-storage system operation based on
rule-based algorithms, MPC, and neural networks. We reflect on the relative online com-
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Table 5.3: Relative Comparison of Operation Methods
MPC Rule-based Neural Network
Online complexity high low low
Offline complexity low high high
Interpretability med high low
putational cost, offline complexity, and interpretability of each approach in Table 5.3. Each
of these methods may be developed further through additional research and improvement,
as discussed next.
5.6.1 Evaluation with Forecasting Models
In the evaluation of our control approaches, with one exception10, we have assumed perfect
predictions of load and PV generation processes over a finite time horizon. Disregarding
prediction errors allowed us to decouple the theoretical performance of a control method
from the accuracy of forecasting models. Nevertheless, taking into account prediction errors
is important in practice. There are no known models that can perfectly forecast load and
PV generation, and errors in the forecast can be expected to affect the performance of
control methods that rely on accurate predictions [70]. Accounting for forecasting errors
through the use of robust optimization approaches such as stochastic MPC [126] is a
potential direction for future work. However, using stochastic optimization approaches may
increase the computational complexity over regular optimization by an order of magnitude
[187], which serves as further motivation for our work on mixed-timescale MPC and neural
network approximations.
5.6.2 Verification on Complex Systems
The control methods described in this chapter have been evaluated on systems that reflect
real operating deployments. In the development of our methods, which are based primar-
ily on optimization models, we have paid specific attention to the online computational
complexity. This has been done to allow our methods to be used even in cases where the
optimization problem is non-linear. Nevertheless, our evaluation has been restricted to
systems that could be adequately represented via linear models, which has allowed us to
10The evaluation of the day-ahead X strategy for time-of-use pricing was tested under the assumption
of a Gaussian error
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conduct a wide range of case studies within reasonable time frames. Extending the evalu-
ation to non-linear systems, such as those where a more accurate and non-linear battery
model is necessary or where the objective function is non-linear, would further validate
our control methods and may lead to further research and development of approaches
addressing these challenges in system complexity.
Chapter 5 Summary
We study the problem of optimizing PV-storage system operation, with the objec-
tive of minimizing the cost of meeting the system owner’s load. We develop control
strategies for PV-storage systems under two grid pricing schemes: time-of-use pricing
and peak-demand pricing. Among our contributions is (a) an algorithm for each pric-
ing scheme which achieves high performance without requiring any forecasting, (b) a
mixed-timescale model predictive control approach which achieves quasi-optimal per-
formance with relatively low computational hardware requirements, and (c) a deep
neural network controller which is capable of learning an effective control policy over




PV-storage systems offset the grid energy consumption of end-consumers with a clean
energy source and add flexibility to their consumption process. The high capital cost
of these systems has motivated the study of how to increase their value to facilitate their
adoption. The focus of this work has been the increase of PV-storage system value through
the optimization of system design and operation. In this chapter, we summarize our specific
contributions in Section 6.1, discuss the integration of our work in the solution of related
problems in Section 6.2, and conclude the thesis in Section 6.3.
6.1 Summary of Contributions
Physical system models, together with data traces that capture the dynamic operating
environment, have been at the center of our approach to system optimization. Each of
these components has been analyzed and developed in this dissertation.
We propose the PI model that allows users to accurately simulate the dynamic be-
haviour of Li-ion batteries. The PI model has several distinctive features. Firstly, its
calibration is based on a battery spec sheet without the necessity of any complex exper-
iments. Secondly, it integrates both the cell and BMS components into a single model.
Thirdly, it uses power, as opposed to current, as model input. These features significantly
simplify the task of running energy system simulations without compromising on model
accuracy, as demonstrated through an extensive set of experiments. It has been publicly
released for use on Matlab’s Simulink platform.
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We derive the C/L/C, C/L/L, and L/L/Q models out of the PI model. They are
analytic and represent different combinations in the trade-off between model accuracy and
complexity. This allows the researcher to select the appropriate model depending on the
objective and the operating range of the given battery optimization study, which increases
the power of the research through a better correspondence between the model and its
application.
Using a battery model in conjunction with a set of data traces, we have developed
a method for PV-storage system sizing which takes into account the uncertainty in the
degree to which the available historical data reflects the future operating environment.
This method uses system simulations and an empirical probability bound to provide sizing
recommendations that meet the objectives of the system owner at relatively low cost.
Specialized algorithms for system operation developed in this work are based on heuris-
tics obtained through analysis of offline optimal control over a set of data traces and reduce
the operating cost of PV-storage systems. They achieve significant cost savings for time-
of-use pricing and peak-demand pricing schemes. In particular, for each pricing scheme,
a myopic algorithm has been developed. This substantially reduces the implementation
complexity while also achieving low operating costs.
The model predictive control algorithms with heterogeneous timescales developed in
this research are capable of achieving quasi-optimal operating costs for PV-storage sys-
tems with limited computational resources. It has been empirically shown that an expo-
nentially growing timescale achieves high performance for ToU and peak-demand pricing
while requiring the calibration of only one parameter.
An adaptive neural network controller has been developed for ToU pricing. It is capable
of learning an efficient operating strategy over time and reacting to changes in the operating
environment. This controller is useful when the control problem is too complex for online
optimization with MPC.
6.2 Future Work
In the final paragraphs of Chapters 3, 4, and 5, we have discussed specific directions
for the further development of each topic. Our models can be improved by taking into
account temperature and degradation effects; system sizing may be studied with a stricter
assumption on the availability of data; our operating methods could be integrated with
forecasting models and evaluated on complex non-linear systems. Here, we briefly discuss
how our contributions may be integrated as a part of a wider study of energy systems.
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The battery models developed in this dissertation are not restricted to the analysis of
PV-storage systems. They may be used in other applications as well, including electric ve-
hicles and drones. A large-scale optimization study involving thousands of electric vehicles
would have many optimization variables, and would thus require models with low com-
plexity, such as the C/L/C model, for the problem to be solvable in a reasonable amount
of time. A similar case can be made of the optimization of battery-powered autonomous
aircraft, where the problems of coordinated charging and flight routes require a simple and
accurate battery model.
In a large-scale multi-system analysis of PV-storage systems, the control strategies
developed in this thesis may be used to study the combined effects of multiple systems on
the operation of the grid. It is possible that many systems individually optimizing their
operating costs may collectively have a negative effect on grid stability. The resolution of
this potential problem may require the development of grid pricing schemes to properly
motivate individual systems to have grid-friendly behaviour. Our exponential timescale
MPC allows for the exploration of this problem at scale.
6.3 Remarks
To conclude this thesis, we briefly discuss how we address some of the research challenges
outlined in Section 1.1. Specifically, we elaborate on the challenges of limited data and
system complexity.
In today’s world, the typical challenge in data-driven studies is to process large quan-
tities of data and derive some general or specific conclusions. However, in the data-driven
study of PV-storage systems, which are not yet widely adopted, the challenge is quite the
opposite: how to extract value from the limited available data. This was one of the major
aspects of the dissertation. The developed battery models are calibrated entirely on easily-
obtainable data; our robust sizing framework addresses insufficient data directly through
a statistical approach; our neural network controller learns as data becomes available.
Optimization of complex non-linear systems is a challenging task requiring lots of com-
putational power. Many of the practical limitations of contemporary research problems are
caused by a lack of computational power, including the problems addressed in this thesis.
Our battery models are designed to balance accuracy and computational complexity; our
work on robust sizing includes a direct comparison of multiple approaches in terms of their
computations time; our work on MPC timescales and neural network approximations is a
direct reflection of the limited computational capabilities of embedded controllers. How-
ever, the progress of computational resources is an obvious and continuing trend. It will
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unavoidably lead to a relaxation of these limitations, and correspondingly increase the
significance of the power of computation to support energy system applications.
On one hand, the increase of computational power will simplify algorithms, because the
reason for making every last micro-optimization to conserve processor cycles weakens. On
the other hand, this increase will open new doors for the digitization and optimization of
systems which are not currently feasible, but may be feasible tomorrow. Accordingly, the
need for reliable, performant algorithms is ever-growing. This dissertation is an instance
of how systems that have not been digitized in the past become digitized in the present.
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